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CHAPTER I 
REVOLUTION, THE GROUND FOR RENEWAL 
Introduction: The Need for Adapting 
Ancient Worship Forms to the Modern Day 
Almost every human creat ion, structure, society and 
science is in the process of radical revolution. The 
Ame rican Negro's drive for equal rig hts, the thrust for 
independence by the emerging nations, the population ex-
p losion and the change in family life mark our time as one 
of instability and changing life-styles. Technology and 
its b y - products are expanding civilization at the bounda-
rie s of travel, communications, knowledge , industry and 
military weaponry. Mass media created by technology has 
enabled man to perceive his world in a new way. The 
changing culture for ces man to reorganize his life. 
Because the Church is part of society's fabric, the 
c hanges in society af f ect the Church. The ecclesiastical 
revolution is characterized by new theologies which attempt 
to speak the ancient truths of God in the terms of con-
temporary language and world-view. The shift from the 
metaphysical world-view and its language to the functional 
world-view combined with existentialism has influenced the 
changes in the Church's theology. Bi blical research has 
unearthed new meanings of the Sacred Scriptures. The 
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Ecumenical Movement has allowed the churches to discover 
the richness of one another's tradition and teaching. 
Biblical and patristic studies of the sources of Christian 
liturgy give the Church cause to examine present liturgical 
rites and worship practices. A renewed interest in the 
Holy Eucharist, the central act of Christian worship, has 
enabled Roman Catholics to emphasize the banquet character 
of the Lord's Supper and at the same time helped Protestants 
to abandon the educational concept of worship and return to 
a sacramental emphasis. 
However, the revolutions in society , culture, theology 
and Chur ch are not yet reflected in the liturgies, that is 
t he f orm for public worship, of the Church. The whole area 
of wo r ship, the way man receives and responds to God, is 
irrelevant and bland for many people. The words, symbols 
and i mages which are used for public, corporate worship do 
not reflect this changed world and so fail to communicate 
to modern man. For many persons, worship today is an indi-
vidual thing and for most worship consists in one's good 
intentions in living their life. The sense of community in 
worship is lost. For other people of varied races, liturgi-
cal forms do not include their ethnic and national culture. 
The task which faces the Church in light of the revolutions 
of our time and the irrelevancy of liturgical worship is 
one of reform, renewal and reshaping of the liturgy of Holy 
Communion. 
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'!'he Problem: Can Contemporary Worship Forms 
Be Revised Without Losing Their Ancient Truths? 
In order to update the liturgy and the rites of worship, 
the Church cannot afford to assume this task of renewal in a 
haphazard way because she has been entrusted with the truth 
of the Gospel. The truths of the Gospel are the substance 
of the Holy Scriptures and the Eucharist, and are contained 
particularly .im the primary liturgy of the Church . A refor-
mation of the liturgy of the Holy Eucharist, with which this 
study is concerned, must retain the substance of the Gospel 
in the liturgy. The problem this thesis will investigate 
and seek to answer is: Is it possible to reform the litur-
gy of the Holy Communion without losing its truth and sub-
stance a nd ye t construct a liturgy which is r e levant to the 
ne eds of the people and their times ? 
The ways of achieving these tasks are not easy. There 
are no ready answers or solutions which the Church can find 
f rom her ancient systematic books. The formulation of new 
ways in which modern, technological man can receive God 1 s 
g race and respond to it in corporate acts is as difficult 
and as necessary as translating the ancient images of the 
Sacred Scriptures . 
The more difficult task is to translate the i mages 
and metaphors, the ideas and thought-forms of the 
ancient scriptures into the thought and language of 
the twentieth century, without losing revealed tru th 
in the process. There is no easy answer; no one 
simple a nswer: and indeed no complete answer at all. 
In every generation the church must continue to 
wrestle with this intractible problem .... 
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Intelligent participation is encouraged and in-
creased when the language used in the service is 
contemporary not archaic, concrete not abstract, 
c ommon not technical. Basic English promotes 
corporate participation.l 
In order to reform the liturgical life of the Church, 
the Church cannot go about this task without guidelines. 
Ref orms of the liturgy needs governing principles to guide 
the reformulation, restoration and creation of new worship 
forms . It is as s umed that this reformula ti on process of 
the liturgyis born as a result of the study of society, 
culture, modes of communication and contemporar y percep-
tion or reality. Principles of liturgical reform should be 
f ormulated by s cientific investigation. Liturgical investi -
ga t ion must proceed from known theories, fa cts and principles 
to discover new truths, in this case new forms and renewed 
means of worshlp. 
However, principles designed to govern the creation of 
new forms of worship are not enough to keep the substance and 
truth of the ancient liturgy intact. There need to . be princi-
ples also which govern liturgical reform which will recog-
nize the validity of past traditions and forms of worship. 
The Church cannot reject the wholesome, good and true 
developments of her past. The Church must be honest to her-
self and what she is .by creatively using the past for her 
present task. Thus, the need for two kinds of principles 
lstephen F. Winward, The Reformation of Our Wors hip 
(Richmond: John Knox, 1965-y-;-p. 108. 
s 
of liturgical renewal. One kind to create new forms and 
another kind to preserve the past and the substance of the 
liturgy. 
The Roman Catholic Church decided to reform the 
liturgy at the Second Vatican Council. The Council de-
c ided to bring about changes in the liturgical life of the 
Church and p articularly the liturgy of the Mass by drafting 
p rinciples which would govern the reforms and changes of 
their rites of worship. The Council fathers approved the 
Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy which contains the 
princip les for liturgical renewal in their church. Thi s 
d oc ument will be analy zed in detail and used to test 
whether or not liturgical reform can be accomplished which 
will be relevant and yet retain the truths and substance 
of worship rites, particularly the Mass. An examination 
will be made as to whether Vatican II constructed the two 
kinds of principles which have been assumed ne cessary for 
liturgical reform by analyzing the principles i n the 
Constitution. 
A sur vey of the field indicates the necessity of in-
vesti ga ting the history of the liturg ical movement which 
apexed at Vatican I I. In . Chapter two some of the major 
liturgical trends and evolutions prior to the council will 
be examined. In Chapters two and three the principles of 
Vatican II will be investigated in light of liturgical 
research and reform since 1850. The liturgical studies, 
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themes and discoveries of the period prior to the Council 
will be used to show that Vatican II constructed these 
principles on the basis of research and evaluation of the 
past. 
The study of the problems of liturg ical renewal needs 
to explore whether the principles for change in the worship 
life of the Church have a built-in principle for ongoing 
recons t ruction and renewal of the liturgy. If it is assumed 
that our world will keep changing , how will the Church up-
date, renew, and create symbols and forms that are con-
sistent and e xpressive of each succeeding age? It a ppears 
f rom thi s study that Vatican II was aware of this problem 
and soug h t to speak to this issue out of an awareness of 
the Church catholic, and an understanding of the historical 
development of the Church. Chapter four examines how the 
Council attempted to create principles that would solve 
the above inquiry. 
What was done at Vatican II has great importance for 
the rest of divided Christendom because other c hurches ' 
liturgies are derivations or reactions to the Roman Catholic 
Mass. For example, the Lutheran liturgy was created in 
reaction to tbe 11unbloody sacrifice" in the Mass . All 
references to the sacrifice of the "immaculate victim11 were 
deleted by Luther. Other non-Roman Catholic churches face 
the same liturgical renewal problems of updating liturgical 
language and symbol, relevancy, sacramental emphasis in the 
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liturgy and meaningful participation by the lai t y . If the 
problem of renewing forms of worship faces all the c hurches 
then what Vatican II has accomplished may help in the cre-
ation of a model for the renewal of Protestant liturgies in 
gene ral and the Lutheran liturgy in particular. 
In making this study of the princip l e s of l iturgical 
rene wal of the Roman Catholic Mass, it was i mp ortant to 
e valuate the se principles in lig ht of the Lut heran Refor-
mat i on. There are two reasons for includ ing an analysis 
of t he s e principles of Vatican II from a Luthe ran per-
spec t ive. The first reason is that t his res e archer was .. 
trained in Lutheran theology and 'is committed to the 
Lutheran t r adition. Secondly , as the materials f rom t he 
Se c ond Vatican Counc i l's work on t he Sacred Liturgy a r e 
read , analyz ed and s tudie d, a familiar patt ern be gins t o 
develop . 
, 
Those who are acquainted with Martin Luthe r 's litur-
g ical writing s and c reations will note that the principles 
of liturg ical revision which Vatican I I proposed have 
similarities to Luther's work. The question t hat is now 
raised by t his observation is, bas Vatican II 1 s work on t he 
liturgy begun to converg e with the reforms suggested by 
Luther 450 years ago ? Barriers, difficultie s, and differ-
ences between Luther and Rome will be noted. Has Vatican 
I I moved beyond Luther in liturgical reformation to a 
sufficient point so that Lutherans and Protestants should 
r 
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consider some of Rome's liturgical principles or changes? 
This study will attempt to show by implication that if the 
Constitution has solved the basic dilemma of liturgical 
reform, namely that of creating relevant forms which retain 
the truths of the Gospel, then Lutheran liturgical reformers 
may find direction from Vatican II. 
An analysis, clarification, comparison and contrast of 
the Vatican II Constitution and the liturgical writings of 
Martin Luther and the Lutheran Confessions will be included 
at the poi nts of sacrifice in ·. the Mass, the use of the 
vernacular, the use of Holy Scripture in the Mass , the 
inclusion of the Homily or sermon, the use of sound tra-
dition in liturgical reformulation, and the elimination 
of useless repetitions. 
Limitations of the Study 
This investigat ion of the principles of liturgical 
reform of the Roman Catholic Mass will not attempt to make 
revisions for any other church's form of liturgy. But, this 
invest igation will assess what principles the Vatican 
Council has stated for renewal of the liturgy. This study 
will examine how the church of Rome treated the problem of 
creating criteria for liturgical renewal so that new forms 
can be created without losing their substance. 
Did the Council construct the kind of principles that 
will allow for a liturgy and worship which is truly 
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contemporary to the thought patterns, discoveries and life 
patterns of today? This question can only be tested by 
time, however it will be shown in this study that much 
more liturgical reform needs to be implemented. 
Only the liturgical principles g overning the Mass are 
used for investigation. The minor offices, rites of the 
sacrament of baptism, confession, absolution, monastic 
worship , architecture and music were eliminated from 
examination even though the Constitution on the Sacred 
Liturgy f ormulated principles dealing wi th these forms 
of l itur g ical worship. 
Al t houg h theologians ~ ndicate that the theological 
t r ut hs which the liturgical signs convey may need resym-
b ol i zation, it i s not the purpose of this study to report 
or analy ze the work t hat has been done in theolog ical re-
f ormulation. In the summary and conclusion of this study 
the need for further examination of the theolog ical truths 
which are communicated throug h the symbols in the liturgy 
will be discussed. 
This inve stigation of the principles of liturgical 
renewal, which uses the principles governing the Mass of 
the Roman Catholic Church as a model, is based on litera-
ture that was published prior, during, and after the Second 
Vatican Council from the period 1960-1965. These materials 
include periodicals and books authored by members of the 
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liturgical commission, liturgical scholars, and historians 
of the Roman communion such as Charles Davis, Frederick R. 
McManus, Lancelot Sheppard and Gerhard Ellard. 
A survey of this material provides a comprehensive view 
of the hopes, sugges tions and needs that are offered to the 
liturgical commission prior to the council. Magazine arti-
cles in Commonwealth , The Catholic World, Clergy Review, 
Studia Liturgica , and Worship are the chief sources of commen -
t ary on Vatican !I's Constitution before, during , and after 
the drafting of the Constitution. Major books authored by 
Catholics and Protes tants and published before and after the 
Council suggested, interpreted, and analyzed the liturgical 
principles of reform for the formation .of a new liturgy for 
the Ma s s. 2 
In order to understand the history and development of 
the Vatican II document, it is necessary to treat the his-
tory of the liturgical movement in the Roman Catholic Church. 
A conversation with Dr . Pius Parsch 1 s successor, Brother 
2Major works by Protestants and Catholics include: 
Massey Shepherd, The Liturgical Renewal of the Church, 
edited for the Associated Parishes, Inc.-rNew York: Oxford 
University Press, 1960); Ernest Koenker, The Liturgical 
Renaissance in the Roman Catholic Church (Chicago: The 
University ofChicago Press, 1954); J. D. Crichton, The 
Church's Worship (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1964); Charles 
Davis, Liturgy and Doctrine (New York: Sheed and Ward, 
1960); Louis Bouyer·, Liturgical Piety (Notre Dame: University 
of Notre Dame Press, 1964); John Murphy, The Mass and Litur-
gical Reform (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Co., 1956); 
Lancelot C. Sheppard, Blueprint for Worship (Westminster, 
Maryland: The Newman Press, 1964T"a°nd J. D. Benoit, 
Liturgical Renewal (London: SCM Press, 1958). 
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Norbert H8slinger, editor of Bibel und Liturgie, founded by 
Dr. Parsch, highlighted the directions that the Volks-
liturgisches Apostolat und Klosterneuburger Bibelanostolat 
have taken since the work was begin by Fr. Parsch. Chapter 
two will make reference to these developments and their 
influence on the Council. 
A summary of a conversation with Dom Paul Neunheuser 
of Maria Laach, Germany will be incorporated into Chapter 
two. Dom Herwegen and Dom easel did much of the research 
and formulation of the theology of the liturgy which influ-
enced the Council's statements on the liturgy at this 
monastery. Dom Neunheuser indicated the present direction 
of the liturg ical studies. The study includes sociological 
and anthropological investigation. 
Dom Odo easel's book, The Mystery of Christian Worship 
is t he main work for the investigation of the theology which 
p receded the theolog ical rationale of the principles of re-
newal stated in the Constitution. Charles Davis, who recent-
ly left the Roman Ca tholic Church, wrote Liturgy and Doctrine 
which points out the connections between Dom easel and 
Vatican II. 
In looking back to the history of liturgical renewal 
work before the Council, it is neces s ary to note the of-
ficial pronouncements of Pope Pius X and Pope Pius XII to 
understand the historical development of liturgical reform 
within the official structure of the Roman Church. The Motu 
Proprio on The Restoration of Sacred Music of Pius!, 
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and the encyclical Mediator Dei of Pius XII gave recog- _ 
nition to the work of Dom Gueranger and Dom easel 
respectively. 
The chief and primary work that contains the actual 
principles of liturgical reconstruction is the official 
document of the Second Vatican Council, The Constitution on 
the Sacred Liturgy which sets forth both the theology and 
the principles by which the Mass and other rites will be 
reformed. Since this is the first official document of the 
council, it reflects the new spirit of reform and the great 
concern of the bishops to relate the Word and Sacraments to 
modern man. This will be made clear as the various 
p rinciples of reform are enunciated. 
In comparing, contrasting and testing these principles 
of reform of the mass with the reforms suggested at the 
~eformation by Luther and his followers, it is necessary 
to examine the liturgical writings in Luther's Works, 
Volumes 35, 36, and 53, as well as the Lutheran Confessions 
as compiled in The Book of Concord. 
Summary of the Study 
After a complete investigation of the various forces 
at work in the Roman Catholic Church, a pattern appears 
within the materials. There are stages of development in 
the history of the liturgical renewal of Rome. The roman-
tic Period of the 1800's was a reaction to rationalism and 
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involved a restoration of ancient rites and Gregorian 
chant.3 Next, the biblical and patristic period of the 
early nineteenth century centered on liturgical sources and 
sought to explain these sources. Then the movement entered 
a period from 19ZO to the present time of liturgical 
investigation of the development of the rites of worship. 
During this time the theology of worship and the Holy 
Eucharist were enunciated and clarified. 
Over and over again, the familiar voice of Dom easel 
echoes in the theology of the Church's worship and Eucharist 
as it was drawn out by the council. The mystery of Christ's 
incarnation, death, resurrection, ascension, and the 
sharing of that mystery in which the Church participates at 
the celebration of the Mass are central truths and the 
realities toward which the liturgical acts of the Mass 
point. Eucharist too, is a mystery in the sense that those 
who celebrate the Eucharist fully participate in the redemp-
tive act of Christ. 
The theology of the Church as the redeemed people of 
God is the basis for the principle of participation of the 
faithful in the liturgy. The theology of the Church brings 
to light the theology of the laity who are the people of 
God involved in the worship and work of the Church. The 
3Max Thurian, "The Present Aims of the Liturgical Move-
ment," Studia Liturgics, III (Autumn 1964), 107. 
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nature of the catholicity of the Church is seen in the keen 
awareness of the Council that the Church is not an ephemer-
al nor instantaneous creation of men but the movement of 
the Spirit in God's people through the ages. This concept 
is seen best in the emphasis on tradition and the restora-
tion of sound, ancient rites in the liturgy. 
It is important to note in this investigation the 
emphasis on a return to the Holy Scriptures and the restora-
tion of the homily or sermon to its "rightful place" witbt n 
the liturgy. The genius of the Church catholic can be seen 
in the Council's careful deliberations to avoid the mis-
takes of previous liturgical reforms which only sanctified 
archaic rites and forms. At the same time, the fathers of 
the council cautioned against the dangers of creating 
r i te s which were simply "innovations" and gave no consider-
ation to past rites or sound traditions. 
Luther's principles of liturgical reform, while not as 
sweeping in their renewal, are similar to the principles of 
Vatican II in that they recognized the validity of tradi-
tion and development. Luther kept much of the traditional 
liturgy of his time and translated it into the vernacular. 
The reason he did not abolish the traditional liturgy was 
he did not desire to "off end the weak." Both Luther and the 
Fathers of Vatican II wanted to increase the people's parti-
cipation in the liturgy. There are other similarities 
between Luther and Vatican II in the principles of liturgical 
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renewal, such as the emphasis on Holy Scriptures and the 
restoration of the sermon. Luther and Vatican II sought 
to remove meaningless additions and repetitions in the 
liturgy of the Holy Communion for the sake of clarity and 
meaning in worship. Basic forms were suggested by Luther 
and yet, he, like Vatican II allowed for diversity. Even 
though worship forms were "not necessary" for Luther, yet 
t he central act of worship , the Holy Eucharist, was of 
vital importance in the Reformer's theology . In spite of 
the fact tha t liturgical scholarship and restoration was 
not Luther's forte, yet he was forced by the conditions of 
the congregat ions during the Reformation and the needs of 
the peop le to find a way in which the people could find 
and receive meaning in their public worship. 
J ust as there were those who were unhappy with Luther's 
liturgical reforms, a few critics have spoken out against 
the principles of renewal of Vatican II. In the concluding 
remarks the following questions will be di scussed: "Has 
the council g iven the people full participation in the litur-
gy as members of the priesthood of the faithful? 11 "Is the 
council still cautious about clarifying the role of the 
priest who •celebrates' and the people who participate?" 
"Was more participation of the people encouraged by the 
council so that the faithful could be assured of the benefits 
of the attendance at Mass? " ·. 
But is the work of Vatican II finished? The council 
J 
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has only constructed the principles for reform. Now the 
actual revamping of the forms and structure of the liturgy 
needs to be done to aid modern man to perceive the reali-
ties of Word and Sacrament in worship. But will the re~ 
search, the creation of a theological base for the princi ples, 
and the principles of reform developed as a guide for future 
worship be helpful for the construction of new liturgies? 
The concluding chapter will comment on the principles 
of reform by judging whether Vatican II's work has opened 
the way for relevant, contemporary liturgical worship. 
Othe r con.eluding remarks will treat the reproachment be-
twee n Rome and Wittenberg in the liturgy. In addition, 
some suggestions based on Vatican II will be offered for 
Luthe rans to consider in their l i turgical renewal. 
The following chapters investigate the history of the 
liturgical renewal, its theological influence on Vatican 
II and the princip les of reform that the council issued 
to construct a contemporary liturgy. The power and the 
possibilities for continuing liturgical renewal have been 
unleashed and there is no returning· to a past that is use-
less and outdated. The history of the liturgy and its 
renewal have become a living reality in the action of the 
Second Vatican Council. 
' 
CHAPTER II 
EVENTS WHICH SHAPED THE SECOND VATICAN 
COUNCIL'S CONSTITUTION ON THE SACRED LITURGY 
Origins of the Liturgical Movement 
in the Roman Catholic Church 
In order to comprehend the liturgical decisions of 
the Second Vatican Counc i l, it is necessary to understand 
the various movements that were at work within the Roman 
Catholic Church one hundred and thirty years prior to the 
convening of the Council. The problems concerning the 
liturgy were not first noticed by the Vatican Council. 
For many years, var i ous European and American critics, 
scholars, monastics, parish priests, theolog ians and laity 
were seriously attempting to understand, study, restore 
and renew the liturgy. Their work was not neglected over 
the years. The council gave recognition to the many years 
of labor and research that had gone before their decisions. 
At f irst, the direction of the liturgical movement 
was not clear. The shape and direction of the liturgical 
renewal in the Roman Catholic Church is discovered only in 
retrospection. Frederick R. McManus, former president of 
the American Liturgical Conference and peritus to the litur-
gical commission of the Second Vatican Council, comments on 
the goals of the liturgical movement which culminated in 
Vatican II: 
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It is not easy to sum up the diverse goals of the 
liturgical movement, but it embraces every attempt 
to render sincere the words and deeds of Christian 
worship, so that a genuine, understood and spirit-
ually profitable part may be taken by all the 
members of Christ.l 
This statement is indicative of. the concern on the part of 
many people within the Roman communion that the liturgy had 
been abused, neglected, antiquated and loaded with repe-
titi ous rites. 
Dom Prosper Gueranger 
Most liturgical scholars are ready to agree that the 
liturgical renewal movement began in France in the 1830's. 
Massey Shepherd, an Anglican liturgical scholar, writes 
abou t the beginning of the movement: 
The liturgical movement is generally considered 
to have started in the 1830 1 s among the Roman 
Catholic Benedi ctine s of France. Under t he 
leadership of Dom Gueranger, these monks began 
a programme for the restoration of the Roman 
liturgy in France in all its ancient purity, both 
of rite and chant. A massive amount of scholar-
ship was devoted to the study of the history of 
the Latin liturgy, and particularly of the oldest 
manuscripts of the Gregorian chant.2 
Lancelot Sheppard, Roman Catholic liturgical scholar 
and autbor, relates the impact which Dom Prosper Gueranger 
(1805-1875) had on the whole liturgical movement, even 
/1Pr·~derick R. McManus, "Liturgical Week, 1962," The 
Cornmorrw~ail.., LXXVI (August 24, 1962), P. '•' ·468. -
/' \ 
, , 2Masdey Shepherd, Jr., The Liturgy and the Christian 
~ (Gy~enwich, Connecticut: The Seabury Press, 1954), 
p. 5-,----' 
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though he places Gueranger's work in a later decade. 
It is almost true to say in fact that what is 
often, and i~accurately understood by "the litur-
gy" nowadays was a discovery of Dom Gueranger's 
somewhere around 1840. In restoring the Bene-
dictines in France and founding the Solesmes 
congregation, he endeavored to effect a return to 
the medieval splendor of. worship that to a g reat 
extent had been swept away by the French 
Revolution.3 
Dom Gueranger, best known for his scholarship and 
restoration of the Gregorian texts for plainsong also urged 
the restoration of many other forms and rites within t he 
liturgy of the Mass which had been forgotten by the Church 
s i nce the Middle Ages.4 
The Roman Rite was restored by Gueranger as a model 
f or imitation by the entire Roman co:m..munion. A historical 
s t udy by a liturgical community is Paris s hows tbe signi-
fi cance of Dom Gueranger's work. 
In the eyes of the historian of the Church, Dom 
Gueranger must be given the great credit for 
having caused the liturgy to be known a gain and 
loved; for having restored it to a worth, sober 
and really rel i gious style; for having put for-
ward the Roman liturgy as a model, for him the 
only model, and an especially privileged one and 
worthy of imitation; for having laid the foun-
dati ons for t~e restoration of liturgical chant 
and its re-introduction into worship in the 
Roman Church which though in a special category, 
bears the stamp of universality, for being 
3Lancelot c. Sheppard, Blueprint for Worshi~ (West-
minster, Maryland: The Newman Press, 195Ij:°), p. 2 . 
4Joseph Jungmann, S.J., The Mass of the Roman Rite, 
translated by Frances A. Brunner, C.S.S.R. · (New York: 
Benziger Brothers, Inc., 1960), p. 158. 
t 
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promoter, despite himself, it is true 
ecumenism.5 
Did Gueranger•s restoration of plainsong have much 
significance upon liturgical renewal, other than calling the 
Church back to a splendorous past? Gueranger•s restoration 
of plainsong and the authorization of its use in churches 
played a vital role in the spiritual re - vitalization of the 
Church. The liturgical movement's interest in plainsong 
shows the sincerity of the spiritual life of the movement 
because the chant served as a simple accompaniment of 
prayer .6 The return to plainsong was not just a new romanti-
cism but an aid to the worshippers who were engaged only 
in private prayer during the public liturgy. Plainsong 
enticed them away from private prayer and encouraged them 
to join in the worship of God with the total community. 
So, plainsong is one of the first break-throughs in re-
storing the liturgy to the people. 
The restoration of plainsong effected the liturgical 
movement in two other ways.? The restoration of the chant 
enabled people to sing together and realize the social 
nature of the liturgy. The restoration of the best 
Greg~-~an texts brought a biblical renewal too, because the 
/ .,.- ' 
I 
I 5The,' Sacerdotal Communities of ~aint-Severin of Paris 
\and saTnt Joseph of Nice, The Liturgical Movement (New York: 
\Hawthorn "J;3ooks, Publishers, 1964), p. 12. 
\/ \ 
'-- 6Erne'St Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
t atholic dhurch (Chicago: The University of Chicag o Press, 
i,954) , p. 10. 
" '--7 c6 Ibid., p. l;:;, . 
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content of the Divine Off ice of the pre - middle a ges period 
was more scriptural in content than the more modern Marian 
and rosary devotions which accrued s ince the Renaissance. 
The Abbot of Solesmes opened the beauty, meaning and spirit-
ual values of the liturgy to many people . 8 
Bes ide s restor ing the plainsong to use in the liturgy, 
promoting the study of the ancient Gregorian texts, and 
uncovering the outline of t he Roman Mass again , Gueranger 
rekindled a fee ling for liturg ical prayer . 
Dom Gue ranger attempted to demonstrate the pre-
eminence of the official p r ayer of the Churc h over 
private prayer and to a rouse in the liturgically 
mummified Church of France an appreciation for 
liturgical prayer . 9 
Among his other accomplishments, Dom Gueranger began 
the publ ication of bis monumental work, L 1 Anne Liturgique 
i n 1840, whi ch contained the products of hi s research on 
Gregorian texts for the liturgy of the Mass. Through this 
annual , studies of the historical development of the lit urgy 
were made available to the Church. In addition to Gueranger' s 
L ' Anne Litu rgique , he published Institutiones Liturgiques. 
In both these works Guerange r demonstrates his ~c holarly 
and textual-critical study of early manuscripts of plain-
song c hant. 10 
8paul D. Marx , Virgi l Michel and the.Liturgical Move-
ment (Collegeville, Minnesota: The Liturgical Press , 1957) , 
p.rJ. 
9Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church~. 10. 
10Jungmann, ~· cit ., p . 159, 
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It appears that Dom Gueranger 1 s work, which elevated 
the Middle Ages as the golden age of Christendom and also 
for the liturgy was nothing more than an elevation of the 
past as the model for liturgical renewal. In some circles, 
models such as the one Gueranger proposed was considered a 
reactionary movement. However, the condition of the times 
and the trouble that the worship life of the Church was en-
countering called for a revitalization of the former 
splendor and style of the liturgy. Dom Gueranger's attempt 
t o r e store the simple, bea u tiful Greg orian texts of plain-
s ong was in part a result of the whole reaction to the 
rationalism of the day. The Romantic movement soug ht to 
restore the forms of literature, art, lang uage and music 
f rom the Middle Ages. The Liturgical Movement beg an as a 
count eraction to the trend of overintellectualizing the 
f acts of the Christian faith.11 
The methods used by Gueranger in restoring the chant 
were viewed suspiciously by the hierarchy of the Church. 
Gueranger's work was called antiquarian, that is, he sought 
to restore ancient liturgical forms without viewing the needs 
for new forms for the present generation.12 In spite of 
archeologism, he devoted himself to renew the worship life 
of the Church, and in this way a religious authenticity was 
llMax Thurian, "The Present Aims of the Liturg ical 
Movement," Studia Liturgics, III (Autumn, 1964), P• 107. 
12 Infra, p. 62. 
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given to the liturgy. Because of Dom Gueranger•s work, the 
liturgy of the Roman rite was preserved and renewed when the 
rest of the Church did not understand it.13 
The prevalent notion that public worship was to parallel 
sixteenth and seventeenth century court life was accepted 
uncritically by Dom Gueranger. This fact was demonstrated 
by Dom Prosper as he sought to restore medieval monas-
ticism with all its Gothic trappings including Gregorian 
chant.14 Even though the Romantic period was horrified 
of everything that distorted the liturgy of the Mass during 
t he Baroque Period, the Romantics such as Gueranger never 
completely succeeded in th_eir renewal because they never 
rej ected the fundamental assumptions of the Baroque 
innovations . 
. . . For, although the reaction of Romanticism 
was strongly . against the productions and the 
mentality of the seventeenth century, we find to 
our surprise that it retained faithfully, if un-
consciously, most of the dangerous prejudices 
held by its predecessors against whom it had 
rebelled.1.5 
Unfortunately, the Romantics reacted against the most 
superficial features of the Baroque period and elevated 
the Middle Ages as the period which exemplified the best 
13saint-Severin, ~· cit., p. 12. 
14Louis Bouyer, Liturgical ~)ety (Notre 
versity of Notre Dame Press, 19.5 , pp. 4-.5. 
l.5Ibid., p. 9. 
Dame: Uni-
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and most lasting of Christian culture. 16 The medieval 
period had a special appeal too because it possessed a 
sensitivity to Christian feelings which were very absent in 
the Baroque period. However, as a result of reforms in the 
worship life of the Church such as Gueranger 1 s, this Gothic, 
sensitive worship was more satisfying than its predecessor. 
Bouyer says this about the reforms in the liturgy during 
the Romantic period: 
The restoration of Gregorian Chant, scrupulous ob-
servance of the rubrics of all the ceremonies, and, 
above all, a sober dignified kind of celebration 
neatly pruned of all those theatrical additions by 
which Baroque practice had been altering and ruining 
the lines of the liturgy, --all these reforms made 
this monastic worship one of the most impressive 
types to be found in modern times. But neither can 
we deny that this worship was an antiquarian re-
construction, and one of very doubtful authenticity 
on many cardinal points •••. But the greatest 
weakness of all was that it could not have become 
the real worship of any actual congregation of its 
own period •••• 17 
Although Gueranger gave impetus to the study of plain-
song and Gregorian texts, and even though he restored the 
Benedictine order at Solesmes to "pure'' practice again, it 
seemed that Gueranger 1 s work never expanded beyond a 
shallow scholarly revival. 
His renewal was not progressive in spirit. Other 
pioneers of the liturgical renewal would show later that it 
16cf. Bouyer, Liturgical Piety, Chapters I and II for 
a more detailed dts-cu.s1sI·o,n of the Romantic reaction to 
Baroque Period. 
17rbid., p. 11-12. 
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was not enoug h to restore the Middle Ages style of liturgy 
as Gueranger hoped.18 
Gueranger also refused to admit the places of the ver-
nacular in the liturgy. He suppressed the so-called fifteen 
localize d diocesen Gallican liturg ies in favor of "pure" 
Roman liturgy. 1 9 The Gallican rite was more variable in 
its structure than t he Roman rite. The only invariable 
por tions in the Gallican rite were: Sanctus Deus, Kyrie 
Benedi ctus Sanctus and the Words of Institution . 20 By ele-
vating the Roman rite Gueranger limited the variety of litur-
g ica l va riety especially among various lands and cultures.21 
Pope Pius X 
Pi us X gave official recognition to this Benedictine 
Abbot's major contribution to liturg ical renewal. In bi~ 
Mo t u Prop rio, Inter Plurimas Pastoralis, issued November 
22 , 1903, Pius X called for a general restoration of music 
that was appropriate to the sacred and religious setting of 
the Mass. Pius X's recognition of Gueranger's work marks 
t he "offic i al" b e g inning of the liturg ical movement in t h e 
Roman communion. 
18saint-Severin, £E.• cit., p. 54. 
19Jungmann, op. cit., p. 158. 
20yngve Br i nlioth, Eucharistic Faith and Practice 
Evangelical and Catholic (London: S.P.C. K., 1961), p. 72. 
21Infra, p. 168. 
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Ordinarily the "official" beginning of the litur-
gical movement is dated from the time of St. Pius 
X at the very beginning of the century. For one 
thing, he said that the people's part at high Mass 
should be given back to them. For another, he laid 
down a principle that has been endlessly repeated 
and paraphrased ever since: the first and neces-
sary font of a truly Christian spirit for the 
faithful is their "active participation in the 
sacred mysteries and in the public and solemn prayer 
of the Church. 1122 
At first glance, it appears that Pius X issued his 
statement, "Restoration of Church Music'' as a reaction to 
the current theatrical and "profane" music that was making 
inroads into liturgical rites. The Pope reacted to the 
use of such 11secular" music in the liturgy with this state":" 
ment: 
We do not intend to treat every one of the 
abuses which can arise in this matter. Today we 
wish to discuss only one of these abuses which 
is very common and very difficult to abolish. 
Even when everything else merits the highest 
praise, such as the beauty and richness of the 
church, the splendor and accurate order of the 
ceremonies, the attendance of the clergy, and 
the seriousness and piety of those officiating, 
even then, this abuse must be deplored. We 
refer to the abuse of sacred chant and music. 
As a matter of fact, there is an ever-constant 
tendency to depart from the right norm •.•• 
It may result from that regrettable influence 
which profane and theatrical art have exercised 
on sacred art or from that pleasure which music 
directly produces and which is kept in bound 
with no little difficulty.23 
22Frederick R. McManus, "What Is Being Done?;" Sunday 
Morning Crisis, edited by Robert Movde (Baltimore: Helicon 
P/$·, -,,~963), pp. 4 7-48. 
/ tlr'ope Pius X, "Inter Plurimus Pas toralis, 11 ··All Things 
~
. n Christ, edited by Vincent A. Yzermans (Westminster, 
Maryland: The New.man Press, 1954), p. 199. 
' 
..... _  . 
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Considering the document further, and the thought be-
hind the Pope 1 s writing, it is possible to see that the 
Pope is denying the use of "popular" music for the liturgy 
of the Church out of a concern for the active participation 
of the faithful in the sacred mysteries and public prayer 
of the Church. He does not deny the use of good current 
music of the day as the setting for the liturgy. Nor was 
he willing to use "popular 11 music simply because it is the 
mood of the day. He felt that to enable the active partici-
pation of the people, it was necessary to have sanctity 
and dignity in the musical setting of the liturgy. In his 
judgment, theatrical and profane forms of music were not 
conducive for providing a solemn atmosphere for worship. 
Pius X not only gave recognition to Dom Gueranger 1 s 
research in Gregorian texts of plainsong but the Pope also 
gave impetus to further restoration of the worship life of 
the Roman Church. Lancelot Sheppard believes that the 
benefit of Pius x•s reforms had a great effect on the re-
newal of the spiritual life of the Church. 
St. Pius X saw clearly the danger of artifici-
ality, of lifelessness of ritualism, and by his 
Motu Proprio (1903) on sacred music and by the 
decree on frequent communion restored to the 
faithful the two great means of their taking 
their proper part in the worship of the Church.24 
In the Pope 1 s document on sacred music, he set forth 
the principles governing music used for the Mass. These 
24Lancelot c. Sheppard, The Liturgical Books (New 
York: Hawthorn Books, Publishers, 1962), p. 87. 
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principles are products of the early stages of the litur-
gical renewal. The following are two of the key principles 
governing music in the Mass listed by Pius X: 
1 ..•• Its chief duty is to adorn the words of 
the liturgy with suitable melody. These words, 
then should become more intelligible and more 
easily enkindle the faithful 1 s faith and devotion. 
2. Sacred music, therefore should possess all 
the qualities of the liturgy; especially, holiness 
good form and, following upon these, universality.~5 
Sixty years later these principles were incorporated 
into the Second Vatican Council's document on the sacred 
liturgy. The council document from Vatican II uses almost 
the same wording as Pius X when the council addressed the 
issue of finding forms and rites suitabl~ for contemporary 
worship. The Constitution stressed the use of forms that 
are intelligible and easily understood. There is always 
uppermost in the council's mind the need to aid the faith-
ful in the exercise of their faith and life both within 
and outside of worship settings. 
When the Pope chose to recommend a particular kind of 
music to carry the text of the Mass, he confirmed Dom 
Gueranger 1 s work. 
II. Kinds of Sacred Music. 
J. These qualities are especially found in 
Gregorian Chant. It is, therefore, the chant 
proper to the Roman Church and the only Chant she 
has inherited from antiquity. Throughout the 
centuries she has jealously preserved it in her 
liturgical codices and, as is right, offered it 
as her own to the faithful. She commands that it 
25pius X, op. cit., p. 201. 
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alone be used in some parts of the liturgy. 
Finally, recent studies have restored its pris-
tine integrity and purity~ 
For these reasons Gregorian Chant has always 
been considered the finest example of sacred music. 
Consequently, we can set up the following sa~e 
rule: The closer a musical composition approaches 
Gregorian Chant in its composition, the more sacred 
and liturgical it is; the further it departs from 
that supreme model, the less worthyit is of the 
temple. 
Gregorian Chant, therefore, which has been handed 
down from antiquity, must be totally restored in the 
sacred rites. The sacred liturgy loses none of its 
solemnity when only this type of music is used. 
Gregorian Chant should especially be restored to 
the people so that as in former times, the faith-
ful may once again more fully participate in the 
sacred liturgy.26 
This statement suggests that Pius X would like to 
separate the "sacred music" from the profane music 11 when 
he indicates that the closer musical compositions approach 
the Gregorian style of music the more sacred they are. 
He establishes Gregorian mode as the norm for 11sacred 11 
music. The theatre is the norm for 11prof ane '' music. 27 
Any other music that does not approximate the Gregorian 
in its sacred quality is not proper for the liturgy. Sacred 
music should bear all the marks of the liturgy. During the 
long years when the argument over the vernacular raged, 
those who opposed the vernacular Mass argued like Pius X 
did with music, that the Latin was a more "sacred" bearer 
26Ibid., p. 201. 
27Ibid., p. 199. 
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of the text.28 Sacred is defined here as holy things of 
God. Latin is more appropriate to those sacred things. The 
Lati~ liturgy, was a finished product of the Holy Spirit.29 
Pius X made a strong emphasis on the inheritance and 
use of the rich traditions as possible resources for re-
storing the liturgy. While the Pope emphasized restoration 
of the liturgy to sound form and stressed ancient tra-
ditions, he had a keen interest in restoring plainsong not 
because it was old, but because he believed it would aid 
the participation of the faithful in the liturgy . The 
emphasis on restoration of classic forms made by the early 
fathe rs of the liturgical renewal and by Pope Pius X was 
t o be made again and again even through the sessions of the 
Second Vatican Council's deliberations on the liturgy. 
To fully understand what today would be considered a 
r e turn to the past for its own sake and a restoration of 
28cf. Ernest Koenker , Liturgical Renaissance in the 
Roman Catholic Church, p. 158, H. A. Reinhold, The Dynamics 
of the Liturgy (New York: MacMillan Co., 1961), p. 118, 
and--i:r:- A. Reinbold, The American Parish and the Roman 
Liturgy (New York: T~MacMillan Co., 195'8T,~ 38. Two 
of the arguments used by the traditionalists for keeping 
the vernacular are cited by Koenker and Reinhold. One argu-
ment is offered by the experts of Gregorian music who say 
that Latin fits Gregorian texts better because it was 
written for Latin. The other argument offered suggests 
that the use of Latin aids the atmosphere of mystery so 
essential to the liturgy. The proponents of the second 
argument can find support from Dom Gueranger and Dom easel. 
The argument is answered to the effect that mystery does 
not mean incomprehensibility which the Latin promotes. 
29Jungmann, ££• cit., p. 158. 
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ancient rites by Dom Gueranger and Pius X, it is important 
to realize the spirit of the times and the condition of the 
Roman Church. Innovation, acculturation, private masses, 
pietistic eucharistic devotions had developed in religious 
communities and parishes since the Middle Ages until the 
1900 1s.30 When the Enlightenment set in, the liturgy was 
eff ected, in that all excess sentimental forms of worship 
were despised and a return to simplicity in the liturgy was 
encouraged. Joseph Jungmann cites the development of the 
Enlig htenment: 
I n Germany especially, where the Baroque had had 
i t s greatest development in ecclesiastical life, 
the reaction in that same ecclesiastical life--
af te r this development had exhausted its strength 
--was strongest. This occurred during the En-
lig htenment. The desire was to get free from all 
excess of emotions, free from all surfeit of forms; 
to get back again to "noble simplicity." As in 
contemporary art, where the model for this was 
sought in .antiquity and attained in classicism, 
so in ecclesiastical life the model was perceived 
in the life of the ancient Churcho And so a sort 
of Catholic classicism was arrived at, a sudden 
enthusiasm for the liturgical forms of primitive 
Christianity, form which in many cases one believed 
could be taken over bodily, despite the interval 
of a thousand years and more, even though one was 
far removed from the spirit of that age.31 
During this period of the En!ightenment the disturbing non-
essentials of the Mass were set aside and an emphasis was 
placed on the participation of the people in the liturgy. 
During this time, the common recitation of the rosary was 
30saint-Severin, op. cit., p. 79. 
31Jungmann, .2.E.• cit., p. 152. 
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censured, frequency of communion increased, there was a 
demand for decrease of altars and a turning of the altar 
towards the people. In order to assist the people at the 
Mass, prayer books were introduced in which the Mass prayers 
were translated so the people could follow along.32 
But a reaction set in to the Enlightenment, and the 
age of reason in ecclesiastical life was replaced with a 
return to the complete affirmation of dogma, a respect for 
the hierarchic structure of the Church and also a return 
to tradition. The old arrangements of the litursy were re-
instated without any consideration of the criticisms raised 
against it. Even the good reforms of the period were 
viewed with suspicion because they were products of the 
Enlightenment. 
It was in the field of church music that the 
Restoration set to work most visibly to remodel 
the divine service. The works of the Baroque 
period which had found in the liturgy only an 
occasion for unfolding a musical splendor that 
was all too worldly and which often bore no 
relationship to the seriousness of the liturgical 
text and the liturgical mystery--from these one 
turned aside. An effort was made to bring the un-
abbreviated words of the sacred songs into their 
rightful place. War was declared on the amalga-
mation of songs in the vernacular with the Latin 
service, which now frequently returned in its 
pure unadulterated form ••• • 33 
Jungmann indicates that this restoration bad one drawback 
which was that the people were again reduced to spectators 
at the Mass. 
32 Ibid., p. 154. 33rbid., p. 157. 
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The spirit of restoration which stood behind the 
German movement was paralleled in the French movement as 
it was epitomized by Dom Gueranger.34 Gueranger sided with 
the spirit of traditionalism, upheld the existing Roman 
liturgy and resisted any spirit of criticism of the existing 
liturgy. For Gueranger the Latin Mass liturgy was a finished 
art product fixed once for all.35 This reaction to the 
previous period explains in part the reasons Pius X refused 
secular music and the vernacular in the liturgy.36 
Even though there were many drawbacks to the litur-
gical renewal of Guera~ger which Pius X authorized, 
Jungmann feels that an impulse for the rapprochement be-
tween . the liturgy and the people had begun.37 Not only did 
Pius X authorize new editions of chant books based on the 
studies of Gueranger, but the Pope was instrumental in 
developing the norms for polyphony and harmonized music for 
the celebration of the Mass. 
Even more significant for liturgical renewal than the 
Motu Proprio on the restoration of church music was Pius X1 s 
decree "On Frequent and Even Daily Communion" issued in 
1905. Jungmann says that this decree which was a product 
of nruneteenth century research of Christian worship, was 
34rbid., p. 158. 
36Pius X, op. cit., p. 202. 
37Jungmann, ££.• cit., p. 159. 
35Ibid., P• 157. 
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more significant for liturgical renewal than the Motu 
Proprio.38 Apparently, at first the decree of frequent 
communion seemed to have little effect on liturgical affairs 
judging by periodical articles on the decree. However, 
after a few years, it became obvious that the Communion move-
men~ as Jungmann calls it, would last only if it was viewed 
as a natural part of the Mass.39 At this point the com-
munion movement and the liturgical movement joined hands. 
Dom Lambert Beauduin 
Dom Lambert Beauduin is another figure whom liturgical 
s cholars credit as a founding father of the liturgical re-
newal movement . Beauduin, like Abbot Gueranger, was a 
Benedictine monk, who arose on the liturgical horizon soon 
after Pius X issued his statement on sacred music. Charles 
Davis, the Roman theolog ian from England, indicates that 
Dom Beauduin gave the Liturgical Movement its first forward 
thrust. The Liturgical Movement began a new phase at the 
liturgical conference which he called at Malines , Belgium 
in 1909.40 Ernest Koenker supports Davis's evaluation of 
Beauduin's work in liturgical renewal: 
The Liturgical Movement first gained an exten-
sive popular following in Belgium. Already in 
J8rbid., p. 160. 39rbid., p. 161. 
40charles Davis, "The Forward Thrust of the Litur-
gical Revival," Catholic World, 194 (November 1962), P· 74. 
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1911, the first Liturgical week was held at 
Louvain; the proceedings have been published and 
the title Cours et conferences des semains litur-
giques. Here too"; the First International Litur-
g ical Congress was held at Antwerp in 1930. Dom 
Lambert Beauduin was the great leader; the 
Benedictine abbeys of Mont Cesar, Mareds ous, and 
St. Andre spearheaded the movement.41 
Beauduin!s work in Belgium gave the liturgical move-
ment its first public exposure among the people in the 
p arishes. Where Gueranger•s liturgical renewal program 
was monastically oriented, Dom Lambert's liturgical renewal 
was p a rochially directed.42 It was natural that Dom 
Beauduin gave the liturgical movement a parochial direction. 
Befor e Dom Lambert entered the Benedictine monastery at 
Mont Cesar in Louvain, he had served as a secular priest in 
the dioc e se of Liege. As a secular priest he worked for 
e i ght years especially among laborers and became known as 
o ne of the "Chaplains of Workmen II appointed to carry out the 
p ractical applications of the encyclical Rerum Novarum 
Pope Le o XIIr.43 
At the 1909 Molines conference, Beauduin used the pro-
nouncements of Pius X to launch his liturg ical renewal 
prog ram f rom a pastoral viewpoint. Dom Lambert elaborated 
on Pius X's statement that the faithful should pa r ticipate 
41Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in t he Roman 
Catholic Church, p. 15. 
42I. H. Dalmais, Introduction to the Liturgy, trans-
lated by Rog er Capel (Baltimore: Helicon Press, 1961), P· 171. 
43Bouyer, Liturgical Piety, p. 59. 
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in the Mass and discover its richness • 
. • . The ordinary people must not be left to 
nourish their piety on what is secondary and adven-
titious; they must be brought to an active partici-
pation in a living liturgy and, in consequence, 
back to the basic truths ff the faith, which are 
the soul of, the liturgy.~4 
Bouyer demonstrates how Beauduin used Pius X's statement 
on "active partici.pation of the faithful" in the Mass to 
implement the pastoral nature of the liturgy. 
One sentence in the Motu Proprio of Pius X could 
sum up this program and express its ideal aim, 
and to this sentence Dom Lambert referred again 
and again: "Our deepest wish is that the true 
Christian spirit should once again flourish in 
every way and establish itself among the faith-
ful; and to that end it is necessary first of 
all to provide for the sanctity and dignity of 
t he temple where the faithful meet together 
precisely in order to find that spirit at its 
primary and indispensable source, that is .•• 
the active participation in the most holy and 
sacred mysteries and in the solemn and common 
prayer of the Church. 11 No man of the time was 
so well prepared as Dom Lambert to listen to the 
words of the Blessed P.ope, and no one else was 
so ready as ge to proclaim these words so 
forcefully.45 
As it will be noted in later Chapter four, Vatican II 
proclaimed the principle of "active participation" as the 
primary principle of liturgical reform. The book, The 
Liturgical Movement, gives Beauduin the credit for bringing 
this key pastoral concept to light for the present renewal 
of Vatican II. 
44charles Davis, "A Modern Reformation: Changing the 
Face of the Church," Clergy Review, XLVI (October, 1961), 581. 
45Bouyer, bitu~gical Piety, p. 60. 
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The liturgy is rightfully the worship of the 
Christian people: but in fact it is due to Dom 
Lambert Beauduin that its pastoral dimensions 
have been discovered in the present renewal. 
Many others after him, and some even before him, 
worked on the same lines. But beyond all ques-
tion, to him belongs the credit for the primary 
intuition, even to the extent that it is possible 
to date the liturgical movement in the proper 
sense of the term from the first expression that 
he gave to this intuition in 1909. It has been 
said ihdeed that "Dom Beauduin's intuitions form 
no doubt4 the principal characteristic of his genius." 6 
Beauduin came to his pastoral concern for spiritual 
welfare of the faithful at Mass not only from a deep aware-
nes s of the pastoral implications of the liturgy itself 
but also from his study of the Eastern liturgies. Sheppard 
p oint s t his out: 
Don Lambert Beauduin 1 s view on the pastoral impli-
cations of the liturgy (he was a former parish 
p riest and workers' chaplain), throug h which he 
gave fresh impetus to the liturgical movement, 
must be taken in conjunction with his attitude 
to the Eastern Church in g eneral and Eastern 
liturg ies in particular. In this field he be-
came the leader of a school, and his work was 
continued, in the face of great difficulties, 
it must be acknowledged, in particular by the 
Benedictines of Amay-sur-M~use, subsequently 
established at Chevetogne.~7 
In seeking to implement the pastoral implications of 
the liturgy, Dom Lambert appealed to the parish priests to 
unleash the power of the liturgy of the Mass for the total 
Christian life of the parish. 
46saint-Severin, ~- cit., p. 34. 
47Ibid., p. 35. 
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As he says in his little book: La Piete de 
1 1Eglise (first published in 1914) he often 
thought that great marvels could be accomplished 
by the clergy in reinvigorating Christian life 
in their parishes if only they worked to have 
their pe0ple find in their parish church the 
house of God and the gate of heaven; in their 
parish priest, the man who offers, blesses, leads, 
teaches and baptizes; in the parish Mass, the 
great weekly meeting of the Christian people in 
which, by the action of the visible priesthood, 
man united in bonds of brotherhood are to be 
transformed into the whole Christ! What pains 
priests take, he often thoug ht--this priest who 
had been active for so many years, in so many 
kinds of social work--what labors they undergo 
to org anize so many works that are certainly 
useful, but of secondary importancel But what 
would be the effects if priests took the same 
p ains to promote the rediscovery of the liturgy, 
if they labored to have the liturgy understood 
and p racticed by the whole Christian people as 
its collective and personal life of prayer and 
worship in Christ and the Church.48 
Beauduin also implemented his parish-orie nted litur-
gic a l r e newal by establishing periodicals. Some of the 
l e adi ng Bel g ian p e riodicals which Beauduin helped es t ab~ 
lish are: La Vie et les Arts Liturgigues, Le Bulletin 
p e roissal Liturgiques (changed to Paroisse et Liturg ie), 
Les Questions Liturgiques et paraissale, and~ Art i san 
Liturg ique. Through these periodicals Beauduin led the 
Belg ian movement to consider the social action and pasto-
ral implic a tions of the liturgy. Beaudui n's work spread 
from Mont Cesar to other Belgian monastic communities and 
to the secular clergy.49 
48Bouyer, Liturgical Piety, p. 60. 
49Marx, ~· cit., p. 73. 
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Beauduin's influence also reached the United States. 
In 1 924, Dom Virgil Michel, a Benedictine from St. John's 
abbey in Collegeville, Minnesota became a student of Dom 
Lambert's. It was Dom Beauduin that fired the liturgical 
i ntere s t of Virgil Michel.SO Dom Michel's experiences and 
t ra i ning under Be auduin shaped t he liturg ical movement in 
t he United Sta t es. Virgil Michel became the l i t u r g ical 
pioneer and liturg ical apostolate was established. He 
founded the monthly periodical Orate Fratres (now Worship) 
to propagate the l i turg ical reviva1.51 Throug h Michel's 
Engl ish trans lat ion of Dom Lambert's cele brat ed book, La 
Pie ta de ~ Englise (Liturgy, the Life of the Church) was 
g i ven wide expos ure in the United Sta t es. Lambert Beauduin ~s 
influence is recog nized also in the method by which Michel 
s oug ht to r e new the liturgy among the parish clergy and 
l a ity .52 
Primary among Beauduin's conce rns for a renewed 
liturgy were the people who came to daily worshi p in the 
parishes. It was from this pastoral posture of Beauduin's 
liturg ical reforms that the liturgical renewal movement 
did not look only to the past days of an ornate and 
splendorous liturgy but now began to look forward to the 
needs of the people and the events in their lives. In t his 
5°Ibid., p. 27. 51 nalmais, 2.E.· cit., p. 173. 
52cf. Marx, p. 69 for a comparison of Beauduin and 
Michel. 
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way, Beauduin gave a vital corrective to the movement be-
gun by Gueranger. Beauduin's implementation of his pro-
g ram in Belg ium has been summarized in this way: 
So far as Belgium was concerned, Dom Beauduin's 
liturg ical work can be summed up in the three-
fold aspect which ' it assumed, corresponding at 
all points with the trend of the work at Saint 
Andre. In the first place, liturgy is for the 
service of the parishes, as they are; then , t he 
liturgical renewal is the centre and also the 
starting - p oint of a complete parochial renewal; 
lastly, an attempt must be made to use what we 
already have; in the lig ht of t h is exp e rience, 
r e form can be effected; the re must be neither 
r igi d conservatism nor irresponsib le innovat ion; 
t he primary need is that an attempt s h ould be 
made. SJ 
Development and Expansion of the Liturg ical Renewal 
Dom I ldefons Herwegen 
De ve lopment of t he sub stance of t he liturgical re-
newal t o ok pla ce in Ge r many and Austria during t he 1920 1 s 
and J 0 1 s. The i nauguration of the Ge r man liturgical move-
ment happened during Holy Week i n 1 914 at a sis ter Bene-
dictine abbey of Mont Cesar in Maria Laac h , Germany, just 
south of Bon n and Colog n e .54 The purpose of this litur-
g ical week for laymen was to discuss ways and means to pro-
mote more active participation of the f aithf ul in the litur-
gy .55 The abbot at this time was Ildefons Herweg en. It 
53saint-Severin, ~· cit., p. 36. 
54Marx, op. cit., p . 74. 
55Davis, Liturgy and Doctrine (New York: Sheed and 
Wa r d, 1960), p. 123. 
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was here during this week that the Dialogue Mass (Missa 
Recitata) was introduced in Germany as a result of a meeting 
where Catholic laymen, lawyers, university professors and 
doctors discussed how they might increase lay participation. 
The Dialogue Mass (Gemeinschaftmesse) was an attempt 
to restore parts of the liturgy which had traditionally 
belonged to the people and had been taken over by the choir, 
such as the songs of the ordinary and some prayers. The 
Dialogue Mass was introduced to American Catholics some-
time later and the version by Our Lady of Sodality was well 
received.56 
This lay conference and the resulting Dialogue Mass 
began among cultured and intellectual communities and 
spread to the working classes throughout Germany. Enthusi-
asm for the Dialogue Mass did not spread overnight, not 
even in the same year. However, by the mid-twenties many 
people received the work of Herwegen and his monastary. 
The mounting desire to encourage the active participation 
of the people at Mass was now being met in part. 
These liturgical conferences initiated by Herwegen 
at Maria Laach were continued. The notes and proceedings 
were collected and printed in volume form. In addition 
to this publishing task, Abbot Herwegen founded a yearbook 
of liturgical studies in which the scholarly studies of the 
56Jungmann, .2.E.• cit., p. 162. 
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Benedictine brothers were published. This yearbook, Jahr-
buch fur Liturgiewissenschaft, was edited by Dom Odo easel. 
During his time of active study and research, Dom Herwegen 
also founded a liturgical periodical, Ecclesia Orans.57 
Under the abbot's leadership, Maria Laach became and is 
still known as a center for sacred art. Among his other 
accomplishments, Herwegen was responsible for founding an 
academy for patriotic studies and in 1931 founded the Insti-
tute for Li turg ical and Monastic Studies.58 
Herweg en 1 s contribution to the liturgical movement not 
only i ncluded an effort to intensify the spiritual life and 
worship of the community, but also provided the necessary 
study, research and publication of the community's work so 
that the movement's work became knovm. As a r esult of Maria 
Laach •s research, t he direction that the liturg ical movement 
orig inally took under Gueranger in the 1840 1 s now c hanged . 
Herwegen was able to show the deficiencies of t he p revious 
liturgical renewal period. 
Dom Herwegen was able to s how, to the surprise of 
many, that the 1iddle Ages were not, in liturgy 
at any rate, the Christian Era par excellence, and 
that during this period the worship of the Church 
became overlaid with all sorts of fanciful inter-
pretation, developments foreign to its nature, thus 
paving the way "for the abandonment of the liturgy 
by Protestantism and its final disgrace and neglect 
in so much of post-Tridentine Catholicism. 1159 
57saint-Severin, ~- cit., p. 19. 
58Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church, p. 14. 
S 9saint-Severin , .££.• cit., p. 19, 
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Dom Herwegen was able to show more forcefully than 
anyone else the traditional liturgy of the medieval period, 
which was superior to the liturgy of the Baroque period, 
had already been overlaid with "fanciful interpretations 
and developments forei gn to its nature. 11 60 Herweg en and 
the school of Maria Laach were able to recognize the de-
f i ciencies of the Romantics such as Gueranger. Bouyer 
p oints this out: 
These men realized that it was those very d e ficien ~ 
cies which prevented it from actually doing away 
with the results of the Baroque influence that it 
was so eager to destroy. They saw that these very 
def iciencies rendered the Romantics incapable of 
r ecognizing the extent to which they were trea-
s uring these results and even exalting them by 
the dangerous tendencies inherent in their philo-
s op hy and theology, to say nothing of the unsound-
ne ss of their scholarship.61 
Dom Herwe g en felt that the one g reat error of the Middle 
Ages li t urgy, which Dom Gueranger accepted so uncritically, 
was that the obje ctive p iety in the liturg y was turned 
into a subjective p i e ty. Herwegen believed that this error 
was the basis of a l l the succeeding errors of the medieval 
liturgy such as the shift in the emp hasis in the liturgy 
f rom "the union of the whole Church wit h God to the union 
of the individual soul with Him. 11 62 
60Bouyer, Liturgical Piety, p. 15. 
61Ibid., p. 15. 
62rbid., p. 17. 
So the movement which began with an admiration of the 
Middle Ages as the glorious period of liturgical develop-
ment to be imitated and restored, discovered that this period 
only embellished and added to the liturgy in a way that was 
foreign to the nature of the liturgy itself. 
Like their predecessors, the Maria Laach community 
realized that the liturgical celebrations of the Church were 
not meeting the needs of the people. The liturgy had de-
veloped into an embellished rite and was in need of cleansing 
to make it authentic. The g oal of the Maria Laach was to 
revitalize the people's spiritual life through the liturgy . 
The Liturg ical Renaissance is essentially a 
movement toward explicit faith, that is, an 
inte l ligent participation in the rites of the 
Church. That is what Abbot Ildefons Herwegen 
indicated when he described its aims "the 
renewal of our inmost spiritual life by means 
of the spirit of the liturgy. 1163 
Dom Odo easel 
Abbot Herwegen was not the only great voice that spoke 
from the community at Maria Laach. Dom Odo easel played a 
very large role in the liturgical movement and in the con-
struction of the theology that supports the principles of 
liturgical reconstruction issued by the Second Vatican 
Council. Dom easel, who died in 1948, the year of Abbot 
Herwegen 1 s death, discovered a new aspect of the liturgy 
63Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church,p. 15. 
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which had not been emphasized before. Through his studies in 
the patristics, easel formulated his "Theology of Mysteries." 
Through his extensive research in patristic 
writings, Dom Odo breathed content into certain 
ancient words, as mysterium, memoria, .illuminatio, 
invocatio, comrnemoratio. He infused meaning into 
the Church years, both the temporal and the sanc-
toral cycles. His writings have stimulated a new 
outburst of activity in the the9~ogy of the 
Eucharist and other sacraments.64 
easel and the School of Maria Laach's research and 
recovery of the patristic theology of the Eucharist dis-
entangled the theology of the liturgy offered by the 
"romantics" and clarified the history of the liturgy.65 
The products of Dom easel's work are written in the 
Jahrbuch fur Liturgiewissenschaft which easel edited after 
Abbot Herwegen founded it. easel edited and printed fifteen 
volumes before 1941. In 1951 the same work was continued 
after the death of the founder and editor under a new title, 
Archiv fur Liturgiewissenschaft. easel's work was not 
limited to the production of these yearbook publications 
alone. He authored a major theological work, Das Christ-
lich~ Kultmysterium, in 19J2. 
This work created a great amount of controversy when 
it first appeared and yet it was "hailed as the most out-
standing theological work of the century. 11 66 Much of the 
controversy cemtered around the mystery thesis that Dom 
64rbid., p. 104. 65Dalmais, op. cit., p. 171. 
66saint-Severin, op. cit., p. 19. 
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easel derived from the research of pagan ~ultic worship. 
He thoroughly analyzed the theme in the pagan mystery cults. 
From these studies he intended to show that the element of 
mystery appeared within the liturgy of the Mass too, though 
it had a different expression, form and meaning. His 
mystery theology and the references to the mysteries of the 
Eucharist are recognizable in the council document on the 
sacred liturgy. This will be probed in Chapter III. His 
contribution to the movement of liturgical renewal opened 
up the meaning of mystery within the Christian faith and 
worship. He brought a renewed understanding of the the-
ology of liturgy and Eucharist to many people. "He trans-
formed the theology of the sacrament. 11 67 
One critic of Dom Odo, John Mannion, American Catholic 
liturgical scholar, calls easel's approach to the liturgy, 
a "Romantic one." He says that easel had a monastic out-
look on the liturgy and therefore strong mystic themes 
appear when be writes about the mystery of the liturgy and 
Eucharist. 68 However, easel was not a ''romantic" in the 
sense that Gueranger was. easel dtd not look to the litur-
gy of the Middle - Ages as a model for reform. Mannion calls 
easel a Romantic because Mannion believed Dom Odo incorpor-
ated unjustifiable mystical views of the liturgy into his 
67oavis, Liturgy and Doctrine, p. 17. , 
68John B. Mannion, ''Odo easel ''s Legacy," Commonweal, 
76 (August 24, 1962), 471. 
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work. Yet critic Mannion calls easel a giant in the litur-
gical revival. Author Mannion believes that Case11s sacra-
mental theology called the Church once again to take her 
sacraments and their meaning seriously. 
Like Dom Beauduin, Odo easel took the position that 
the peopleis participation in the external forms of the 
liturgy was necessary for meaningful worship. But, easel 
added that the people 1s participation in the liturgy should 
include the experience of the r~ality of Christis redemp-
tion within the liturgy. 69 An external participation by 
the people must come from an internal participati°on with 
Christ. easel explained that Christ comes to men, works 
among them and in a new covenant agreement, offers himself 
for their salvation and redemption. Worshippers join in 
this offering as they receive the sacrificed Christ and 
offer their own lives in response to Christ. This is the 
Christ experience easel desired to help the faithful realize· 
in the liturgy.70 
Like Beauduin too, Dom Odo believed that comprehension 
of the liturgy was "not a detail •.. but the center and, 
in a way, the whole life of the Church and of all Christi-
anity.1171 This vie•· of the liturgy's place in the life of 
the Church explains Beauduin's and Casel 1s concern for 
69 4 Ibid. , p • 7 2 . 70ibid., p. ~-73. 
71Bouyer, Liturgical Piety, p. 65. 
1111111 
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the participation of those who are the people of God. 
The mystery of Christ's redemption and the communi-
cation of himself to men in the liturgy was for easel the 
way the "divine lif e" comes to men. The faithful must come 
into contact with this divine life. The liturgy is the 
place where men communicate with the divine because here 
a reenactment72 of this mystery of Christ enables people 
t o participate in the mystery of redemption. The liturgy 
makes the mystery of Christ and His redemption a present 
reality .73 
The direction which the Maria Laach community has now 
taken in the liturg ical movement is more oriented toward 
the social sciences yet, closely connected to the litur-
g ical life of the Church. Dom P. B. Neunheuser, O.S. B., 
indi c a tes that the orientation of the community's researc h 
and study is now more along the line of scientific investi-
gation in anthropology and sociology. These studies are 
continuing to help the renewal of the liturgy and now 
emphasize the social aspects of the liturgical life within 
the Church.74 
72cf. infra, Chapter III for a clarification of the 
tension this re-presentation theology raises with the 
Lutheran theology of communion. 
73navis, "Forward Thrust," Catholic World, p • . 79. 
74p. B. Neunheuser, "Personal Conversation," July 31, 
1966, at Maria Laach, Germany. 
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The Biblical Dimension of the Liturgical Renewal 
During the time Dom Herwegen and Dom easel were cre-
ating a new force for tb~ aspiritual life of their monastic 
community, Dr. Pius Parsch of Klosterneuburg, Austria, near 
Vienna, was expanding the parochial dimensions of the litur-
gical movement through his work. Dr. Parsch gave the litur-
gical movement a biblical foundation. Ernest Koenker cites 
Parsch 1 s influence on the Austrian liturgical movement: 
Since the end of World War I the great popu-
larizer has been Dr. Pius Parsch; through his 
Bible publication, devotional literature, 
periodicals like Lebe mit der Kirche (now 
again Bibel und EiturgTe);-conferences, 
liturgical sermons, etc., he has made Kloster-
neuberg and his Volksliturgisches Apostolat 
great names in the Liturgical Movement. He 
has brought the liturgical research of Maria 
Laach and other monastic centers to fruitful 
practical application.75 
Parsch's work not only expands the dimensions of the 
liturgical renewal, but serves as a bridge between the 
work Herwegen and easel had done and the local parish 
situation. Parsch connected the study of the liturgy's 
history and meaning and its sources to the biblical the-
ology which resides in the litungy. Parsch's more popu-
lar work complemented the scholarly studies of Maria Laach.76 
75Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church,"""'"p:° 15. 
76Bouyer, Liturgical Piety, p. 65. 
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Parsch also turned from Gueranger 1 s emphasis on the Middle 
Ages, and from easel's work with patristic sources to the 
Bible "which remains the sacred foundation of all Christian 
liturgy. 1177 
The significance of the bridge which Parsch built 
between the study of the liturgy and its renewal and the 
study of the Holy Scriptures is expl~ined in The Liturgical 
Movement. 
The purpose of one organization was the aposto-
late among the faithful through the liturgy. 
Now there are two ways of being concerned with 
the liturgy. It can be considered in itself, its 
origins, and its symbolism studied, an attempt can 
be made to arrive at absolute purity of text and 
rite and to establish the authentic rubrics. 
This is the purpose of the various specialized 
institutes. Or the faithful can be brought 
back to an understanding of the liturgy to 
enable them thus to understand the ceremonies 
and to return to the ultimate source of au-
thentic prayer. The Klosterneuburg movement 
was concerned with this latter way of regarding 
the liturgy.78 
Parsch and his apostolate were dedicated to deepening a 
living understanding of the Roman liturgy by giving a wider 
knowledge of the Bible. This second type of liturgical 
renewal was implemented with preaching inspired by the 
liturgy and the restoration of bible reading, psalms and 
the parish celebration of office hours.79 
Louis Bouyer also evaluates the significance of the biblieal 
77saint-Severin, p. 54. 
7Bibid., Po 37. 79Ibid. 
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dimensions which Parsch built into the liturgical movement. 
The advance caused by this development cannot 
be greatly emphasized. First, it enabled men 
to grasp the full significance of the liturgy 
itself by uniting it once more with its chief 
source, this source also now being valued in 
its fullness. At the same time, the litur-
gical movement came in this way at last to pro-
mote that direct and abundant use of God's Word 
in all forms of Christian spirituality which 
for so long had been rendered suspect in tpe 
eyes of Catholics rather than effectively pro-
moted by the sixteenth century reformers. 
This particular effect of the Biblical move-
ment was accomplished by giving the Bible t hat 
living commentary without which it cannot be 
properly understood. For it is in the litur-
gy that the Church best prepares to understand 
God's Word, both by means of the light thrown 
on the texts of Holy Scripture by one another as 
they are placed together in the liturgy, and 
also by the way in which the liturgy itself 
handle s the inspfr.ed themes
8
which make up t he 
unity of Revelation itself. 0 
In actuality, the two methods of liturgical reform 
are closely linked. J. D. Crichton, writing a commentary 
on the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, points out how 
the two thrusts in the liturgical renewal program are inter-
twined when he says, "That is why the two movements, the 
biblical and liturgical revivals are regarded as indis-
solubly bound up with each other.n8l If the words of the 
liturgy are to be understood fully and properly, then the 
Scriptures need to be understood and known. The Bible and 
80Bouyer, Liturgical Piety, p . 66. 
81J. D,. Crichton, The Church's Worship (New York: 
Sheed and Ward, 1964), p;-133. 
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the liturgy go hand in hand.82 Crichton cites the great 
amount of liturgical words and forms that are taken directly 
fron1 biblical sources such as, the Gloria in Excelsis, the 
Benedictus Qui Venit and the Psalmodies. 
From his earliest days, it was Dr. Parsch's dream that 
he could restore the liturgy to the people. He hoped that 
he could bring the liturgy from the monastery to the parish 
and that is why historians have said that Parsch had a con-
cern to make the liturgy as pastoral in its appli cation as 
i t was in its essence.83 Dr. Parsch chose to open the 
s acred scriptures to the faithful in order to help them 
understand the p~ace of the liturgy in their life. 
The role of Scrip t ure in the liturgy is shown 
well by the experience of the great Austrian 
leader, Pius Parsch. We are told that, when 
Father Parsch was chaplain in World War I, 
he envisioned for himself an apostolate of 
the Bible, so impressed was he bB
4
the lack 
of knowledge of the Word of God. 
Parsch worked his biblical movement through the liturgy, 
and the liturgical movement gained new strength throug h 
the biblical studies. Parsch 1 s work had a double th~ust 
to it because he worked with the great amoun~ of . biblical 
material incorporated in the liturgy of the Church. The 
impact of this biblical approach to the liturgy was 
82rbid. 
8Jsaint-Severin, op . cit., p. 50. 
84Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in t he Roman 
Ca tholic Church, p. 90. 
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in Austria, Germany, and France. The biblical impact in 
the United States is noticeable later through the efforts 
o~ Dom Virgil Michel at St. John's Abbey in Collegeville, 
Minnesota, but was not as widely received.85 
Here it is necessary to explain that by "biblical 
revival" Parsch was not encouraging the people to know the 
various passages from the Bible that were incorporated into 
the liturgy, nor did he emphasize a book called the Bible 
in the liturgy. 
When we speak of the Bible, we are however , con-
fining our attention not to the book as such but 
to the Word wherever it is found, in the prayers 
of the Mass and the divine office, psalms, t he 
liturgical sermons of Father Pius Parsch, etc.86 
It is the Word of God that is delivered and applied through 
the words of the liturgy and the Bible to which Dr . Parsch 
dire cted his life. In his five volume work Jahr Des Heiles, 
Dr. Parsch sought not only to explain the meaning of the 
propers for the ferial, non-ferial and sanctoral days, but 
he also took great pains to explain the meaning of the 
Scripture selections of the .historic propers. He showed 
how the pericopes establish the theme for the Sunday, Feast 
Day or Saint's Day. He related the Scripture readings to each 
other in content and meaning when the connection was obvious.87 
85Ibid., p. 91. 86Ibid., p. 89. 
87Pius Parsch, O.S.B., The Church's Year of Grace, 
translated by William G. Heidt (Collegeville, Minnesota: 
The Liturgical Press, 1962), I, 10. 
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Parsch himself demonstrated how to blend the biblical 
and the liturgical elements of worship together. The 
English translation of his introduction to Jahr Des Heiles, 
(The Church's Year of Grace), demonstrates this point 
clearly: 
In general two things are required to derive 
profit from the Church's changing liturgy: 
we must understand it and apply it. We must 
f i r s t of all grasp its dramatic character and 
secondly strive to make its message part of 
our life. For the liturgy is drama indeed, 
but it is no mnre play-acting, devoid of 
s p iritual content. Beneath the dramatic lies 
a rich store of grace and truth. 
At the very outset we should have a clear 
understanding of the three distinct planes 
on which the liturgical drama is enacted. 
1. The Historical Plane. As already men-
tioned, the liturgy re-presents events from 
history so vividly as to make them appear 
as happening today. Some of the scenes that 
are unfolded before us are from the Old 
Testament, many more are taken from the life 
of Christ •••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2. The Plane of Grace. Activity on this plane, 
since it pertains directly to us, takes place 
in the present. The liturgy is operative here 
when it proclaims or produces God's life in 
our souls. Actually, the historical plane 
serves as a framework for the plane of grace. 
And the plane of grace is the pledge of 
future glory; it i§.· eschatologically prog-
nostic. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
J. The eschatological plane is comprised of 
passages that treat . of the end of time, of the 
parousia, of the next life, of heaven and hell. 
It is the consummation of the other two planes 
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of liturgical activity, the end for which 
they exist and were providentially planned.88 
Because Dr . Parsch and his apostolate at Klosterneuberg 
made the biblical reviva189 their work in the liturgical 
renaissance, they had a profound influence in establishing 
the reading of the Holy Scriptures within the Mas s in the 
vernacular in othe r parishes. Their work brought about a 
new understanding of the Word of God within the liturgy 
and, above all, they opened the way for restoring preaching 
the Word of God in the sermon within the Mass. Koenker 
s hows how Pa r s c h 1 s emphasis on biblical and liturgical 
preac hing bec omes a basic part of the l iturgical movement. 
I n the vital Oratorium at Leipzig the funda -
mental tenet has been estalished that the 
Liturgical Res toration must begin with the 
preac hing of t he Word. In the preaching 
Christ must stand at the center, since he is 
the only Mediator with the Fa ther.90 
Because of the apostolate 1 s work in biblical studies, 
the Se cond Vatican Council made a strong case for the 
reading of the Scriptures and the preaching of t he se rmon 
within the liturgy of the Mass. The Council's emphasis 
on the Bible in the liturgy will be examined in Chapter IV. 
Parsc h preached liturgical sermons and his successor, 
88Koenker, p . 14. 
89cf. infra, Chapter IV, for a discussion of the rap-
prochement between the Lutheran and the Catholic view on the 
use of the Bible in the liturgy. 
90Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church, p. 91. 
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Brother Norbert H8slinger,edited ten volumes of Parschts 
liturgical sermons. Die Liturgische Predigt is the title 
for the series which begins with a volume that explains 
liturgical preaching. Liturgical preaching relates the 
text of the sermon to the other Scripture readings for the 
day, the season of the Church year and other pertinent part 
of the liturgy. Volume two of this same series deals with 
the liturgical Gospel homilies. The remaining volumes 
treat the Epistles, the Church Year and the major festivals 
of the ypar such as Christmas and Easter. 
Brother HBslinger has continued the magazine which 
Parsch founded, Bibel und Liturgie. The Volksliturgische 
Apostolat, the publishing arm of the Klosterneuburg move-
ments, now prints a small monthly magazine entitled Bibel 
Heute. This periodical contains news of current biblical 
investigations as well as biblical studies for the laity. 
According to HBslinger, the work of the Apostolate has con-
tinued with strong biblical emphasis. Since the Vatican II 
session, the brothers and the Apostolate have directed 
their work toward accurate and readable translations of the 
Latin Mass into the German language. HBslinger himself is 
engaged in writing new music in the Gregorian style to fit 
the long. and complicated German phrases. The work of the 
Apostolate is still directed toward the people of the 
parish with the hope that the spiritual life of the parish 
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might grow and increase through a vigorous liturgical and 
biblical program.91 
Papal Commentary and Recognition 
of Liturgical Research 
~ope Pius XII and Mediator Dei 
What was the official reaction of the Church to this 
liturgical revival? Changes in policy, life, and action 
of an organization usually begin at the "grass roots level. 11 
After some time the highest level of an organization or 
:tnsti tuti on approves the "grass roots'' ac ti vi ty. This was 
the case in most of the liturgical studies, revised rites 
and chan~s before official action was taken by the Popes . 
There was some local opposition by the bishops92 to the 
new emphasis from liturgical studies and to the revised 
rites which originated from those concerns previously men-
tioned. However, Pope Pius X and Pope Pius XII gave the 
liturgical movement the final impetus it needed by offici-
ally sanctioning some liturgical reforms. Pope Pius XII 
incorporated some of the revisions into tbe official prac -
tice of the Church's liturgical life.93 
91Norbert Hoslinger, C. R., "Personal Conversation, 11 
July 11, 1966, Klosterneuburg, Austria. 
92Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church, p. 18. 
93Jungmann, pp. 159, 167. 
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In his encyclical letter, Mediator Dei, "On the Sacred 
Liturgy," published November 20, 1947, Pope Pius XII gave 
official sanction to the liturgical ideas and programs sug-
gested by the liturgic~l scholars decades before. This 
decree was the first official recognition of ~iturgical 
ferment for reform since the time of Pope Pius X's encourage-
ment of Dom Gueranger•s revival of plainsong. The factors 
which produced the encyclical were very practical ones. 
It was desirable at the time to give the Mass new life and 
attraction by giving the people an active part in the Mass 
rather than keeping them as spectators of the Mass.94 
However, the Pope took a cautious position on the 
liturgical work that had been done prior to the writing of 
his encyclical. Although he recognized the liberty which 
was permitted in the past regarding the liturgical renewal, 
he cautioned against innovations and restorations which 
are not in keeping with the Church's principles. 
In order to legitimize this relative liberty 
with regard to the past, the Pope appeals to 
the great Catholic idea of development, so 
magnificently stated by Newman, and shows 
that the transformations of what he calls the 
human element in the liturgy bear witness to 
the continuing life of the Church through the 
centuries, a life which is always germinating 
afresh. One feels that there is something of 
a dilemma in all this; the desire at any 
price to resuscitate the things of the past 
must be avoided, and so also must the desire to 
rush too hastily into new paths. The Holy See 
is seeking a middle way, and cautions against 
94J. D. Benoit, Liturgical Renewal (London: SCM 
Press, 1958), p. 108. 
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those who hold obstinately to a past that is 
beyond recall, and at the same time aga i nst 
innovators whose revolutionary haste accords 
ill with the pace (too slow fo~ their liking) 
at which the Hierarchy moves.9/ 
............... 
The Pope criticized the earlier part of the litur-
gical movement and those who implemented liturgical reforms 
by restoring ancient rites and practices only because they 
were old. Pius XII condemned this practice when he s a id 
t hat attachment to ancient rites for their own sake and the 
restoration of such liturgical rites of the Mass was not a n 
acceptable practice. Liturg ical reform without critical 
examinati on of all the factorn involved was particularly 
offe nsive to Pius XII. 
The same reasoning holds in the case of some 
persons who are bent on the restoration of all 
t he ancient rites and ceremonies indiscriminately. 
The liturgy of the early ages is most certainly 
worth of all veneration. But ancient usage must 
not be esteemed more suitable and proper, either 
in its own rig ht or in its significance for 
later times and new situation on the simple 
ground that it carries the savor and aroma of 
antiquity. The more recent liturgical rites 
likewise deserve reverence and respect. They, 
too, owe their inspiration to the Holy Spirit, 
who assists the Church in every age even to 
the consummation of the world. They are equally 
the resources used by the majestic Spouse of 
Jesus Christ to promote and procure the sanctity 
of man.96 
Pius XII also cautioned the more recent work of the 
95saint-Severin, p. 75. 
96Pius XII, Mediator Dei, introduction and notes by 
Gerald Ellard, s. J. (New York: The America Press, 1948), 
p. 35. 
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liturg ical communities which emphasized active participation 
of the people in external rites. He called the Church's 
attenti on back to what he considered the more helpful pri-
vate devotions, meditations and interior attitudes of wor-
ship. This emp hasis on internal attitude during the cele-
bration of the liturgy was made by the Pope to offse t any 
dang er of ritualism. 
Pop e Pius XII recognizes the benefits of the litur-
gical work of many of the communities and scholars of the 
pa s t century . In the opening paragrap hs of the encyclical 
he ment ions these liturgical gains: 
The majestic ceremonies of the sacrifice of 
the altar became better known, understood and 
a p p reciated. With more widespread and more 
f requent reception of the sacraments, with the 
be auty of the liturg ical prayers more fully 
s avored, the worship of the Eucharist came to be 
r e g arded for what it really is: the fountain-
head of g enuine Chris t ian devotion.97 
Howeve r, from other opening remarks of the d ocument the 
Pope cautions the liturgical reformers not to move too 
rap idly. In some quarters this cautious note mi ght be 
interpreted as the sounds of the conservative who balks 
a t progress. However, the Pope desired to preserve whole-
some liturg ical forms from the past and find sources for 
constructing new rites to meet present needs. 
But while we derive not little satisfaction 
from the wholesome results of the movement 
just described, duty oblig es us to give 
97rbid., p. 15. 
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serious attention to the "revival" as it is 
advocated in some quarters, and to take 
proper · steps to preserve it at the o~tset 
from excess or outright perversion.9tl 
The Holy Father recognized Dom easel's thesis by stating 
tha t worship is not performed merely through external rites. 
It is an error, consequently, and a mistake to 
think of the sacred liturgy as merely the out-
ward or visible part of divine worship or as 
an ornamental ceremonial. No less erroneous 
is the notion that it consists solely in a list 
of laws and prescriptions according to which 
the ecclesiastical heirarchy orders the sacred 
rites to be perfor~ed.99 
The central meaning of the Church at worship is found 
within the Eucharis t and the part that Christ and the people 
t ake in the eucharistic celebrat ion. Pius XII stated that 
t he effectiveness of the liturgy is due to the participation 
of the Church, because she acts in union with the head of 
that Church, Jesus Christ, and gives to God the worship 
due him .100 
Although Pope Pius XII tried to steer a middle course 
i n approving the liturgical renewal, cautioned against the 
idolatry of ancient forms, innovation in creating new 
forms or worship, he did allow for progressive development 
of the liturgy. 
From time immemorial the ecclesiastical hier-
archy has exercised this right in matters 
liturgical. It has organized and regulated 
divine worship, enriching it constantly with 
new splendor and beauty to the glory of God 
and the spiritual profit of Christians. What 
98Ibid., p. 15• 99Ibid., p. 23. lOOibid. 
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is more, it has not been slow--keeping the 
substance of Mass and sacraments carefully 
intact--to modi~y what is deemed not alto-
gether fitting, and to add what appeared 
more likely to increase the honor paid to 
Jesus Christ and the august Trinity, and to 
instruct and stimulate the Christian people 
to greater advantage.101 
In order to explain how the hierarchy desired to pre~ 
serve the substance of the liturgy intact, modify what is 
not fitting to the Mass, and add what seemed to increase 
the worship of God, Pius XII divided the liturgy of the 
Mass into two elements. He spoke of the "divine" and 
"human" elements within the liturgy itself. 
The sacred liturgy does, in fact, include 
divine as well as human elements. The former, 
instituted as they have been by God, ·, cannot be 
changed in any way by men. But the hu..man com-
ponents admit of various modifications as the 
needs of the age, circumstance and the good of 
souls may require, and as the ecclesiastical 
hierarchy under guidance of the Holy Spirit, 
may have authorized.102 
Althoug h the Pope approved the renewal themes of the 
various liturgical centers across Europe and America, he 
reminded those engaged in the liturgical movement that any 
liturgical changes would still be made by the hierarchy. 
Private individuals, therefore, even though 
they be clerics, may not be left to decide for 
themselves in these holy and venerable matters, 
involving as they do the religious life of 
Christian society along with the exercise of the 
priesthood of Jesus Christ and the worship of 
God; concerned as they are with the honor due 
to ~he Blessed Trinity, the Word Incarnate and 
101Ibid., p. 32. 102Ibid. 
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His august mother and the other saints~ and 
with the salvation of souls as we11.lOj 
In Mediator Dei, the P9pe gave detailed attention to 
the new liturgical emphases of Herwegen, easel, Parsch and 
Be auduin. Pius XII recognized the pastoral concerns which 
the liturgical reformers, Beauduin and Parsch, enunciated 
throug h the overarching principle of the participation of 
the faithful in the Mass. 
It is therefore, desirable, Venerable Brethren, 
that all the faithful should be aware that to 
participate in the eucharistic sacrifice is 
their chief duty and supreme dignity, and that 
not in an inert and neg~igent fashion, g iving way 
to distractions and day-dreaming, but closely 
as possible with the High Priest, according to 
the Apostle, "Let this mind be in you wbich was 
a lso in Christ Jesus." And together with Him 
and through Him let them make their oblation, and 
in union with Him let them offer up themselves.104 
Althoug h the Pope recognized the main theme of the litur-
gical renewal movement, the Pope clarified the participa-
tion. He indicated that because the people share in this 
Mass, t hey are not g iven the office of the ordained priest. 
the 
the 
the 
The fact, however, that the faithful partici-
pate in the eucharistic sacrifice does not 
mean that they also are endowed with priestly 
power. It is very ne9essary -~hat you make this 
quite clear to your flocks.lO~ 
After making the distinction between the function 
clergy and the la:i. ty in the -Mass, the Holy Father 
positive ways in which the people can participate 
liturgy. He indicated that the, people at wors hip 
of 
listed 
in 
103Ibid., p. 34 . 
. --
104rciid., P· 42. l05Ibid ., p. 43. 
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participate in the priesthood of Christ in the Eucharist.10~-
The faithful participate in the total Eucharistic action 
with Christ at the altar. For Pius XII, participation of 
the people in the Mass mainly involves the sacrificial 
aspect of the $ucharistic Liturgy. The faithful in the 
Mass offer themselves, in union with the Christ who offers 
himself i n the Mass.107 This offering is not confi ned to 
t he liturgical sacrifice but extends to every aspect of 
Christian living .108 
The paris h priests should familiarize the people with 
the Roma n Missal to promote their part i cipation. The Pope 
also s ugges ted that the whole congregation respond to t he 
p r ies t according to the rules of the liturg y or sing hymns 
sui table to the various parts of the mass and finally 
re s pond to the prayers and sing the liturgical chant at 
Hi g h Mas s .109 This statement gives permission to use the 
Dialog ue Mass. 
Ac cording to the Pope, p~vtic ipation of the assembled 
congrega t ion did not r ule out private masses. He was very 
explicit in up holding the Council of Trent in t his matter.110 
l06 Ibid., p. 44. 
107The t ensions and reconciliation between the Lutheran 
and Roman positions on the sacrifice of the Mass will be 
discussed, infra, Chapter III. 
lOBPius XII, p. 47. 
110Ibid., p. 46. 
l09Ibid., p. 4 9 . 
r 
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He condemned the error of' those who said that Masses should 
not be celebrated unless faithful are present to communicate. 
The Pope objected to the error of placing an emp hasis solely 
on the g athering of the faithful. This emphasis neglects 
the essential meaning of the Mass; the sacrifice of Christ 
and people. 111 For the Pope, the climax of the Mass is 
the "unbloody immolation of the divine victim." 
After he upheld the traditional, doctrinal stands of 
t he Roman Church since Trent, the Pope encouraged frequent 
communion. This encouragement of frequent communion was 
de signed to offset the earlier emphasis on the sacrifice 
of t he Mass, that the priest was the main character. Be-
c a u s e of this emphasis, frequent communion was not a 
c ommon practice. Even though Pius XII distinguished be-
tween the sacrifice of the Mass as most important act and 
the reception of the elements as secondary in the liturgy, 
he encouraged the faithful to partake "fervently and fre-
quently at the richest treasure of our religion. 11112 Bu t 
tae Pop~ fervently maintained that the .people's partici-
pation in receiving the host and Christ is not necessary 
or required for the integrity of the sacrifice at the Mass. 1 13 
At this point, the practice of private masses is still en-
couraged.114 
111Ibid., p. 52. 112Ibid. 113Ibid. 
114rnfra, Chapter IV will consider Vatican II 1 s treat-
ment of private Masses in addition to a consideration and 
comparison to the Lutheran position. 
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Like Pius X, Pius XII recognized the work of Dom 
Gueranger by encouraging singing of the congregation in 
liturgical responses. He urged the use of Gregorian 
chant: 
So that the faithful take a more active part 
in divine worship, let Gregorian chant be re-
stored to popular use in the parts proper to 
the people. Indeed it is very necessary that 
the faithful attend the sacred ceremonies not 
as if they were outsiders or mute onlookers, 
but let them fully appreciate the beauty of 
the liturgy and take part in the sacred cere-
monies, alternating their voices with the 
priest and the choiri 5ccording to the pre-scribed norms .•. • 1 
Unlike his predecessor. Pxus X, Pius XII is more per-
missive toward modern music. Pius XII indicates that 
modern music and singing should not be excluded from the 
worship if it aids participation in the Mass. Some modern 
music can add to the splendor of the ceremonies and can 
foster devotion in worship. 
Although the reference to Dom Casel 1 s work in 
Mysterientheologie is hidden in Mediator Dei , Pius XII did 
make reference to the mystery of the Eucharist when he spoke 
about the sacrifice of Christ in easel's language. 
The mystery of the most Holy Eucharist wbich 
Christ, the High Priest instituted, and 
which He commands to be continually renewed 
in the Church by His minister, is the cul-
mination and centre, as it were, of the 
Christian religion. We consider it opportune 
in speaking about the crowning act of the 
. 115pius XII, p. 75. 
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sacred liturgy, to delay for a little while 
and call your attention, Venerable Brethren 
to t his most i mportant subject.116 
Me diator Dei proceeded to explain the content of that mys-
tery in terms of the sacrifice Christ offered once for all 
men on t he cross and which act is offered by Christ in the 
Mass. By means of this sacrifice Christ brings all the 
myste ry and benefits of his redemption to men. 
The hierarchy of Roman Church gave partial sanction 
t o t he work of the "liturg ical reformers" to t he effect 
that continued fre e dom was permitted for addi tional re-
forms wi t hin the liturgy. Although Mediator De i was con-
servative in tone, ye t it did recognize the years of litur -
gical s tudy and experimenta tion tha t preceded t he encycli-
ca l . This papal action served as the leaven t hat finally 
r ose in the Second Vatican Council. 
Lancelot Sheppard lists some specific benefits of 
the r e form of Pius XII. As a result of the liturgical 
commi ss ion that the Pope established, a new translation 
of t he psalter was written. In 1955 the commission set out 
to r e form the rubrics of the Mass and this was done pri-
marily through a regulation of the Christian calendar. 
The commission abolished certain complicated additions to 
the of fice. The ser~ices for Holy Week were radically 
reformed and as a result the Easter Vigil was restored to 
116Ibid., p. 37. 
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practice. However, in spite of all the codes and rubrics 
that were reformed, such as the classification of feasts 
and the s etting of the times for the office hours, the 
commission did not revise the Mass.117 
In reflecting on this period of intense interest in 
the liturgy and the attempts to reform it, several scholars 
have summarized what happened during t he time from Gueranger 
to Pius XII . Max Thurian, brother of the Taize, Reformed, 
monastic community in France, divides the period into sever-
al sta ges. The romantic stage was a reaction to rationalism 
a nd it a t tempted to counteract the trend to overintellectu-
alize t he fact s of the faith. The biblical and patristic 
stag e s howed the value of the liturgical sources of the 
p as t and attempted to explain their o~igin and meaning. 
In this peviod the liturgy was examined intensively. Of 
t he latter period, Thurian says: 
Whereas the first stage of the liturgical move-
ment was aesthetic, the second stag e is communal. 
In thi s stage the ecumenical movement exercises 
a strong influence on the liturgical movement 
in its rediscovery of the catholicity of the 
Church in it~ two aspects of universality and of 
community.llti 
The third stage of the liturgical movement emphasized 
the sc~entific methods which enabled the Church to deter-
mine the good and bad developments in Christian worship. 
117sheppard, The Liturgical Books, p. 102. 
118Thurian, p. 108. 
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Now, in the fourth stage, the liturgical movement no longer 
enjoys an independent existence because it is part of the 
life of the Church, theological, sacramental, ecumenical 
and miss ionary. Now the liturgy has become a part of the 
Church's total life. 
Charles Davis comments on the entire liturgical move-
ment of the past century by saying: 
One notices about the Liturgical Movement its 
g rasp of the essential probiem, the quality of 
its historical learning, the depth of its 
doctrinal reflection, the width of its influ-
ence and its acceptance and approval by church 
authority. All this indicates that now at last 
a remedy for the sickness is at hand.119 
Chang es in culture and world view had made the Roman Church 
aware of her theological inadequacies and the irrelevance 
of her worship. Pressures of research, historical study, 
pastoral c oncerns for the people's participation in the 
liturgy, and the vernacular culminated in a thorough re-
consideration of a revised Mass. The new insights of 
biblical theology forced the Roman Catholic Church to con-
sider sweeping liturgical renewal. It was fitting then 
that the Second Vatican Council opened its deliberations 
with the liturgy as its first concern. The Catholic Church 
was aware that the liturgy stands at the very core of the 
life of the Church. If any renewal of the Church of Rome 
was to take place it had to begin at the source of its life. 
119navis, "A Modern Reformation," Clergy .Review, p. 579. 
CHAPTER III 
THE THEOLOGICAL BASIS OF THE LITURGICAL REFORM 
OF THE MASS 
One hundred and thirty years prior to the Council, 
various scholars, monastics and theologians in urban centers 
and small abbeys were hard at work seeking to use every 
me ans to recreate the kind of liturgy that would be intelli-
g ible to the peop le and foster the spiritual growt h of the 
f a i thful at the Mass. During this time liturgical and 
p a t ris tic research, restoration of liturgical forms and 
expe rime ntation were accomplished. The whole liturg ical 
re ne wal moveme nt received recognition of the Roman hier-
arc hy . At the same time, perhaps even more quietly , the 
theolog ical footing was poured to g ive the Mass of t he 
future a depth of meaning. The pastoral concerns of the 
liturg ical reformers of this period were supported by 
t heolog y expressed in their deeply felt desire for renewal 
of the worship life of the Church. 1 Their theology gave 
birth to liturgical renovation. 
When the Second Vatican Council convened, much of the 
theological construction, rediscovery of ancient liturgical 
practice, and clarification of forms had been completed by 
13. D. Benoit, Liturgical Renewal (London: SCM Press, 
1958), p. 108. 
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contemporary liturgical scholars and those who lived a 
century earlier. The Constitution on. the Sacred Liturgy 
is a product of theological insights from biblical theology 
as it pertains to the liturgy, the Eucharist, the Church, 
and the role of the laity. 
Several theological emphases were recognized by the 
Constitution on the liturgy. Although the Constitution , 
never identifies the source or development of the theo-
logical concepts which serve as the basis for the principles 
of renewal, yet a historical survey of theological research 
p rior to Vatican II reveals the source of the theological 
contributions made to the Constitution. These theological 
i ns ights gave pirth to the principles of reform and renewal 
of the liturgy, and they are the rationale of the principles 
of liturgical reform. 
The Influence of Dom easel's Mysterientheologie 
Dom Odo easel's contribution to the liturgical move-
ment was the "theology of mysteries" applied to the liturgy 
and the Holy Eucharist. Sacramental theology lay buried 
in all the rubble of the Middle Ages. Dom easel was able 
to bring his deep theological insights to the attention cf 
the Church again by speaking of the realities of God as 
"mysteries." 
Charles Davis, Catholic theologian from England, who 
wrote the "Preface to the English Edition" of Dom easel's 
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The Mystery of Christian Worship clarifies what is meant 
by mysterientheologie. 
The Theology of mysteries gets its name from 
the fact that it expounds the whole saving work 
of God, and, in particular the liturgy itself 
with the help of the concept of "mystery." 
But it has enriched that concept. We have 
become accustomed to think of a mystery as a 
mysterious truth beyond our reason. We place 
it exclusively in the realm of doctrine, and, 
when we refer to revelation, we almost always 
have statements of doctrine in mind. But, 
besides revelation as a message addressed to 
the mind, there is revelation understood as 
the divine reality communicated to men and 
actually present as a saving force within 
human history. In this present order, God 
does not make himself known to men merely by 
issuing doctrinal statements. God reveals 
h imself by giving himself. He enters human 
history, acts within it, and remains present 
so that man may attain salvation by accepting 
God's self-gift and submitting to his action. 
This coming of the divine reality or saving 
act into history constitutes the history of 
salvation. Revelation understood as the 
divine reality in history is basic; revelation 
as a message is given with reference to it, 
and its purpose is to express the significance 
of ·that reality and to lead us to it. Like-
wise the term "mystery" should mean in the 
first place the divine reality as communicated 
to men, and then, in relation to this, the 
doctrinal statement that expresses it. That 
is how the word is understood in the theology 
of mysteries; it indicates the reality hidden 
yet communicated.2 
The fact that Davis finds it necessary to define the term 
"mystery" underscores the fact that the word is not under-
stood. "Mystery" is falsely interpreted in two ways. The 
whole content of God's revelation of himself in Christ has 
2charles Davis, Liturgy and Doctrine (New York: Sheed 
and Ward, 1960), p. 123. 
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been reduced to very rational facts and statements and no 
longer leaves room for mystery. The Church had neglected 
this whole concept. Secondly, the term "mystery" has taken 
on new and strange meanings. For some, "mystery 11 is used 
to explain nonrational phenomena. 
Ernest Koenker quotes Matthias Scheeben's, Mysteries 
of Christianity, who defines "mystery": 
Christian mystery is a truth communicated to 
us by Christian revelation, a truth to which 
we cannot attain by our unaided reason, and 
which, even after we have attained to it by 
faith , we cannot adequately represent with 
our rational concepts.3 
easel also indicates that the concept of the mysteries of 
the Christian Church cannot be discovered by man's reason. 
However, it is not correct, therefore, t o conclude that 
these mys teries are irrational. In t he translation of The 
Mystery of Christian Worship, easel makes clear what he 
means by "mysteries of the Christian fa ith ." 
Mys teries mean for St. Paul realities beyond 
the comprehension of the human mind. They 
are not merely, as Prilmm would make out in 
his Der Christliche Glaube und die altheidniche 
Wel t;-niysteries for so long~ they are un-
known .. .. Rather, here are realities of a 
sphere into which man cannot break with reason 
alone; realities which can only be grasped in 
function of revelation; in other words, when 
God gives man the light of his understanding. 
3Erne.st Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the 
Roman Catholic Church (Chicag o: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1954), p. 106. 
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It is God, then who first gives the capacity 
f or grasp ing the mystery, and not by reason, 
but by faith.4 
The mystery which easel defined were those deepest 
real i ties; that man can pass from death to life by fa i th, 
throug h the cross to the resurrection which Chri~t 
accomplished once for all. easel explained mystery as an 
action wh i c h happened in the past and cannot be repeated. 
This very mystery is embodied in the liturgy especially 
i n t he Ma ss and the Sacraments. easel did not limit the 
my s teries to the Mass and the Sacraments but included also 
the sacramentals, the Divine Office, and the Christian 
life which i s made present and possible by the Holy Spirit.5 
Ca sel also s h owed the close para llel be twee n "mystery " 
and liturgy . He indicated that when the two wor ds are 
p l a ced side by side they mean the same thing from t wo 
p oint s of view. Myste r y me ans the heart of t he action 
which is the redemptive work of the resurrected Lord. 
This redeeming work of Chri s t continues through the s a cred 
actions which He has app ointed especially as i t is embodied 
in the liturgy of the Church. Liturgy here means the 
people's work or service wh ich is the action of the Church 
4nom Odo easel, The Mystery of Christian Worship, 
e dited by Burkhard Neunheuser, O.S.B. (London: Darton, 
Longman, and Todd, 1962), p. 9 9 . 
5The Sacerdotal Communities of Saint-Severin of Paris 
and Saint Joseph of Nice, The Liturgical Movement, trans-
lated by Lancelot Sheppard--n;few York: Hawthorn Books, 
Publishers, 1964), p. 76. 
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"in conjunction with this saving action of Christ•s. 116 
Casel 1 s editor, P. B. Neunheuser, explains how easel 
viewed the relationship between liturgy and mystery. 
It is at this point that we meet the liturgy 
and understand easel's insistence that the 
liturgy brings the unique, unrepeatable 
mystery of Christ, realized historically in 
t he past and sacramentally re-presented in 
the liturgical commemoration. It is because 
it does this that the liturgy itself is called 
a mystery. 7 
easel leaned more heavily on the Greek understanding of 
I' 
the word mystery ~.aV"t'Af'IO/t ) as used in the New Testa-
ment which gave a particular meaning to the concept.8 As 
Mass ey Shepherd, Jr., explains, 11It means, first of all, 
an action, a representation of an event, a recalling of 
the past so as to make it real in the present. 11 9 
The word "mystery" in the New Testament is defined 
as that action of Christ, particularly his saving action 
for mankind, repre s ented again in the action of the Church 
in her sacraments and her liturgy. The Lutheran liturgical 
scholar, Ernest Koenker, comments on easel's thought of 
"representation" by saying: 
Dom Odo's conception of the mysterium in-
volves the mystical representation (Gegen-
6casel, 2.E.· cit., p. 40. 
7 Ibid . , p • x . 8Ibid., p. 10. 
9Massey Hamilton Shepherd, The Liturgical Renewal of 
the Church, edited for the Associated Parishes, Inc. (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1960), p. 5. 
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wartigsetzung) of the whole saving work of 
Christ.ID 
Therefore, Christ does not perform his act of redemption 
all over again in the Mass, as easel made quite clear. 
Christ' s sutfering and death is an unrepeatable action, 
but t he Church remembers this action in her acts within 
the liturgy and this is the means by which Christ's saving 
action is made available to mankind. 
The orig in for easel's mystery theology was a study 
of t he Eas t ern religions which flourished in the Orient 
about the same time as Christianity began . Dom Odo called 
each rel i gion 11 a .dromenon 11 or a kind of relig ious drama. 
This drama usually was a liturgical representation of the 
deat h and resurrection of a deity. The initiates of 
t hese rel igions participated in the perf ormance of the 
r epres entation of the saving act of the deity and so they 
were sav.ed. easel believed very strongly that the God of 
Christian Scrip tures used these religions and their rites 
t o prepare human nature for what He would do in Jesus 
Christ. However, easel was careful to affirm that Christi-
ani ty did not have its origin in the mystery cults nor did 
they influence Christianity very much.11 
The editor of easel's papers and formal studies, 
lOKoenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church, p. 111. 
llcasel, ~· cit., p. 74. 
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Burkhard Neunheuser, says in the introduction to Casel 1 s 
English edition that easel found in the pagan mystery cults 
a type of ritual which gave understanding to Christian 
liturgy. 
Here easel turns to the pagan mystery cults and 
finds in them that ritual type which can help 
us to understand the kind of thing liturgy is. 
The Christian liturgy is unique and owes its 
origin to no pagan cult, but the mystery re-
llgions were providential preparation for 
Christianity and the Father borrowed many 
special words and phrases from them and used 
these to express the new Christian reality.12 
Casel developed two themes from the study of the mystery 
rites and liturgies. One theme stressed participation of 
the worshipper in the lives of the gods and the other 
emp hasized a re-presentation or a saving act throilgh nitual 
action. 
easel elaborated on the idea of participation in this 
ritual. Ritual action is a key concept for bin in stressing 
importance of the action in the liturgy of the Mass. 
The pagan mystery ritual was the occasion for the 
worshipper to participate in the lives of the gods. 
Its fundamental idea was participation in the 
lives of the gods, who in some way or other 
had appeared in human form, and taken part in 
the pain and happiness of mortal men. The 
believer acted with them by sharing their 
suffering and deeds portrayed in the rite, and 
performed in it once more by ritual imitation. 
Thereby he entered into an intimacy with them 
12casel, B. Neunheuser, editor, op . cit., p. x. 
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which was expres sed through various images 
take n from human life; he became a member of 
the race of gods.13 
e asel sees this same parti cipation pattern in the 
Christian theology of salvation as it is incorporated in 
the liturgical acts of the Church. The mystery of the 
Christian faith culminates in God giving himself to men and 
entering human history to act within it. Dom Odo said that 
God remained within history so that man might attain sal-
vation by accepting the gift and submitting to God's action.14 
For easel, the Christian liturgy is one of the places in 
whi ch man can submit to the action of God by participation. 
easel , a Benedictine monk, was very careful to assert 
tha t Chr i stiani ty was not just another mystery relig ion; 
nor was it a borrowed rite or a natural outgrowth of the 
pagan mystery rites. However, easel asserted tha t Christi-
anity us ed the language of the pagan mystery rites to point 
to t he realities of the Christian faith. 
In any case we observe that even quite early 
expressions from the mysteries are used f or 
the Christian mystery; Christian writers like 
Justin Martyr, Tertullian, even Cyprian, note 
with astonishment the analogy of the mysteries, 
and corn.ment on them. Moreover, this takes place 
at the same time as the church held these 
mysteries in detestation--it was a period of their 
flowing --and fought them with all her power.15 
13casel, 
.2£.• cit., p • 34. 
14rbid., p. 77. 
15rbi d., p . 34 . 
I 
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Even though the Church resisted these mysteries, there 
remains certain parallels between Christianity .and the pagan 
cults. This did not prevent the fathers of the early Church 
from not i cing the analogies between the two types of reli-
g ion or of using the mystery pattern to point to t he truths 
of the Christian faith. 
easel applied the pagan mystery concept to t he saving 
work of Chri s t, to Christ's i ncorporation of t his work i n 
the lit~rgy to the Eucharist and to the life of the Church. 
But the mystery of Christ's saving acts in which he permits 
man t o parti cipate is not an esoteric, mystical event as it 
was f or the p ag an rites. This was the means t ha t God c h ose 
to g ive ma n healing g i f ts and allow man to realize the 
ful lness of God's g race. Unlike the mystery cult s, Christ 
ha s t a ke n p art in human history and has revealed th i s 
my s tery in p erson and has partic i pated in the life of man. 
Even t houg h t he Church opposed the mystery cults, 
mystery lang ua g e was an integral part of the Christian 
faith and rite . Of this phenomena, easel said: 
In the course of time, the languag e of the 
mysteries, as a glance into the Roman Missal 
shows us , ·became so much the Church's property, 
that all consciousness of its ancient origin 
was lost. Who thinks of the word sacrament as 
resting in the last analysis on the languag e 
of the ancient mysteries? But this is no 
simple loss of memory through the usualness 
of the thing, but rather the consequence of 
the fact that Christianity is of its own 
very essepce, a s we saw above, a mystery 
relig ion, and the mystery language its own 
most rightful possession. The ancient church 
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lived in mystery, and need to construct no 
theory about it.16 
So, easel was unwilling to admit that there was some kind 
of borrowing of language or concepts of the mystery re-
ligions by the Christian Church. The Christian faith was 
in and of itself a "mystery" religion. 
Controversy raged over easel's theory. Scholarly 
critics felt that easel was stressing the natural aspects 
and the culture in which Christianity developed and so 
Christianity was robbed of its uniqueness. Louis Bouyer 
warns of the two temptations that are present when dis-
cussing the Christian faith. He particularly applies 
these temptations to the development of the liturgy . One 
temptation Bouyer notes is to ignore any human elements 
within the liturgy and he compares this to the monophysite 
controversy which raged in the early Church. Monophysitism 
maintained that Christ has only the one divine nature. 
Bouyer believes the same error is attributed to the liturgy 
when scholars assert that the liturgy escaped human or 
cultural development.17 
The other temptation in viewing religion, says Bouyer, 
is made when the human element is emphasized at the expense 
of the divine. In the case of the liturgy, it is argued 
that an emphasis on the human development causes the truths 
+6Ibid., p. 34. 
17Louis Bouyer, "Two Temptations," Worship, XXXVII 
(December 1962), 12. 
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of the Christian liturgy and the sacraments to lose their 
divine uniqueness. Bouyer suggests that this temptation 
to look at the human elements in the liturgy at the expense 
of the divine can be compared to the Nestorian controversy 
of the fifth century Christianity. 
It is here that the tendency which we may 
describe as Nestorian comes to the fore in the 
face of, and in opposition to, the Monop hysite 
tendency. We mean the tendency so to stress 
the human aspect of Christianity that its 
individuality along with its divinity is in 
danger of disappearing.18 
To admi t to historical development, as easel suggested, 
by s h owing certain similarities with the mystery rites of 
t he pagan world, somehow modifies the divine gift of tbe 
liturgy . An example of tbe latt er temptation is i mplied 
whe n Bouyer criticizes easel's human emphasis. He sugges t s 
tha t e as e l and the Maria Laach school held that t he Mass 
wa s an application of the ritual and mystic patterns of 
the pagan mystery rites of Osiris, Dionysus, and many other 
dieties to Christ's work.19 
Bouyer suggests that t here is another brand of Nestor-
i a nism which effects the study of the liturgy. 
There is however, another form of liturgical 
Nestorianism which we see at work today and 
which is no l e ss erroneous than the pre-
ceding . It is a reaction a gainst a patent 
confusion of what is sacred in Christianity 
18Ibid., p. 14. 1 9Ibid. 
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with what is naturally sacred, but it is an 
unfortunate reaction. It also strives to 
secure what is human in Christianity, but 
while taking care not to confuse it with other 
religions, it attempts to present Christianity 
as a radically new religion precisely because 
it rejects all sacrality in the ordinary, pre-
Christian meaning of th~ word.20 
This second Nestorian view of the liturgy conf uses 
t he divine and human elements of the liturgy . This view 
does n ot want to confuse Christianity with the p agan re-
ligions, so it seeks to preserve the divine uniqueness of 
Christianity at the cost of denying that there is anything 
sacred in the human, historical or cultural development of 
the liturgy. 
Bouyer explains what happens when this kind of Nestorian 
approach is applied to the relationship between the Christian 
liturgy and the pagan mystery rites. 
According to this view, Christianity not only 
could not have, and should not have, accepted 
a nything of the sacred rituals of non-Christian 
religions for its liturgical uses, but on 
principle its only rites were common human 
actions simply consecrated through the presence 
of Christ. Thus, in place of the ritual sacri-
f ices of the ancient religions, Christ was put 
to death upon the cross (a death which was in 
no sense heiratic, nor even sacred from the 
standpoint of the religious ritual, whether it 
be that of Judaism or some form of paganism); 
and thus, too, for the more or less formal 
liturgies, He substituted a common meal that 
was simply illumined and consecrated by His 
presence in the midst of His followers.21 
This brand of Nestorianism suggests that the common and 
20Ibid. 21rbid., p. 15. 
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ordinary elements which Christ used with His disciples in 
the Last Supper was simply an ordinary meal which he conse-
crated. It had no sacred religious ritual to it at all . 
Neither of the above ways takes the character of Christ's 
work--the divine, historical , and human elements--seriously. 
Bouyer formulates a critique of the work of easel and 
Maria Laach based on the errors of Nestorianism. 
Here it must be admitted that t he school of 
Maria Laach, while again bringing that vision 
into full light (here easel refers to the 
mys tery of God's salvation for men at the 
cross) perhaps sometimes unfortunately con-
veyed the impression that it was merely some-
thing out of the past, something from a 
relig ious culture which could not be revived. 
The attempt to explain the Christian mystery 
exclusively or mainly in the context of the 
pagan myster ies of the first centur ies was 
more or less unfortunate because it tended, 
contrary to the hope of its own promoters 
(Dom easel and his d-isciples) to obscure 
our appreciation of the creative originality, 
and therefore , everlasting validity, of that 
great vision of Christianity.22 
Casel conveyed the idea to some that the mystery of God ' s 
salvation and the liturgy that developed around them were 
archaic things of the past. The real mistake, Bouyer 
believes, was to have made such an exclusive case for the 
mystery rites because they did not leave room for the 
unique, once-for-all creative divine act of Christ. Accord-
ing to Bouyer, easel's error was in the articulation of his 
position and not in his scholarship. 
22rbid. 
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Casel 1 s work was not lost in controversy. The theology 
of salvation and the Eucharistic liturgy in the Vatican II 
document on the liturgy does not argue the pros and cons 
of the mys tery theology but simply speaks of the mysteries 
that are present within the liturgy. Bouyer exp lains the 
council's treatment of the mystery theology . 
however 
versies 
sources and 
formulation 
. the counci l bypasses all contro-
. by leading us to the biblical 
adhering to tbe basic biblical 
of the mystery . 23 
The important factor in the Council's use of the word 
mystery and explanation of how the mystery of salvation is 
re-presented is tha t they gave recognition to Dom easel's 
work. As a result , all of the Roman Church benefits from 
the work and study easel invested in the liturgy throug h 
Vatican II. Bouyer also makes the connection of easel's 
the ology and the Council's use of his work clear. 
We ca n accurately say that the conciliar consti-
tution has consecrated the teaching of the 
school of Maria Laach, first of all in the 
description of Christianity as being the Paschal 
mys tery of Christ. But we can go even further 
and also state that the Constitution has made 
it clear that Dom easel and his disciples were 
correct when they insisted that this mystery is 
the mystery of worship, that is, that mystery, 
the reality of which lies behind the liturgy . 24 
u. D. Crichton, who wrote a commentary on the Vatican II 
constitution, cites the three levels of mystery, two of 
which can be traced to Caael. 
23Ibid. 24 Ibid . , p • J l. 
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The mystery we are concerned with can be seen 
to exist on three levels: 
(1) There is first the mystery of God himself 
dwelling in light inaccessible and hidden from 
the gaze of men from the beginning of time. 
(2) There is the mystery of Christ which is 
the mystery that is Christ who is the mani-
festation of God, the only begotten of the 
Father whose glory John and other apostles 
witnessed •••. 
At this second level, mystery is essentially 
an event, something God did, or a series of 
events; in the concrete, the history of sal-
vation as it is set forth in the Old Testament, 
in the life of Christ and finally in the 
Church. 
(3) The third level at which the mystery 
exists is the liturgy. In other words, the 
li t urgy itself is nmystery" as the missal 
s ays to frequently, especially in its 
prayers.25 
These three distinctions of the mystery in Christianity, 
p articularly the work of God in Christ and the presence of 
th is mystery in the liturgy, are the mysteries which easel 
broug ht to light. The following sections will treat the 
elements of mystery in the liturgy .which easel made. The 
following material also will include additional theological 
concepts which are the sources of the principles of litur-
gical renewal as formulated by the Second Vatican Council. 
25J. D. Crichton, The Church's Worship (New York: Sheed 
and Ward, 1964), p . 24.~ 
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The Theology of Christ 
The whole concept of the re-presentation theology is 
the thread that is woven through the entire council docu-
ment especially when the fathers of the council speak of 
the theological sources which give rise to the principles 
of liturgical renewal. When the Council members speak of 
the renewing of the liturgy, they make it clear that they 
are referring to the liturgy of the Eucharist, the Mass.26 
In the introduction of the document on the liturgy 
the council immediately points to the liturgy as the way 
in which the myster,:i:es of Christ and His redemptive work 
are made meaningful for the faithful. 
For the liturgy "through which the work of 
our redemption is accomplished," most of all 
i n the divine sacrifice of the Eucharist, is 
the outstanding means whereby the faithful 
may express in their lives, and manifest to 
others, the mystery of Christ and the real 
nature of the true Church.27 
Of particular interest in this paragraph is the use of the 
word "mystery" in connection with Christ himself. This 
expression of the Council is precisely the way in which 
Dom easel described the reality of Christ's work as being 
re-presented in the mystery of Christ within the liturgy. 
26constitution on the Sacred Liturgy (Collegeville, 
Minnes ota: The Liturgical Press, 1963), p. 3. 
27Ibid. 
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Casel described the mystery of Christ is redeem.ing life 
as God 1 s demonstration of his glory. The mystery of Christ 
includes his life from the incarnation to the ascension. 
Christ is the mystery in person, because he 
shows the invisible godhead in the flesh. The 
deeds of his lowliness, above all his sacrificial 
death on the cvoss, are mysteries because God 
shows himself through them in a fashion which 
surpasses any human measurement. Above all else, 
his resurrection and exaltation are mysteries 
because Godls glory is shown through them in 
the human person of Jesus, although in a manner 
hidden to the world and open only to the 
knowledge of the faithful. This mystery of 
Christ is what the aspotles proclaimed to 
the Church and what the Church passes on to all 
generations.28 
The Constituti on spoke of the mystery of Christ almost in 
the same words of easel. 
God who ••• when the fullness of time had 
come sent his Son, the Word made flesh, 
annointed by the Holy Spirit, to preach the 
gospel to the poor, to heal the contrite of 
heart, to be a "bodily and spiritual medicine," 
the Media tor be tween God and man. For bis 
humanity, united with the person of the Word, 
was the instrument of our salvation. There-
fore, in Christ, "the perfect achievement of 
our reconciliation came forth, and the full-
ness of divine worship was g iven to us." 
The wonderful works of God among the people 
of the Old Testament were but a prelude to 
the work of Christ the Lord in redeeming 
mankind and giving perfect glory to God. He 
achieved his task principally by the paschal 
mystery of his blessed passion, resurrection 
from the dead, and glorious ascension, whereby 
"dying, he destroyed our death and, rising, 
he restored our life." For it was from the 
side of Christ as he slept the sleep of death 
28casel, op. cit., p. 6. 
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upon the cross that there came forth 11 the 
wondrous sacrament of the whole Church. 11 29 
The Council affirmed easel's belief that through Christ's 
death on the cross, his resurrection, and exaltation, God 
shows himself to human beings and acts in a way that is 
beyond human comprehension. 
This knowledge of the mystery of Christ though not 
gained in a gnostic way, is open only to the faithful. The 
faithful experience of the mysteries of Christ by partici-
pation in Christ and his saving deeds. The Council fathers 
de clared that the mystery of Christ is present in the 
Church . easel showed the connection between the mystery 
of Christ and the Church when he explained the content of 
the mystery of Christ. 
The content of the mystery of Chris t is, there-
fore , the person of the god-man and his saving 
deed for the c hurch ; the church in turn, enters 
the mystery through this deed. For Paul, Peter, 
and John, the heart of faith is not the teachings 
of Christ, nor the deeds of his ministry, but the 
a c ts by which he saved us.JO 
These saving acts of salvation were done for the Church. 
The Church enters the mystery of Christ by participation 
in these deeds. Again, the similarity between easel and 
the Council is too aimilar to be coincidence . 
The saving acts of Christ or, as easel puts it "the 
mysteries of Christ.," are present in the liturgy. In the 
29rbid., pp. 6-7. 30Ibid., p. 12. 
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celebration of the liturgy, the acts of Christ are reenacted 
or re-presented. When Charles Davis wrote Liturgy and 
Doctrine, he asked the question, "How are Christ's acts 
made pres ent here and now?'' Davis answers his own question 
by describing easel's theology of re-presentation. 
The saving mystery of Christ is rendered 
present in the liturgy in the sense that, in 
the liturgy, what was done in Christ is done 
in us by the action of Christ. Very often we 
think of grace in a static way, almost as a 
sort of fluid pou~ed into the soul as into a 
vessel when we receive the sacraments. It is 
indeed a quality inherent in the soul, but it 
is at the same time a dynamic force that pene-
trates and changes our being and then impels 
us onward in a movement of living return to 
the Father. Moreover, we must remember that 
created grace does not stand by itself as the 
suf ficient explanation of our new existence 
as sons of God. It raises us to the divine 
lif e only because it is a unitive reality 
whi ch serves as a bond or link establishing 
our union with the Holy Spirit, who is given 
to us and dwells in us.Jl 
As easel's spokesman Davis indicates, when the fa ithful 
participate in the liturgy, what God did ftor man through 
Christ is accomplished for the faithful by Christ. It 
is not just the liturgy itself or the external performance 
of the rites by the priest and people whic h enables the 
action of Christ in the liturgy. Christ himself brings 
his acts of salvation and reproduces the mysteries of re-
demption in those celebrating the liturgy. Or as Davis 
states it in succeeding pages, "in the liturgy we make 
Jlnavis, Liturgy and Doctrine, pp. 83-84. 
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contact with the saving acts of Christ. 1132 
The Constitution explains the re-presentation of the 
mysteries of Christ in a similar way to easel by speaking 
of the myste ries of Christ in· a similar way to easel by 
speaking of the celebration of these mysteries in the 
liturgy. 
The worship of the Church exists essentially in 
the celebration of the "Christ mysteries": Holy 
Mothe r Church considers it her duty to cele-
brate the saving work of her divine Spouse by 
devoutly recalling it to mind on certain days 
throug hout the c ourse of the year. Every week, 
on the day which she has called "The Lord's Day," 
she ke eps the memor y of her Lord's resurrection; 
once in the year, by the most solemn festival of 
the Pascha , she celebrates his resurrection 
toge t he r with t he blessed passion. As each year 
passes by, she unfolds the whole mystery of 
Christ , from the incarnation and birth until 
the As censi on, the day of Pentecost and the 
expectation of blessed hope and the coming of the 
Lord.33 
In the above s tatement , the Council extends the mysteries 
of Christ beyond the actual liturgy to celebrating the 
whole spectrum of the Church's worship in celebrating 
the festivals of t he Christian year which mark the specific 
redemptive actions of Christ. When the Church celebrates 
the events of Christ's life through the liturgy, and Church 
year, these events become a present reality. The conciliar 
document defines worship in this manner, an act of Christ. 
32rbid., Po 88. 
33constitution, ££· cit., p. 5. 
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The Lord is present with bis Church through such celebration.34 
When the Church remembers the saving acts of Christ in 
her liturgical worship such a memorial is not just a simple 
recollection. easel's thought on the memorial of the 
mysteries of Christ was closely allied with the Eucharist. 
This sacred rite with its full divine content is 
what the disciples are to "act in memory"; they 
are to make real again the passion of their divine 
master . As the Church grew out of the Lord's 
blood, she is to live and grow in bis strength • 
• • . Christ bas given his mystery to the church's 
care; she acts it out, and th~feby fulfills his 
a ction which has become hers.->./ 
The mysteries of Christ are not some abstract events 
whic h happened a long time ago, but they become present 
realities when the Church remembers them in her liturgical 
celebrations. The past saving acts of Christ himself is 
present . ,Louis Bouyer, cormnentator on the Vatican II 
document on the liturgy, defined the memorial of the . 
mysteries of Christ as, "The memorial of Christ's mystery 
is the core of the Christian celebration. He 
testifies that He is still present with us to make His 
great work fully our own. 1136 The Sacerdotal Communities 
of Saint Severin and Saint Joseph mention the evidence of 
easel's work in the Constitution and they believe easel's 
contributi.on to the Roman Church must wait the test of time. 
34Ibid. 35casel, op. ci t ., p. 59. 
36Louis Bouyer, The Liturg~ Revived (Notre Dame: Uni-
versity of Notre Dame Press, 19 4), p. 24. 
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but it remains to be seen whether all the 
details of his particular teaching on the 
Christian mystery will stand the test of time . 
The second Vatican Council does not refer to 
the subject like Mediator, though in its defi-
nition of the liturgy and its remarks on the 
Christian year it reflects the climate of 
opinion provoked by Casel•s work . Thus it 
can be seen that it is from the liturgy that 
in reality Christian life is to be derived 
since it is in the liturgy that, through J esus 
Christ we can come to an encounter with the 
living God.37 
In this short remark, the aut hors of The Liturgical Move-
ment summarize the entire meaning .of the mystery of Christ 
as it was presented in history and as it is represented 
and memorialized in the celebration of those same events 
with in the liturgy. 
The Paschal Theology of the Liturgy 
The Paschal nature of the liturgy is closely linked 
to the mysteries of Christ. The word paschal is derived 
I 
from the Greek 7T<1,.(TX,.«.. , the word used to denote the 
Passover event and meal . The word pascha evolved from the 
Aramaic word passa .38 At the time of Christ the Aramaic 
usage of the word referred to the Passover festival and the 
meal that was eaten in observance of the first Passover 
event . In the New Testament usage, pascha refers to the 
37saint-Severin, ~- cit., p. 76. 
38cf . Joachim Jeremias, The Eucharis tic Words of Jesus, 
translated by A. Ehrhardt (Oxford : Basil Blackwe11,-r955), 
p. 1 for the development of the Aramaic passa to the Greek 
Pasc ha. 
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passover meal and then is used to describe Christ's passion; 
his redemptive acts from the Last Supper to his burial.39 
The adjective paschal refers to the lamb eaten at the 
Passover meal. Paschal is used to refer to Christ and his 
work of redemption. Paschal is also used in reference to 
Christ's resurrection. 
When Louis Bouyer discusses the paschal theology of 
the liturgy he refers to the Jewish understanding of the 
passover event. When the Jew celebrates the Passover, he 
is a part aker of the paschal event, the deliverance from 
Egypt . As they observe the Passover, they believe that 
this past event becomes a present reality, that is, the 
passover means they are entering their inheritance.40 The 
Jewish passover event is compared to the Christ Event of 
deliverance. The Last Supper, the inauguration of the 
Eucharist, and the passion of Jesus Christ are set in the 
context of the Jewish Passover.41 The mystery of the cross 
is also that Pascha by which man can pass from the power 
of darkness to light. The cross means passing to the 
kingdom of life which the Son of God has made known.42 
easel talked about the Paschal nature of the liturgy 
39rbid., p. 5. 
40Bouyer, The Liturgy Revived, pp. 22-23. 
4 1Jeremias, ££• cit., pp. 57-61. 
42Bouyer, The Liturgy Revived, pp. 22-23. 
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and he t oo r e lated this Pascha which the faithful celebrate 
and in which they participate to the mysteries of Christ. 
It was the Pasch of Christ, bis bloody death, 
which saved the world from its sins and fed it 
with food of everlasting life, god-life. On 
the eve of the earth's pasch, the savior made 
of the pasch a complete mystery; he anticipated 
his death in the mystical rite, and made food of 
hi s sacrificed body, and gave bis blood as the 
f oundation of a convenant. Here an historic 
event was ce lebrated but one which had its end 
beyond t i me, in God in the passage from this 
aion to the world to come. It was not only an 
action of God's upon his people, but an action 
he carried out among them in human fo rm . 43 
easel vi ewe d Christ's death and resur rection as t he 
eve nt which made the Old Testament passove r a rea l mys tery . 
Case l believed t hat t he p assover event which the Jews ex-
perienced was not real ly a mystery in itself, beca us e it 
was a human deliverance. However, easel has ove r looked 
t he fa c t t hat i t was God working in a ve ry huma n e vent in 
delive r i ng the Jews from bondage. It was t hi s same God 
who del i ve red mankind f r om their bondage t hrough t he 
sufferi ng , dea t h and resurrection of the human be ing , . 
the d i vine Son of God, Jesus Christ. easel has mistakenly 
neglected the ve r y human ways in which God works beca use 
his idea of t he mystery of the incarnation was more di vine 
than it was human. And because he overlooked the human side 
of Chris t and his deliverance, he missed an opportunity to 
strengthen his case for the mystery of Christ and Christ's 
pasch. 
43c asel, op . cit., p. Jl. 
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The wonderful works of God among the people of 
the Old Testament were but a prelude to the 
work of Christ the Lord in redeeming mankind 
and giving perfect glory to God. H~ achieved 
his task principally by the paschal mystery of 
his blessed passion, resurrection from the dead, 
and glorious ascension, whereby "dying, he 
destroyed our death, and rising he restored 
our life." •.• 44', 
However, there is a difference between the Constitution's 
view of the passover and Dom easel 1_s view of the Old Testa-
ment event. The council fathers recognize the divine 
element in the human deliverance of the Jews, but easel 
was unwilling to see the divine deliverance in it and there-
fore refused to call the Old Testament Pascha a mystery. 
However, Dom easel and the Council agreed in calling the 
New Te stament work of Christ, the paschal mystery. 
The paschal mystery is the heart of the history of 
salvation. This paschal mystery is the mystery of Christ 
and the content of the gospel; the good news of man's 
redemption and deliverance from the bondage of sin. J. D. 
Crichton, who interprets the Constitution on the Sacred 
Liturgy, divides that paschal mystery into three levels: 
1. The great saving event of the Old Testa-
ment, one to which its writers and prophets 
returned inces santly ••• was the domestic 
sacrifice which the Israelites prepared and 
ate at God's command the night before they 
escaped from Egypt ..•. so the passover 
interpreted the meaning of the saving events 
that were to take place immediately after-
wards. 
44constitution, pp. 6-7 . 
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2. The passover sacrifice of the New Testa-
ment which fulfilled that of the Old 
Testament is nothing other than the passion, 
death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus 
Christ in which he offered himself as the 
true Lamb of God and took away the sins of 
the world. 
3. F'aithful to the Lord's last commands, t he 
Church through the centuries has celebrated 
in her liturgy the paschal mystery. For now 
this mystery exists in a new way, no longer 
in the historical order but under signs and 
symbols which yet convey the reality of what 
Christ did long ago.45 
The paschal mystery cannot be viewed merely as a new event 
or a new testament which Christ created or baptized. The 
pascha of Christ has the Old Testament Passover event as 
its antecedent and referent. Christ's paschal work ful-
fills and magnifies the meaning of the Old Testament pass-
over. The Church's observance of the paschal mystery of 
Christ is not an exercise in history nor a contemplation 
of it but an actual contact with the mystery itself. When 
the Church is faithful to the Lord, she celebrates t his 
paschal mys tery in the liturgy. As Crichton says, the 
paschal mys tery in the liturgy becomes real, present, and 
alive in a new way under signs and symbols.46 The paschal 
mystery exists in the liturgy not only through signs and 
symbols but Christ himself makes the paschal mystery real 
and present . Bouyer comments on the paschal mys tery in the 
Constitution and indicates that the liturgy is an embodiment 
45crichton, .£E.· cit., pp. 31-32. 46 Ibid., p. 32. 
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of the great mystery of Christian faith and the source of 
spiritual life for Christians. The Council calls the great 
mystery in the liturgy the paschal mystery of Christ dying 
and rising again for salvation.47 
The council document discusses in depth the mysteries 
which are present in the liturgy . The Council fat he rs 
reaches back into biblical events to show the significance 
of Christ's work . The assembled bi shops used the descrip-
tions and discoveries of the schola rs and t heologians that 
preceded them to amplify the deep significance of the acts 
of Christ and the pas chal mystery. Louis Bouyer summarizes 
the effec t of the paschal mystery in paragraph five of the 
Cons ti t uti on on the Sacred Liturgy when he says: 
This l eads to a view of Christ's saving work, 
and , more generally, to an understanding of 
the whole Christian fa ith, which puts the 
enti re emphas is not on some abstract notions , 
but on the living unity of a saving event, 
which has to bec ome ours, in the Chur c h , 
through her sacramentality.48 
Even t houg h the Const itution on the li turgy never 
mentions Dom easel by name , his thoughts and work on the 
meaning of t he Liturgy are always present . eas el's insights 
into the na ture of the paschal mystery were the basis of 
council fat hers• decla rations on the nature of the liturgy . 49 
47Ibid., p . 8 . 
48Bouyer, The Liturgy Revived, p. 12. 
49Ibid., p . 31, 
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The Eucharistic Theology of the Liturgy 
The meaning and action of the paschal mystery is 
closely interwoven with the mystery of the Eucharist and 
its nature. Both Dom easel and the Constitution on the 
Liturgy show how the saving acts of Christ's pascha ars 
present, celebra ted and received in the Eucharistic 
mystery. Dom Odo d oes not specifically mention the mystery 
of t he Eucharist in the way he mentions the mystery of 
Christ , the paschal mystery and the mystery of the liturgy. 
eas el' s approach to the Eucha rist originates from the 
mysterientheologie concept itself. When easel wrote about 
the myste ries of Christ and his redemptive acts a nd , when 
he mentioned the re-pre s entation of these acts of Christ 
i n the liturgy , he referred to the Euchari s t and i ts cele-
brati on . 50 
Dom easel def ined the word sacrament and mystery in 
the s ame way. The sacrament of the Eucharist was a mystery 
because in it Christ reenacts his redemption. The mystery 
of Christ is celebrate d in the sacrament of the Eucharist . 
His work is actually made present in the Eucharist in all 
its objective reality and therefore the Eucharist too is 
mystery. T he saving acts of Christ's sacrific i al death, 
his resurrection and ascension are the acts made p r e s e nt 
5°casel, £2.• cit., p. 58. 
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in this sacrament. The sacrament of the Eucharist is 
Christ's occasion to re-present his saving works for the 
faithful. 
On this point easel was criticized severely. The 
critics maintained tha t easel's concept of the sacramental 
presence of Christ was not accurate. The critics asserted 
that the saving events of Christ are made present i n its 
e f fects, not in an objective way. Some critics said that 
the sacrament applies the grace from the work of Christ to 
the f a ithful. The historic work of Christ, they maintained, 
is not present; but the g race that comes from His wor k .51 
ea s el said that Christ's work was made presen t in the 
celebrat ion of the Eucharist and the other sacraments as 
well. I n the Eucharist and the other sacraments the myster-
ies ac c omplish that which they represent. Some of, easel's 
cr i tics who are willing to concede that the mystery of 
Christ's work is actually made present in the Eucharist, 
find it difficult to apply this theory to the other sacra-
ments. Koenker quotes the main argument of easel's critics 
in the words of J. M. Hanssens, S.J. 
If it is necessary that for every action of the 
cultic mystery the saving acts of Christ be 
present, then, since it is impossible for the s e 
to be present except where Christ himself is 
truly present, it follows that none other than 
the sacrament of the Eucharist can be a true 
mystery-rite.52 
51Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church, p. 12. 
52rbid., p. 113. 
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The Constitution sides with easel's critics who talk 
more about the effects of the Eucharist upon the faithful 
than about the actual historical · re-presentation of Christ ' s 
saving acts in the Eucharist . 
From the liturgy, therefore, and especially 
from the eucharist, as from a fount, grace 
is poured forth upon us; and the sanctifi-
ca tion of men i n Christ and in the glorifi -
ca tion of God, to which all other activities 
of the Church are directed as toward their 
end , is achieved in the most efficacious 
possible way.53 
Althoug h easel ' s mystery theory would have strengthened 
the Vatican II document's statements on the real presence 
of Christ in the Eucharist, nevertheless the council 
fathers did speak about the presence of Christ. But 
bishops and the conciliar commission on the liturgy c hos e 
to c onsider the benefits of the present Christ rather than 
the historical re-presentation of his saving acts. 
At the Last Supper, on the night when he was 
betrayed, our Savior instituted the euchar istic 
sacrifice of his body and blood. He did this in 
order to perpetuate the sacrifice of the Cross 
throughout the centuries until he should come 
again, and so to entrust to his beloved spouse, 
the Church, a memorial of his death and 
resurrection: a sacrament of love, a sign of 
unity, a bond of charity, a paschal banquet in 
which Christ is eaten, the mind is filled with 
grace, ~nd a pledge of future glory is given 
to us.54 
When the council s peaks of the Eucharist there is little 
53constitution, op. cit., p. 11. 
54rbid., p. 29. 
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reference to the transubstantiation theory of the Rea l 
Presence of Christ. The Scholastic and Thomastic arguments 
for transubstantiation that were so obvious in the Council 
of Trent, are no longer present. The absence of this argu-
ment reflects much of the progress of the l iturgical move -
ment f rom the ea rly 1900 's to the convening of Vatican II. 
Koenker gives the s chool of Maria Laach the credit for 
plac ing more emphasis on Christ's act ion in the Euc harist, 
rather than the method of his presence. This emphasis 
effected t he entire liturgical movement and Vatican II . 
I t mus t be admitted that the s chool has 
a ttr ibuted a new authority to Christ and 
his s aving work ; the Euc harist and remaining 
s acraments are not so much something the 
p r i es t does , by magic , incantation , etc., 
but t hey are ac c ording to the full force of 
t his teaching , the "Christification'' of 
soc i ety . 
Th i s con t ribution of the Liturgical Reformati on 
i s c omp arable to Luther 's teaching on the Real 
Presenc e in the sixteenth century . Among t hose 
who hol d to t his theology in the Liturgical 
Movement there is little interest in emphasizing 
the Scholastic theory of transubstantiation; 
it date not be denied as the dogmati c explana-
tion of what happened in the Mass, but Aristo-
telian metaphysics and the Scholastic method 
of argumentation are not decisive here . Above 
all, the crude post-Tridentine theories of the 
nature of the Sacrifice, the destruction or 
annihilation of the Vict im, are being by-passed.55 
Even though Koenker's evaluation could not take into account 
the Vatican II documents because they had not been dra f ted 
55Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church,~ 113. 
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when he wrote the above statement, Vatican II reflects the 
developments Koenker mentioned. Vatican II chose to by-
pass long , involved, Scholastic arguments for the t ra nsub -
stantiation t heory of the Real Presence as the Council 
demonstrates in the following statement: 
The accomplish so great a work, Christ is 
always present in his church, especially in 
her liturgical celebrations. He is present 
in the Sacrifice of the Mass, not only in 
the per son of his minister, 1·1tbe same now 
offering, through the ministry of priests wh o 
formerly off ered himself on the cross," but 
especially under the Eucharistic species ••.• 56 
The only mention of the presence of Christ is that he is 
there "under the eucharistic species." 
The p hrase "under the eucharistic species" wbich the 
Constitution uses to describe the presence of Christ in 
the Mass has a fami liar sound to the child of the nef or-
mation. Luther objec ted to the concept of transubstaniation 
as a description of Christ's presence in the sacrament of 
Holy Communion. Luther in his Large Catechism described 
the Sacrament of Holy Communion this way: 
It is the true body and blood of the Lord 
Christ in and under the bread and wine which 
we Chris t ians are commanded by Christ's word 
to eat and drink. As we said of Baptism 
that it i s not the mere water, so we say 
here that the sacrament is bread and wine, but 
not mere bread or wine such as is served at 
56constitution, .2£.• cit., p. 8. 
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table. It is bread and wine comprehended in 
God ' s Word and connec ted with i t.57 
Luther ' s c oncern was to describe the presence of Christ in 
the sac rament and point the faithful to receive him . Luthe r 
did n ot spend much effor t in attempting to explain how 
Christ ' s body and blood were actually present . Theodore 
Tappert , Lutheran theologian, describes Luther ' s concern 
about the pr esence of Christ and transubstan tiation . 
Their concern was not with substanc es but 
wit h Christ hims elf , with the incarnate 
Christ whose body was broken and whose blood 
was spi lled for our salvation , with the 
Christ who is present and acting in judgment 
and grace whenever agd wherever the Lord ' s 
Supper is observed . 5 
Luther believed that the concept of t ra nsubstantiation 
was a phi los ophical subtlety to explain the p resenc e of 
Chri st . Lut her believed that the presenc e of Christ under 
the forms of bread and wine was a miracle whic h could only 
be explained by faith . 59 This may explain why Luther was 
c ontent to leave the des cription of Christ' s presenc e in 
the Lord's Supper with the phrase, "in, with, and under . 11 
57Martin Luther , "The Large Catec bism, 11 The Book of 
Concord, edited by Theodore G. Tappert (Philadelphia : 
Muhlenberg Press, 1959 ), p . 447. 
58Theodore G. Tappert, "Meaning and Pr actice in the 
Reformation," Meaning and Practice of the Lord 's Supper, 
edited. by Helmu t T. Lehmann (Philadelphia : Muhlenburg 
Press, 1961), p . 90 . 
59tte r mann Sasse, This~~ Body (Minneapolis: 
Augsburg Publishing House , 1959), p . 10). 
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Since Vatican II abandoned the scholastic and 
Thomastic arguments and description of the Real Presence 
of the Sacrament and since they decided to use the words, 
"under the eucharistic species" to describe Christ's 
presence, it appears that the Council's concern was the 
same as Luther ' s . Both appear to emphasize the presence 
and work of Christ in the Sacrament. Lutherans s h oul d 
note a sig nificant convergence of t he Roman Ca t holic and 
Lutheran positions of the Real Presence on this p oint. 
Whi l e both Base l and the Vatican I I document do not 
resurrect the arguments of the reformation , they do raise 
the concept of the sacrifice of Christ within the c ele -
brat i on of t he Eucharis t in the Mass. easel connected the 
idea of the s a crifice of Chri s t to t he a ncient mysteries . 
In t he pa gan rites, t he initiate participated i n the l ife 
and death of the deity .60 
As Bouyer indicates in Liturgical Piety, easel over-
looked the sig nificance of Christ's death as compared to 
the death of t he gods in the pagan mystery rites . 
The death of the g od in the mysteries was 
not part of the saving process, but merely a 
disaster which the god had not been able to 
avoid. If he was, at the end, not to conquer 
death properly speaking, but ra ther to b e 
born again (only, let us not for get, to di e 
a gain, and again to come to life), this was 
in to way due to any va l ue inherent in his 
death ; it was, rather, in s pit e of that death. 
60casel, op . cit., p. 34. 
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The gods of the mys tery religions were, as 
has been very well said, not so much savior 
gods as gods who themselves were saved.61 
Christ's dea th and resurrection meant life and deliverance 
not for himself but for God's people. Christ sacrificed 
his life on the cross for the re~.emption of mankind , and, 
in the eucharistic liturgy of the Mass , the faithful partici -
pate in the sacrific e that is re-pre s ented here . 
But easel did not argue that Christianity simply 
borrowed t hi s theory of sacrifice from the pagan rites. 
Casel expounds on the sacrifice of Christ and his re - presen-
tation of th is sacrificia l work, the nature of the paschal 
mystery of Christ. Christ's saving acts of his sacrificial 
lif e , death, and resurrection are the New Testament fulfill-
ment of what God had done for Israel in the passover, the 
deliverance fro m Egypt . This saving sacrificial act which 
occurred in histor y is actually an objectively made present. 
However, ease l did not describe the sacrifice of Christ on 
t he cros s as an unbloody immolation when it is re-presented 
in the liturgy of the Mass. 
Ernest Koe nker says that easel's re-presentation theory 
may have aggravated the wound that was inflicted on the 
Church by the Council of Trent when they committed the Roman 
Church to the formula of the repetition of the sacrifice 
61Bouyer, Liturgical Piety, op . cit., p. 97. 
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of Christ on the cross in an unbloody manner.62 Lutheran 
theologian Koenker raises a question of easel's whole theory 
of re-presentation. He wonders whether easel's theory 
really takes seri ous the once-for-all character of history . 
The Mysterienlehre has given rise to discussion, 
from the fi eld of phi losophy, of a possible 
natural impossibility of a sacramental act being 
numerically the same in each sacrifice of the 
Mass. 3 
Koenker mentions the physical and transcendental spheres 
of St . Thomas , which sought to explain how the sacrifice 
could take place again in time and space. Koenker then 
raises the question whether there is a sacramental s phere 
of r eality also ''in which the work of Christ becomes really 
present with no relation to space or t ime . 1164 
Luther and his followers never discussed t he re-presen-
tation ideas in the theology of the Mass or Hol y Communion . 
Luther and the Lutheran Confessions did speak to the issue 
howe ver, when they objected to the idea of a repetitior. of 
the sacrifice of Christ on the cross in an "unbloody manner ." 
Luther's objective to the idea of sacrifice in the ~ass was 
directed not so much to the re-presentation of Christ's 
sacrifice as he was to the Roman Catholic argumentation of 
the need for offering Christ for the r emission of actual 
sin. Luther's thought on this is reflected through ?hilip 
Melanchthom in the Augsburg Confession: 
62Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church, p. 114. 
6Jrbid. 64rbid. 
-· 
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Manifest l y contrary to this teaching is the 
misuse of the Mass by those who think that 
g race is obtained through the performance of 
this work, for it is wel l known that the Mass 
is used to remove sin and obtain grace and 
all sor t of benefits from God , not only for 
the pr ies t himself but also for the whol e 
world and f or others, both living and dead . 
In the third p lace , the holy sacrament was 
not instituted to make provision f or a 
sacrific e for sin--for the sacrifice has 
already t aken place- - but to awaken our fa ith 
and comfort our conscienc es when we perc eive 
t hat through the sacrament grace and for -
g iveness of sin are p romised us by Christ.65 
Again , Luther's thought on this ma tter i s capsuled 
when t he Augsbu r g Confession c ondemns the error they felt 
had b ee n made in reg ard to the sacrifice of the Ma ss . 
At the same time the abominable error was con-
demned according t o which i t was taug ht that 
our Lord Chris t had by his death made satisfaction 
only for or igina l sin, and had instituted t he 
Mass as a sacrifice for other sins. This trans-
formed the Mass into a sacrifice for the living 
and the dea~, a sacrifice by means of which sin 
was taken awa y and God was rec oncilea.66 
Luther he l d that the once-for - all character of Chri s t ' s 
sacrifice was contrary to the g ospel. To offer Christ 
again in the Mass for the satisfac tion of sins was unneces -
sary b e cause Christ died on the cross once for all sin . 
In short , Luther and his followers objected to the 
idea of the Ma s s as an offering of the sacrifice of Chr is t 
65Philip Melanc hthon, "The Augsburg Confession , " The 
Book of Concord, edited by Theodore G. Tappert (Philadelphia : 
Muhlenburg Press, 1959 ) , p . 59 . 
66Ibid., p . 21. 
-
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to gai~ forgiveness of sin. To Luther, the satisfactory 
nature of the sacrifice of the Mass conflicted g reatly with 
the Gospel as he saw it expressed in the biblical c oncept 
of justification by grace through fait h . Luther believed 
that t he sacrifice of Christ in the Mass became a work of 
man instead of a g ift, promise and testament from God . 
Through this line of reasoning Luther and his f ollowers 
would hav e denie d t he idea of re - presentation of Christ' s 
sacrifice on the Cross in t he Ma ss . 
Koenker sugg ested that the wound in t he Chur c h could 
be healed if the liturg ical movement would f ollow the sacra-
mental interpretat ion of the Eucharis t whic h views the Mass 
as a meal or a memorial supper. 6 7 
The Vatican Counc il , however, has upheld much of the 
Counc i l of 'l' r e n t I s formula of the unbloody sacr ific e of 
Chris t . Howe ver , they have avoided much of the Sc holastic 
argumenta tion and description of how this sacrifice is 
reenac ted . For instance: 
He (Christ) is present in the sacrifice of 
the Mass, not only in the person of his 
minister , "the same now off ering , through 
the ministry of priests, who formerly of fered 
himself on the cross}" but especially under t he 
eucharistic species.08 
The council document quotes f rom the Council of Trent on the 
Doctrine on the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass . More emp hasis 
67Ibid., Po 115. 
68constitution, EE.· cit., p . 9. 
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is placed b y the Constitution on the presence of Christ in 
t he eucharisti c species than on an unbloody sacrifice fo r 
sin. 
In another statement on the mystery of the Euc harist , 
the council fathers of Vatican II describes the nature of 
Christ's sacrifice in the Mas s : 
At the Last Supper , on the nig ht when he was 
betrayed, our Savior instituted the eucharistic 
sacr ifice of his body and blood. He did this 
in order to pe rpetuate the sacrifice of the 
Cross throug hout tbe centuries unti l he should 
· 69 come a g ain .•.. 
Christ g ives thi s sacrifice of himself to the Church f or 
their benefit unti l he comes again. No me ntion is made 
of the need for the Church to offer this s acrifice for the 
satisfaction of present sins. 
In a following paragraph the council document sets t he 
doc t r ine of the Christ's sacrifice in the Mass within the 
context of the benefits that Christ's work has for the 
faithful. 
The Chur c h , therefore, earnestly desires that 
Christ's faithful, when present at this mystery 
of faith, should not be there as strangers or 
s ilent spectators; on the contrary ..•• They 
s h ould be instructed by God's word and be 
nourished at the table of the Lord's body; they 
should give thanks to God; by offering the 
immaculate victim, not only through the hands 
of the priest, but also with hi~, they should 
learn also to of fer themselves; through Christ 
the Mediator, they should be drawn day by day 
into ever more perfect union with God and with 
69Ibid., p. 29. 
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each other, so that finally God may be all in 
all.70 
The benefits which come to the faithful in the Eucharist 
are instruction in God's Word and nourishment for their life. 
The people are encouraged to think of thems elves involved 
in the offer i ng of Christ and also offering thems elves 
through Chri s t. This type of offering is treated b y the 
council as p ar t of the meal of the Holy Eucharist. The 
Council urge s t he people to give thanks throug h their 
of fering . The Roman position on sacrifice is compar able 
to the c oncept of sacrifice which Luther defined at the 
Ref ormation . 
Although Luther and the Lutheran Confessions condemned 
the i de a of the sacrifice of the Mass for the satisfaction 
of s i ns, t hey d id speak about sacrifice of the Mass in 
ano the r way . Yngve Bril i oth , the Swedish Luthe ran t heo-
logi an, p oints out Luther's concepts of sacrifice in the 
Mass. 
The i mage of the Hi gh-priest from t he Epistle 
to t he He brews leads Luther's thought one step 
f urther. We do not offer Christ, but we e nter 
into Christ's oblation--"and in this sense it 
is permis s ible and right to call the mass a 
sacrifice, not indeed in itself, but as the 
means whereby we offer up ourselves together 
with Christ; that is to say, that we cast 
ourselves upon Christ with a sure faith in his 
testament, to come before God with our prayer, 
our praise, and our oblation, only through him 
and his mediation, believing firmly that he is 
70Ibid., p. Jl. 
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our Shepherd and our priest (unser pfarrer oder 
pfaff) in heaven before the face of God . 11 71--
Aga i n, Luther's own words on the sacrifice in the Mass are 
stated succ inctly in "Treatise on the New Testament, that 
is the Holy Mass": 
From these words we learn that we do not off er 
Christ as a sacrifice, but that Christ offers 
us . And in this way it is permissible, yes, 
profitable, t o call the mass a sacrifice; not on 
its own account, but because we offer ours elves 
as a sacrifice along with Christ. That is, we 
lay ourselves on Christ by a firm faith in his 
testament and do not otherwise appear before God 
with our prayer , praise, and sacrifice except 
through Christ and his mediation. Nor do we 
d oub t t hat Christ is our priest or minister in 
heaven before God . Such faith, truly , brings 
it to pass that Christ takes up our cause, pre-
sents us and our prayer and praise, and also offers 
himself for us in heaven. If the mas s were so 
understood and for this reason called a sacrific e , 
it would be well. Not that we offer the sacrament, 
but that by our praise, prayer, and sacrifice we 
move him and give hi m occasion to offer himself 
for us in he aven and ourselves with hi m. 72 
The faithful's offering is response to God through 
thanksg iving , praye r and praise. Christ's offer !ng is not 
a new sacrifice on the cross, but the faithful pray that 
Christ will offer his sacrifice to the Father together with 
the faithful' s offerings.73 Although Luther allowed f or no 
7l yngve Brilioth , Eucharistic Faith and Practice 
Evangelical and Catholic, translated by A-=----a. Hebert 
(London : S.P.C.K., 1961), pp. 101-102. 
72Martin Luther, "Treatise on the New Testament , that 
is, the Holy Mass," translated by Jeremiah J. Sch i ndel, 
Luther's Works, Word and Sacrament I, edited by Theodore 
J. Bachmann and Helmut T. Lehmann, Vol. 35 (Phi ladelphia: 
Muhlenberg Press, 1960), p. 99. 
73r bid., p. 116. 
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idea of sacrifice in the Mass which carried the idea of 
satisfaction, Luther did allow for a sacrifice by the people 
in conjunc tion with the sacrifice of Christ. 
Contrary to previous evidence on Christ's s acrifi ce 
in the Mass, Luther did allow for a vague type of Christ 1 s 
sacrifice in the Mass as his own words indicate, " implore 
Him and give Him occasion to offer himself for us :i and "we 
enter into Christ's oblation. 11 74 It is logical to ask why 
Luther did not talk about Christ's sacrifice in the Mass 
f rom his own concept on the Real Presence of Christ in the 
Eucharist .75 Or, why didn 1 t Luther speak of Christ 1 s 
sacrifice in the Euchar ist on the basis of his emphasis 
on the "forg iveness of sins 11 through the "body and blood 
given and shed" for the faithful?76 
The answer to the question is elusive. Luther failed 
to mention the sacrifice of Christ in connection with 
Christ's real presence or the memorial of Christ 1 s death 
in the sacrament because he was very intent on erasing any 
element of sacrifice that conveyed the idea of manmade 
satisfaction for sins. Luther's single-minded attack on 
sacrifice for satisfaction blinded him to consider sacri-
fice from other points of view. 
74Martin Luther, 11 An Order of Mass and Communion," 
Luther 1 s Works, edited by Ulrich S. Leupold, Vol. 53 
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1965), p. 2. 
75Tappert, op. cit., p. 90. 
76Luther, "Large Catechism, 11 ~· cit., p. 450. 
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Luther's chief liturgical principle of reform of the 
Mass also originated from his rejection of the unbloody 
sacrifice of the Mass for the satisfaction of sins. Bri l ioth 
points out Luther's criterion for reform: 
For a criterion of what shall be retained and 
wha t discarded, the only principle is that the 
mass is not a sacrifice but "a sacrament or a 
te s tament, or a blessing or eucharist, or a 
Lord 's table or Supper or memorial or communion, 
of what ever godly name one may choose to take, 
provi ded only that it not be def iled by being 
called a s acrifice or a work. 11 77 
Lut he r ' s criterion for a r eform of the Mass led him t o 
abandon the canon of t he Mass which contained all the e le-
ments of s acrif ice he abhorred so much. The r eformer re-
t a ined onl y the Words of Inst i tution and the Lord's Prayer. 
Those parts of t he service which can be attr i -
buted t o t he early Fathers, Luther f i nds to 
be go od and praiseworthy; likewise mos t of the 
sung portions. But he empties the vials of his 
wra th ove r the Latin canon, whose incoherence 
he seems t o have discerned; above all, he 
a t t acks t he gr eat a bomination, namely , the 
turni ng of the mass into a sacrifice, with all 
t ha t f ollowe d in i t s tra i n, sacredotalism, pri -
vate and votive masses.7d 
Si nce Lut he r only emphasized the offering of the people 
at the Mass as a response to God's g i f t, and since the 
elements of Christ's sacrifice were removed from the liturgy 
of Luther's time , t he elements of Christ's sacrifice on the 
cross once for all time for the redemption of mankind was 
s~ept aside .in the Lutheran rite. 
77Brilioth, op. cit., p. 116. 78Ibid., p. 11.5 . 
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Brllioth feels that it was unfortunate that the dis-
tinction was made between the gift that God gives in the 
Eucharist and the sacrifice of praise, which is given by 
the people in response to the gift. Luther's concept of 
sacrifice as response is crystallized by Me lanchthon in 
the Apology to the Augsburg Confession, Article XXIV "De 
Miss a . 11 Brilioth shows the resul ts of the dis tine tion 
between sacrament as gift of God and sacrifice as response. 
But he made a dis tinction, which was to have 
a disastrous influence on Lutheran thought , 
between sacramentum (God's gift, the symbol 
and means of grace) and sacrificium ( Oblation, 
man's response--including prayer, preaching, 
tbanksgi ving , 11 the sufferings of the sa i nts") . 
Since Kliefoth 1 s day this became an accepted 
division of the e lements of Christian worship 
among Lutheran theologians •.•• But t his 
distinction is fatally misleading as an 
account of the eucharistic aspect.79 
orilioth believes that this division begun by Luther, and 
articulated by Me lanchthon l ed to a view of communion as 
an act of grateful obedience. Brilioth believes that the 
elements of thanksgivi ng were finally driven out of 
communion along with the element of fellowship. The Euc harist 
in the Lutheran Church became a gift to the individual and 
also resulted in the over-emphasis penitential character of 
Communion.BO 
Therefore, since Rome has suppressed arguments on the 
transubstantiation theory of the Real Presence, emp hasized 
79rbid., p. 131. 8orbid., pp. 131, 132. 
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the meal and memorial aspect of tbe Eucharist, and has en-
couraged the faithful to part icipate in the 1ass by offeri ng 
themselves , through Christ, such an emphasis opens the 
possible raprochement between Lutherans and Roman Catholics 
in the area of the Holy Communion. 
Howe ver , it must be stated too, that Lutherans and 
Roman Catholics still are separated on the ideas of Christ ' s 
sacrifice in the Mass as God 1 s gift to man r e - presented 
for man in which he c an participate. There still is separa-
tion on the meaning of the memorial aspects of the Euc harist 
as this concept is c onnected to the re-presentati on idea 
in the c elebration of the Mass. There is division of 
thought also on the concept of the faithful g iving thanks 
in t he Mass by offering the "immaculate victim." This last 
point may be easier to resol ve than it was four hundred and 
fifty yea rs ago . There is a certain c onvergence on these 
p oints . Vatican II has now expressed its chang ed p osition 
in reg ard to the sacrifice of the Mass and the elements of 
satisfaction for sins done ex opere operate by the faithful 
with the idea of merit are gone. The final task of closing 
the gap between the two churches may now rest with Lutheran 
theologians . 
Even though the Council of Vatican II speaks about 
sacrifice, there is a marked difference between what is 
stated here and the grea t emphasis placed on the unbloody 
immolation of the Council of Trent. And so with respect to 
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the nature of the Eucharistic Sacrifice, Dom easel did not 
have as great an influence on the Constitution as he did on 
the Council's recognition of the "mysteries of Christ." 
To summarize , the Eucharist stands as the central act 
of worship in the liturgy of the Mass. Christ is truly 
present in this act sharing his presence and his body and 
blood in this act with the faithful . Through t he Eucharist, 
the faithful receive this Christ and they identify with him . 
The faithful participate in the offering of Christ and they 
offer themselves . The Eucharist encourages them in charity 
and acts of faith toward one another and the world . The 
Eucharis t finally is the source of divine life and God's 
manifestati on to his people and their participation in 
that divine l ife . 
The Mystery of the Liturgy 
The mys tery of Christ, the paschal mystery of Christ, 
and the mystery of the Eucharist are all brought together 
in the liturgy . Because the liturgy contains these mys -
teries mentioned above, the liturgy is also a mystery. In 
the English edition of The Mysteries of .., Christian Worship, 
Charles Da vis explains how the liturgy capsules the mysteries 
of Christ. 
It is at this point that we meet the liturgy 
and understand easel's insistence that the 
liturgy brings present the unique, unrepeatable 
mystery of Christ, realized historically in the 
past and sacramentally re-presented in the 
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litur g ical commemoration. It is because i t 
does t hi s t hat the liturgy itself is called 
a mys t e r y . Bl 
Casel turned t o the pagan mystery cults and fou nd in t hem 
the ritual t ype whi ch explains in part the nature of the 
liturgy. Alt hough Davi s maintains that the Christia n 
lttur gy i s unique and does not owe its origin to the mys tery 
r e l igions , these pa gan rites were a p reparation for Chr isti -
a nity . The e a rly Christian f a the rs borrowed many wor ds a nd 
phrases f rom t hem to describe t he new Christian rea l i t y . 82 
e a s e l expla i ned tha t the words "mystery " and "lit urgy 11 
carried simi l ar me aning when considered from t he p oint of 
worshi p . He sa i d t hat mystery includes t he hear t of the 
l itur g i c a l action and in t he Christian sense t he hear t of 
the action is t he mys tery of redeeming wor k of Chris t. 
Liturgy , whi c h means the people's p ublic work or service, 
is underst ood as t he church 's work in conjunction with the 
s avi ng a ct i on of Christ. 
For when the church perf orms her ex terior 
r i te s , Chr ist is i nwa rdl y at work in them; 
thus what the chur ch does is t ruly mystery . 
Yet , it i s s t i ll prope r to use the t erm 
li t urgy in a sQecial fashion for the c hurch's 
r i t ual acti on. cjJ 
The Churc h carries on this action, this work, t hr ough the 
ri tual of the liturgy . The ri t ual enable s t he peop le to 
partic ipate in the actions of Christ. 
81casel, op . cit., p . x. 
82Ibid., p. 40. 8 3 lb id • , p • 13 . 
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When the Church celebrates the liturg y and when the 
people participate in the act i on of Christ, they enter into 
Christ's sav ing activity. This is worship. Although the 
myste r y of worship and the myste r y of Christ are inter -
conne cted, eas e l makes a distinction between them. 
Then, one may ask, what i s the differenc e between 
the mystery of Christ and the mystery of worship? 
Ac cording to the lett ers of St. Paul , the first 
is the reality of Chr ist himself; God, revea led 
in hi s Son made man; the revelation of hi mse l f 
which reaches its cl imax i n the sacrificial death 
and glory of Christ the Lord. The mystery of 
worship, on the other hand, is the presentation 
and renewal of that first mys tery , in worship. 
By it we are given the opportunity of entering 
personally into the myste r y of Christ. The 
mystery of worship, t herefore, is a means whe reby 
the Christian l i ves the mystery of Christ. d4 
The myste ries of worship presents and renews the mysteries 
of Christ . The worshipper personally enters into the 
mysteries of Christ through ritual of the l iturgy . In this 
way the Christian is enabled to live in the mystery of 
Christ . 
Case~ who looked to the mean ing of the ritua l f orm of 
the pagan myste ries which existed at the time of Christianity , 
discovered the me aning of ritual of the early Christian 
liturgy. 
The ritual-form mystery' s ... fundamental 
idea was participation in the lives of the 
g ods, who in some way or other had appeared 
in human form, and taken part in the pain 
and happiness of mortal man. The believer 
84Ibid., p. 13, 
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acted with them by sharing their suffering 
and deeds portrayed in the rite, and per-
formed in it once more by ritual imitation. 
Thereby he entered into an intimacy with 
them which was expressed through various 
images taken from human life; he became a 
member of the race of gods.85 
The Benedictine monks applied his understanding of partici-
pation in the p~gan rites to a participation in the unique 
event of Christ . The Church "enters into intimacy" with 
Christ through the liturgical action. 
The Mysterium of Christianity, as understood 
by Dom e asel, is not so much the content of 
the Christian revelation, to be apprehended 
by f aitb and explored by reason, it is the 
reality of redemption itself, the revelation 
of God himself in Christ, in the totality of 
His mi g hty acts of incarnation, atonement, 
and exaltation, made present, operative , and 
effective in us through the participation 
of the body of the faithful in the cultic 
ac t ion of the liturgy. What God accomplis hed 
in Chris t is ma de available to Christ's Body, 
the Church, through the liturgical mysteries.86 
Charles Davis expands Dom easel's understanding of the 
mystery of the liturgy by explaining that the mystery of 
Christ is "rendered present in the liturgy in the sense 
that, in the liturgy, what was done in Christ was done in 
us by the action of Christ. 1187 Davis says that in this 
way God gives to the Church his grace , a force which changes 
man's being and moves him to return that love to God . Be -
cause Davis too was convinced that the liturgy allows the 
85Ibid., p. 34. B6Ibid., p. 33. 
87Davis, Liturgy and Doctrine, p. 83. 
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worshipper to make contact with the saving acts of Christ , 
the mystery of Christ , he also c alls the liturgy a mystery . 
Davis explains that the Eucharist joins the past to 
the present and fills the present with Christ and 
strengthens those who wait for the future . The salvation 
wh ich God has accomplished for man in Christ is available 
in the Eucharist. What app lies to the mystery ~ Christ 
and the Eucharist app lies also to the entire liturgy . 
The same app lies in varying degrees to the 
whole of the liturgy . To try to understand 
t he liturg y without an awareness of the 
history of s alvation is as hopeless a task 
as to t r y to appreciate a symphony when tone 
deaf . But here the liturgy simply reflects 
t he es s e ntial structure of the Christian 
revelation and the permanent framework of the 
Christian life. The Christian revelation is 
not a series of abstract truths but the story 
of t he events by which God intervened in 
human history together with a statement of 
the significance of these events for us . The 
Christian life is no timeless relations hip 
with God, but taking part in an unfolding 
scheme of redemptive hist ory, the full 
accomplishment of which will coincide with 
the fullness of our own individual sal-
vation . 88 
The litur g y incorporates the whol e history of salvation, 
presents the story of t he acts by which God redeemed the 
world and makes an application to the l ives of those who 
participate in the liturgy . 
The council document gives much a ttention to the 
mystery nature of the liturgy . Like Casel , the council 
88Ibid ., p . 57 . 
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bishops attributed to the liturgy all the mysteries of 
Christ, and the Eucharist. 
For the liturgy, "through which the work 
of our redemption is accomplished," most of 
all in the divine sacrifice of the eucharist, 
is the outstanding means whereby the faithful 
express in their lives, and manifest to others 
the mystery of Christ and the real nature of 
the true Church .••. 89 
Christ continues to accomplish his work within the li t ur-
gy and brings to the faithful all the fru i ts of his re-
demptive acts. This work is epitomized in the sacrifice 
of the Eucha ris t . Christ is present and his work is 
accompl ished in t he Church's liturgical celebra t ions. 
Here t he litur gical celebration is limited to mean the 
Eucha r is t, baptism, the Word of God, prayer and sing ing. 
The Counc il notes that Christ is present in the liturgy 
of the Mass by hi s power and not by the form of the 
liturgy or the liturgical acts of the people. 
The liturgy is given its power and mystery nature not 
by the priest or the people but by Christ. The Consti-
tution states the following words about the power and 
function of Christ in the liturgy. 
Rig htly, then, the liturgy is considered as 
an exercise of the priestly office of Jesus 
Christ. In the liturgy the sanctification of 
man is signified by signs perceptible to the 
senses, and is effected in a way which corres-
ponds with each of these signs; in the liturgy 
the whole public worship is performed by the 
mystical body of Jesus Christ, that is, by the 
head and his members. 
89constitution, op. cit., p. J. 
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From this it follows that every liturgical 
celebration, because it is an action of 
Christ the priest and of his body which is 
the Church, is a sacred action surpassing 
all others; no other action of the Church 
can equal its efficacy by the same title 
and to the same degree.90 
The action in the liturgy consists of Christ and the people 
working in symphony. The sanctification of man is effected 
through the signs of the liturgy. Man perceives these 
signs through his senses. The entire liturgical action, 
with its meaning and effectiveness, is the worship of God 
by the Church. 
The liturgy, or the work of the faithful which is 
performed by the faithful also looks forward to a liturgy 
which one day will be celebrated in full communion wit h 
Christ. Thi s earthly liturgy points to the heavenly 
liturgy. The liturgy is historically rooted in the past 
events of Christ's saving acts, the present realization of 
his redemptive work, and also the hope of an eternal 
liturgy.91 Celebration of the liturgy now aids the 
faithful's anti c ipation of a liturgy which will be realized 
in the full presence of Christ. When the faithful take 
part in the liturgy, their expectation of the Christ who 
also promised to return in glory is heightened. 
The fact that the Second Vatican Council started their 
deliberations with the liturgy was not just a chance event 
but by choice . The Council fathers viewed the reformation 
90rbid., p . 9. 9lrbid. 
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of the liturgy as the central task of church renewal. 
They reasoned that if the Church was to be renewed, the 
reformation had to begin at the source of the Church's 
life and move outward from the liturgy. Prior to the 
council, Charles Davis made the observation on the necessity 
of the church to renew itself by beginning with the 
liturgy . 
The renewal is a liturgical movement because 
the point on which everything converges is the 
li t urgy, the nerve-centre in the vital system 
of the Church. 92 
The Reformation of theological principles and concepts of 
the Church can be accomplished only by first renewing the 
liturgy , which is the source of the Church's theolog ical 
life too . 
The social problems which the Church needs to address 
can be met through an understanding and celebration of the 
social nature of the liturgy . The ills and troubles whic h 
afflict the divided Church c an begin to be cured when the 
liturgy of the Eucharist is celebrated and realized as the 
source of Christian unity. The problems which trouble the 
church are reflected in the liturgy and the ills of the 
liturgy affect the Church. The Council fathers of Vatican 
II, gathered for church renewal, recognized that t hei r first 
task was liturgical reform. This awareness of the Roman 
92charles Davis, "A Modern Reformation: Changing t he 
Face of the Church," Clergy Review, XLVI (October 1961), 
579. 
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Church by the bishops is reflected in the document on the 
sacred liturgy.93 
The Theology of the Church 
Many of the principles for liturgical reform which the 
council formulated were drawn not only from the emphasis 
of earlier periods of the liturgical movement, but also 
f rom a deep c oncern for the church and a pastora l concern 
for the laity . This concern for t he church is reflected 
in the statements on the theology of the Church. These 
theologi cal statements on the church are the ba·s i s for 
seve ral p r inciples of l iturgical reform. John L. Murphy 
stated before the counc i l opened that i f there was to be 
any liturgical reform, there must be a clear understanding 
of the Chur c h . 
Liturgical discussion must involve above all an 
adequate and clear notion of the doctrine of 
the Mys tical Body and the " theological" notion 
of liturgy as a t heandric act of the whole 
Christ; second, it must be possessed of a keen 
sense of history; and, last, it must take its 
rise from an acute awareness of the pastoral needs 
of the hour. If we were to attempt to solve our 
current problems whi le passing over any one of 
these three elements, we would run the grave 
risk of falsifying our position and missing the 
real i s sues at hanct.94 
In reforming the liturgy the Second Vatican Council 
sought to meet all three requirements. The council con-
siders the nature of the church in relationship to the 
93constitution, ££• cit., p. J. 
94John L. Murp hy, The Mass and Litur~ical Ref orm 
(Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Co., 195 ), p. 108. 
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liturgy. The council members are mindful of the great 
pastoral concerns of the liturgical reformers who preceded 
the council such as Dom Gueranger, Dom ~eauduin, Dom easel 
and Dr. Parsch. When Vatican II decided to renew the 
liturgy, she was faithful to her own history and used the 
liturgical renewal studies which were published before the 
council as their resource. Once again, the dynamic force 
of Dom easel is felt throughout the proclamations of 
Vatican II concerning the mystery of the Church in relation 
to her liturgical celebrations. 
According to easel, the mystery of the Church is 
r ealized in the mysteries of Christ, his paschal acts, and 
the Eucharistic mystery of his presence in the liturgy . 
easel defined the mystery of the Church as a relationship 
between the Church and Christ's redemptive acts for man. By 
bapti sm, easel said, men become one with Christ and are 
made part of his body. When men seek to worship God within 
the Eucharistic liturgy, they act in concert with the Christ 
who saved them. When the Church celebrates the Eucharistic 
feast, Christ is a comrade of the feast and a vital center 
of it. The Church, assembled to celebrate her liturgy, 
carries on a holy drama in which men fulfill an action, 
. while Christ perfects his work of salvation in them.95 
The Maria Laach Benedictine made it clear that the 
95casel, op. cit., p. 14. 
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Church comes into being through the sacrament of baptism. 
Because of this sacrament, members of the Church share 
Christ's priesthood. 
All members are truly, sacramentally con-
joined to Christ their head; every believer, 
because of the sacramental character he re-
ceived in baptism and confirmation, has part 
in the priesthood of Christ the head. This 
means that the layman does not merely assist 
with private devotion and prayer at the priest's 
liturgy, but is, by his objective membership 
in Christ's body, a necessary and real sharer 
in the liturgical fellowship. It belongs to 
t he perfection of this participation, of course, 
that this objective priesthood should be made 
r e al and brought up to its highest pitch by a 
pers onal sharing of life. As psychology 
teaches us, the inner · life grows stronger to 
to t he ex tent that the external act corres-
ponding to an interior one is consciously 
made ; we hear a song , but the inner partici-
pat i on in it will be greatly heightened and 
ma de e asie r if we sing it ourselves. So with 
the l iturgy, the decisive thing is inward 
part i cip a t ion which doe s not require uncondi-
tionally to be made external; but external 
p articipati on does belong to the intense 
sha ring of the experience, and to the comple-
tion of i t s symbolic exp res sion.96 
Vatican II' s stat ements on the nature of the Church re-
verses easel's i dea of participation in the liturgy. The 
faithful shoul d participate in the liturgy because they 
are the p riesthood of Christ by virtue of their bapti sm. 
Mother Church earnestly desires that all the 
faithful should be led to that full, conscious, 
and active participation in liturgical cele-
brations which is demanded by the very nature 
of the litur gy. Such participation by the 
Christian people as "a chosen race, a royal 
priesthood, a holy nation, a redeemed people" 
96Ibid., p. 48. 
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(I Peter 2:9; cf. 2:4-5), is their right and 
duty by reason of their baptism.97 
The priesthood which the faithful receive in baptism 
is closely related to the idea of sacrifice in the Mass. 
easel describes this relationship: 
Because of the inmost oneness of being, and the 
realm of action following upon it, which grows 
up between bride and bridegroom, between head 
and body , it follows that the church must take 
a share of Christ's sacrifice, in a feminine, re-
ceptive way, yet one which is no less active for 
t hat. She stands beneath the cross, sacrifices 
her bridegroom, and with him herself. But she 
does no t merely in faith or in some mental act, 
but rather in a real and concrete fashion, in 
mystery; she fulfills the "likening" of that 
sacrifice through which the Lord offered himself 
in the presence of earth and heaven, in utte r 
openness, in the total g iving of his body, to the 
Father . Here again we meet
8
the essential meaning 
of the mystery of worship .9 
Because the Church (the faithful people of the p ries thood ) 
becomes one with Christ, she shares in the sacrifice of 
Christ on the corss . In her liturgical acts of worship, 
the Church experiences Christ's sacrifice and ultimately 
knows the re-presentation of it. Since Christ's sacri-
fice is the essential act of the myster y , the receiving and 
sharing of Christ's saving acts is also a mystery. This 
relationship between the head and the members , between the 
bride and the br i degroom, deepens through the mys teries of 
Christ. In this sense the Church also is called a mystery . 
The council fathers reveal the nature of the Church 
97constitution, op. cit., p. 1). 
98casel, op. cit., p. 21. 
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when they discuss the Church's function in the liturgy. 
The document on the ltturgy speaks of Christ associating 
with the Church, his bride, by bringing his sacrificial 
work to her in the liturgy. Therefore, the Church in turn 
shares in Christ's work through participation with Christ 
in the liturgy. 
Christ i ndeed always associates the Church 
wi th himself i n this great work wherein God 
is perfectly glorified and men are sanctified. 
The Church is His beloved Bride who calls to 
her Lord, and through Him offers worship to the 
Eternal Father. 
Rightly , then, the liturgy is considered as 
an exercise of the priestly office of Jesus 
Chris t. In the liturgy the whole public 
worship is performed by the mystical body 
of J esus Christ, that is, by the head and 
hi s members.99 
The liturgical function of the church defines the nature 
of the church. One function of the Church is to share in 
the priesthood of Christ. That priesthood is exercised in 
the liturgy. Because the faithful shares and lives the 
mystery of Christ through his priesthood, the Church is a 
mystery too. 
The mystery of the Church is also described by the 
mystery of the liturgy. Louis Bouyer, when he wrote a 
commentary on the Constitution£!! the Sacred Liturgy~ shows 
the relationship between the mystery of Christ, the mystery 
of the liturgy, and the mystery of the Church in the 
Constitution. 
99rbid., p. 9. 
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The liturgical mystery is also the mystery 
of the Church •.. because its procla-
mation to the world and its perpetual cele-
bration is the great ministry committed to her 
care, her apostolic function, but also because 
it is the mystery of her own life ••. fusion 
into the mystical body of Christ himself.100 
In her liturgical ministry, as Bouyer states it, the 
mystery of the Church is exercised in the proclamation to 
the world of the Christ. This mystery of the Church is 
the mystery of her own life, growing into a closer union 
with Christ through sharing in the saving acts of 
Christ. 
Another way in which the Church continues Christ's 
priestly work is through the Eucharist. The council 
document says that the priestly work of Christ is carried 
out by the Church as she intercedes for the salvation of 
the world and as she praises the Lord. The intercession 
and praise of the Lord is done through the Eucharist.101 
The celebration of the Eucharist is the occasion for the 
priestly funct i on of the Church. The Eucharist also brings 
the Church into an awareness of the social and communal 
nature of her life. Bouyer highlights the Council's con-
sideration of the Eucharist's power to unify the Church. 
Nothing could be more decisive in making us 
realize that the Church is, first of all the 
community built into one body by the actual 
lOOBou¥er, The Liturgy Revived, p. 8. 
lOlibid., p. 45. 
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celebration of the Eucharist. In that sense, 
the liturgical mystery is, indeed, finally 
the mystery of the Church herself, coming to 
life and manifesting herself in the litur-
gical celebration.102 
When the Council bishpps approved this document on the 
liturgy, they also voiced their approval of the liturgical 
celebration of the Eucharist in which Christ and the faith-
ful become one. 
They should learn to offer themselves; 
through Christ the Mediator, they should be 
drawn day by day into ever more perfect union 
with God and with each other, so that finally 
God may be all in all.103 
The Catholic Church considered the sanctifying effect of 
the Eucharist on the participant in the Eucharistic cele-
bration. Grace is poured out on the Church and she is 
given her power to live. The Council also made the point 
that the sacraments and sacramentals build up the body of 
Christ. The edification of the Church happens when Christ 
and his people are drawn together in one Holy Eucharist. 
The unity and edification which the Eucharist creates 
in the Church is accomplished when the faithful celebrate 
this Eucharist together. In fact, by right of her priest-
hood, and because she is united in the body of Christ, the 
Church must give greater attention to the celebration of 
the Mass as a community. Jesuit priest James King comments 
102Bou~er, The Liturgy Revived, p. 59. 
103constitution, op. cit., p. Jl. 
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on the Constitution's emphasis on the unification of the 
laity during the Eucharistic celebration. 
Furthermore, the Mass is something which is done 
together. In its sacred action we are not iso-
lated cells but members of a praying, sacrificing 
body. In the Mass we manifest a close union. We 
pray and sing together; we offer together; we eat 
of the same food. The sense of corporate unity 
which is thus illustrated so vividly in the Mass 
should carry over into the apostolate. Not only 
is Christ one with His members but he also wills 
to work through his members. They are His hands 104 in the daily task of labor in the vineyard .• 
The mystery of the Church and the ·theology of the 
Church are summarized in the functions of the Church. The 
Church is priestly, sharing in the priesthood of Christ, 
receiving the works of his priestly acts of redemption, 
his sacrifice on the cross, and participating in that sacri-
fice in the Euc harist . The Church is liturgical. She does 
her work in union with Christ's work. The Church gives 
worship to the Fathe r through Christ and his work. The 
Churc h is Eucharistic, that i s, she celebrates the Euchar-
ist, receives the present Christ and when she gathers 
together for this act she is united with her Lord as a 
community of believers,. 
Although the Vatican Council fathers never make it 
explicit, the theology of the Church undergirds and deter-
mines the principles of reform. The theological concept 
104James W. King, Liturgy and the L5ity (Westminster, Maryland: The Newman Press, 196JT;° p. 12. 
• 
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which rests beneath the principles of sound tradition, 
historical authenticity, caution against liturgical inne-
vation, and the need for organic development of the litur-
gy is the catholicity of the Church. The theology of the 
Church's catholicity is inherent in the nature and function 
of the Eucharist. The Eucharist gives to the Church and 
incorporates the Church into Christ. Men are united in 
the Eucharist at this given time and place of celebration. 
Men of this age are joined to the faithful of every age 
who have f ound their salvation in the paschal Christ. Louis 
Bouye r describe s t he mystery of worship in terms of the 
Chur ch.' s development. 
It is made so clear, indeed according to t he 
Council's teaching t hat the Mystery of wors hip 
can be called, with equal accuracy, the Myste ry 
of t he Church ••• the mystery of her lif e, of 
her progressive building in history.105 
It i s t he last sentence t hat tig htens and stretches t he 
chord of the chur ch's catholicity, her progressive building 
in hi story. 
Dom easel referred to the catholicity of the Church 
in his work, The Mystery of Christian Worship. easel spoke 
about t he development of the liturgy as a sign of the 
catholicity of the Church. 
The whole church, therefore, and all con-
ditions of men in her have worked toget her, 
and shaped the liturgical ornaments of t he 
105s ouyer, The Liturgy Revived, p. 53. 
' 
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mystery, each man in his way, according to 
his charisma, all on the ground of their inner 
sharing in the mysteries.106 
Many Christian persons who responded to the mysteries of 
Christ's redemptive work have shaped the form of the litur-
gy. This historical shaping of the liturgy happens as a 
human and a divine event. 
Charles Davis explains how the historical flow and 
continuity of the Church relates to the catholicity of t he 
Church. 
There is, then an ebb and flow in the life of 
the Church. This affects even its doctrines. 
Certainly, the Catholic Church maintains 
adamantly that its dogmas are irreformable. 
What it has taug ht, and teaches, as the 
doctrine of Christ can never be retracted or 
chang ed in meaning. But two facts modify 
this intransigence. First, the unchanging 
dogma may be embedded in variable opinions, 
and sometimes much reflection is needed to 
deline ate clearly the unchanging element. 
Second, thoug h not the dogmas themselves, 
their presentation by the Church is con-
ditioned historically. The Church declares 
its doctrine in view of a problem and to 
meet the needs of the time. Its defini tions 
decide an issue that has arisen; they are not 
intended as exhaustive statements of revealed 
truth.107 
Davis underlines the Church's catholicity when he points 
our her continuity throug h history. Continuity of the 
Church is the reason for the Roman Church's insistence on 
106casel, op. cit., p. 47. 
107charles Davis, "The Forward Th rust of the Li tur-
g ical Revival," The Catholic World, 194 (November 1961), 75. 
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the irretractable nature of Papal, council, and doctrinal 
declarations. 
The Vatican II document demonstrates the continuity 
of the Church through history as part of its catholic 
self-understanding when it states on the mystery of the 
Eucharist. The Fathers of the Vatican Council refer to 
the Council of Trent and uphold Trent's teaching of the 
sacrifice of Christ in the Mass. The council of bishops 
assembled at Vatican II also quoted the Church fathers 
before them; such as St. Augustine, St. Cyril of Alexan-
dria, I g natius of Antioch and others.108 This method also 
demonstrates the catholicity of the Church in action. 
The Roman Church insists on her catholicity not from 
historical curiosity; reactionary views, or from an anti-
quarian viewpoint. But, it is Rome's perception of Christ's 
work accomplished through his saving acts and the Spirit's 
building the Church through the ages that allows her to 
cherish the gifts that have come from God through the 
Church Fathers, the Councils, the Saints, and tradition. 
For this reason the council fathers asked that historical 
investigation be used in liturgical revision. Attention 
must be given to that past action of the Church. Therefore, 
new forms for the liturgical worship of the Church must grow 
out of existing patterns. The unbroken chain of the 
108Ibid.' p. 31. 
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continuing witness and response to Christ in the liturgy 
is to be continued and renewed through adherence to sound 
tradition, doctrine and the teachings of the church Fathers. 
The Vatican II fathers are conscious of the Church's 
catholicity when they recorded their principles for litur-
gical reform. They refer to the history of the Church 
and the ongoing ebb and flow of the Church's life in Christ. 
Universality of the Church is part of her catholicity also. 
The few references the Council makes to the universal 
nature of the Church can be recognized in several practi-
cal principles for liturgical reform. The Council made 
provisions f or revising the liturgical books and rites 
for g roups, regions and peoples, particularly mission lands 
of t he world.109 The Council recognized the universality 
of the Church , particularly the Roman Church when they 
permitted the liturgy to be prayed in the vernacular. 
Finally, the Council instructed the pastors and bishops 
across the world to enc ourage an active parish liturgical 
lif e. In so doing the Constitution spoke of the Church's 
universal nature. 
But be cause it is impossible for the bishop 
always and everywhere to preside over the 
whole flock in his Church, he cannot do other 
than establish lesser groupings of the faith-
ful. Among these the parishes set up locally 
under a pastor who takes the place of the· 
bishop, are the most important; for in the 
109constitution, op. cit., p. 25. 
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same manner they represent the visible Church 
constituted throughout the world.110 
But the membership of the Church does not consist of 
the bishops and priests but mostly the laity. The Vatican 
Council emphasizes the role of the laity in the nature and 
the life of the Church. The pastoral concern for the people 
which was so pronounced at the commencement of the litur-
gical movement, is also the Council's motivating force 
for the renewal of the liturgy. It was mentioned earlier 
in this chapter that the laity belong to the priesthood 
of Christ by virtue of their baptism. They celebrate the 
Eucharist throug h the liturgy and in this way receive and 
offer the sacrifice of Christ. By their baptism, the laity 
are "p lunged into the paschal mystery of Christ. 11111 
Liturgical worship is the exercise of the priestly office 
of Jesus Christ where the priest and the body act in unison. 
As a member of Christ's body, the layman has a rig ht and 
d uty to engage fully and actively in the liturgy by right 
of his baptism.112 
However, a clear distinction is made between the 
priesthood of the laity and the office of the bishops, priests, 
and ministers. The Bishop exercises his care of the people 
throug h pastors in the parishes. He is the legitimate 
authority to regulate laws of liturgical reform.113 The 
llOibid., p. 27, 
112Ibid., p. 13. 
111Ibid., P· 7. 
ll3 Ibid. , p. 17 . 
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pastors and ministers are to train the laity in the meaning 
of their liturgical worship and help them take a more active 
part in the liturgy. 
Liturgical services are not private functions, 
but are celebrations of the Church, which is 
the "sacrament of uni ty 11 namely the holy people 
united and ordered under their bishops.114 
Each person has a different function to perform ac- . 
cording to their office. 
In liturgical celebrations each person, ~inister 
or layman, who has an office to perform, should 
do all of, but only those parts which pertain 
to his office by nature of the rite and princi-
ples of liturgy.11S 
Servers, lectors, commentators, choir, and congregation 
have a genuine liturgical function to. perform and the 
council document urges the people to carry out their 
function "with piety and decorum." 
Louis Bouyer clarifies how the Council distinguishes 
between function of the priesthood and the priest. 
The priesthood of the laity, or more exactly 
the whole people of God, cannot mean or even 
seem to mean that the laity could or should 
all together assume the part of the minis-
terial-priesthood. This is nothing other 
than the erroneous idea of the common priest-
hood of the faithful which was introduced by 
the Protestant reformers, although no Protes-
tant Church, so far as I know has ever •brought 
it to such a fantastic extremity.116 
This tension between the priesthood of the people and the 
ministerial function of the clergy has been a problem for 
111 .. 
~Ibid., p. l 9. 11Sibid., p. 21. 
116Bouyer, The Liturgy Revived, p. 70. 
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Rome since the Reformation. Yet, in this document the 
Council of Bishops holds the two offices in tension. Strong 
attenti on is given to the part that the laity have within 
the liturgical celebrations of the Church. But, Vatican II 
made sure that the priesthood of the laity was not confused 
with the pastoral function of the priesthood. In contrast 
to Trent, Vatican II was able to uphold the role of the 
priest without suppressing the role of the laity in the 
Church. I n stating the pastoral concern for the "active 
participation" of the faithful, the council fathers have 
made it t heir overriding concern that the laity be restored 
to t heir proper role in the Church. Yet, precautions are 
set fort h so that each person in the Church knows t he 
function of his office. 
Beauduin, easel, and Parsch strongly encourag ed the 
"a ctive parti cipation" of the laity , but also made sure 
tha t the limits of the priesthood of the faithful were 
clearly understood. 
The obviously praiseworthy intention of bring ing 
peop le ba ck to active participation in the 
liturgy should not fall into the democratic 
heresy . Hierarchy , that is to say , holy order 
and g raduation of value must be maintained in 
the liturgy; in this way the true common life 
of the whole ecclesia arises; every order shares 
what belongs to it with the other. Common life 
doe s not mean everyone having the same, but each 
g iving from his riches to the other to fill up 
that other's lack.117 
117casel, op. cit., p. 49. 
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These concerns of the liturgical pioneers are realized in 
the Constitution. 
Theology of the Word 
The Vatican II bishops implemented their concern for 
the people's participation in the liturgy and their in-
struction by restoring the Holy Scriptures and the sermon 
to the liturgy. Dr. Pius Parsch 1 s work was fulfilled when 
the Council reexamined the scriptures and the liturgical 
sermon in the Mass. A pastoral concern for the people to 
hear the Word led the bishops to consider the theology of 
the Word and Holy Scriptures and the vernacular. 
The Constitution emphasized that the Holy Scriptures 
g ive me a ning to the actions and signs in the liturg ical 
celebrations.118 The Scriptural content of the liturgy 
contains spiritual instruction for the faithful. Throug h 
the Scriptures in the liturg y of the Mass, God speaks to 
his people and the gospel of Christ is proclaimed to them.119 
When the Council encouraged the restoration of the 
sermon, they defined the theology of the Word. 
The sermon moreover, should draw i ts content 
mainly from scriptural and liturgical sources , 
and its character should be that of p~ocla-
mation of God's wonderful works in the history 
of salvation, the mystery of Christ, ever made 
pres ent and active with us especially in the 
celebration of the liturgy.120 
118cons titution, op. cit., p. 19. 
119Ibid., p. 21. 120Ibid., p. 23. 
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The Word of God, then is a spoken word, taken from the Holy 
Scriptures. The sermon and the Holy Scriptures unite and 
declare God's gifts for man's need. The Scriptures are the 
proclamation of the mystery of Christ. This is the power-
ful Word which proclaims saving acts and mysteries to the 
faithful. 
The Council members viewed the Word of God as nourish-
ment for the people. The Church is to spread a more lavish 
table of the food of God's word so that the people might 
be nourished by this word.121 The faithful are given a 
richer fare of the Word of God, as part of their liturgical 
worship. For the liturgy of the Word and the liturgy of 
the Eucharist "form but one single act of worship." 
Above all the Scriptures present the living Christ. 
It is through the Word that Christ himself is made present 
among the Church. " He is present in his work, since it is 
he himself who speaks when the holy scriptures are read in 
the Church 0 11122 
The foregoing theology is the basis on which the 
Vatican II bishops set forth the principles of reform of 
the liturgy. In the next chapter, it will be more evident 
how the theology of Christ, his paschal mystery, the 
Eucharist, the theology, the Church and the Holy Scriptures 
are the sources for the principles of liturgical reform 
121Ibid., p. 31. 122 Ibid. , p • 9 • 
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and development of the Mass. The restoration of the 
Sermon and the Holy Scriptures, intelligibility in worship, 
tradition, and regulation of liturgical reform are other 
principles which are constructed from the preceding 
theology. 
• 
• 
............... 
CHAPTER IV 
THE SPECIFIC PRINCIPLES 
OF THE LITURGICAL REFORM OF THE MASS 
The Principle of Full and Active Participation 
All the "Faithful,. Involved in Worship 
Changes and pressures of the decades after World War 
II led Pope John XXIII to convene the Second Vatican Council. 
Advances in technology and mechanization were pressing the 
society to which the Church ministered and of which it was 
composed. Advances in medicine, biology, and .s!=)ace travel 
were effecting the structure of society itself. On the 
ecclesiastical scene, the Ecumenical Movement had blossomed 
and in the United States at least, the Roman Catholic Church 
was awakening to the possibilities of this movement through 
contacts with other denominations of the Christian Church. 
The Roman Church was pressed by society, culture, educa-
tional reform and the parishes to renew itself. Pope John 
called for an "aggiornamento" of the Church to cope with 
issues and problems of an emerging new society. 
In the opening sessions of the first gathering of 
Vatican II, the bishops, assembled from all over the world, 
deliberated the first task before them: the renewal of the 
liturgy. Renewal of the Roman Church had to begin at the 
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source of her life, the Divine Liturgy. Vatican II's ob-
jectives for renewal of the Church and in specific the 
liturgy are set forth in the document on the sacred liturgy . 
This sacred Council has several aims in view: 
it desi re s to impart an ever increasing vigor 
to t he Christian life of the faithful; to 
adapt more suitably to the needs of our own 
times those institutions which are subject to 
c hange; to foster whatever can promote union 
among all who believe in Christ; to strengthen 
whatever can help to call the whole of mankind 
into the household of the Church. The Council 
therefore sees particularly cogent reasons for 
undertaking the reform and promotion of the 
liturgy.l 
The primary g oals of the Council was Church renewal by 
c hang ing those institutions which are changeable, ministering 
to the needs of the faithful, and to fostering Christian 
unity . One of the Council's objectives reaches beyond the 
limits of the Church ' s own interest . The Council expressed 
a con c ern to bring the "wh ole of mankind into t he house hold 
of the Church." In order to a c complis h this objective, t he 
Council set out to reform the life of the Church.2 
Vatican II included reaching the whole of mankind 
"outside " the ·Church in its objectives for liturg ical re-
newal. This is not an assumption by the conciliar members 
that the sacred liturgy is thoug ht of here as a means to 
reach those outside the Church, particularly the Roman Com-
munion. Rather, Rome set upon this task of renewal and 
lconstitution on the Sacred Liturgy (C ollegeville, 
Minnesota: The Liturgical Press, 1963), p. J. 
2 Ibid., p. 3. 
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liturgical renewal so that those on the outside might 
realize that the Church is concerned about meeting people's 
needs both before and after they become members of the 
church. The Council sets its mind to the latter task. 
It is only by Baptism that a person is given the right 
to exercise his priesthood within the liturgy.3 The pri-
mary liturgical concern of the Council is that ''full and 
active participation II he restored to the faithful. The 
faithful are those who have been baptized. In a ddition, 
the Council Bishops were concerned that the faithful con-
tinue and increase their use of that source which promotes 
the Christian life. J. D. Crichton, in writing a com-
mentary on the Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy, explains 
how the aims of the Council's reformation of the liturgy 
were directed primarily to her own members. 
Once again the Constitution enunciates its aim 
in the restoration and promotion of the liturgy: 
the full and active participation by all the 
people in it. 11This is the aim to be considered 
before all else." And the reason is, in the 
words of Pius X (so long ago!), that it (active 
participation) "is the primary and indispensable 
source from which the faithful are to derive the 
. true Christian spirit. 114 
The primary aim of the Vatican II is also the first 
guiding overarching principle for liturgical renewal. This 
principle effects all other principles of liturgical renewal. 
3 Ibid. , p. 13 . 
4J. D. Crichton, The Church's Worship (New York: Sheed 
and Ward, 1964), p. 68--. --
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For instance, when the Fathers of the Vatican II Council 
speak of renewing the rites and reforming them, their main 
concern is not for the rites themselves, but for the people 
who use them. 
The first principle is that the rites of the 
Mass are to be so revised that their intrinsic 
nature and purpose and their inter-connection 
should be more clearly ministered to the end 
that, as always in the Constitution, "devout 
and active participation may be mor e easily 
achieved. 115 
The "aggregation of signs" within the liturgy are to be 
renewed so that "the faithful can easily understand them 
and thus participate fully in the celebration of the super-
natural realities. 116 
Other statements of the Council demonstrate their 
pastoral concern stated in the guiding principle of renewal 
of full and active participation of the liturgy. The 
Council urges pastors to pastor people. Theysubordinate 
the laws and rules of the liturgy to the needs of the 
people. 
Pastors of souls must therefore realize that, 
when the liturgy is celebrated, something 
more is required than the mere observation of 
laws governing valid and licit celebration; 
it is their ~uty also to insure that the 
faithful take part fully aware of what they 
are doing, actively engaged in the rite, and 
enriched by its effect.7 
5rbid., p. 137. 
6 11General Principles of Liturgical Reform Voted by the 
Council," Emmanuel, LXIX (March 1963), 107. 
?constitution, · op. cit., p. 5, 
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The pastoral purpose of this principle of full and active 
participation by the faithful recognizes the specific needs 
of the people to be fully involved in the rite and aware 
of what they are doing. 
The Council also desired to provide for the people a 
living kind of worship which they could make of their lives. 
Crichton develops this thought further: 
Above all, the Church looks at the people, 
the laity, and in this document expresses 
her wish again and again that they should 
have a living worship which they can grasp, 
take p~rt in and make the center of their 
lives . ~ 
John L. Murphy, Roman Catholic liturg ical scholar, 
cites the people's need to express outwardly the interior 
attitudes of faith and love in the Mass. Their partici-
pa t ion implies an act of intelligence and interior attitudes. 
I nterior dispositions without any outward 
activity do not satisfy the social demand, 
while on the other hand, outward activity 
that g oes no deeper fails to satisfy the 
demand for something more profound.~ 
The Council s p oke of the "full and active participation" 
for the entire congregation, not just the individual. The 
Sacerdotal Communities of Sa i nt-Severin and Saint Joseph 
of Nice demonstrates Vatican ' II 1 s emphasis on the communal 
aspect of the Church's worship: 
8crichton, op. cit., p. 4. 
9John L. Murphy, The Mass and Litur~ical Reform 
(Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Company, 1 9 6), p. 167. 
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The need for participation by the congre-
g ation could not have been put more plainly 
than it is in the liturgical Constitution 
of the Second Va~ican Council. In it partici-
pation (internal as well as external) is seen 
to be an essential part of public worship; 
indeed the reform of the books of the Roman 
rite is to be carried out with such partici-
pation in view so that the congregation may 
take part scienter, actuose et fructuose--
that is their participation Is to be in-
formed, active and fruitful.10 
Vatican II applies the theology of the Church as the "body 
of Chri s t" when it encouraged the participation of all the 
p eople g athered tog ether for worship. This concern comes 
from a renewed understanding of the laity's role within 
the Churc h . The Liturgical Movement notes the fact that 
t he people of God actively participate in the liturg y first 
b y assembling . The Church assembles for a purpose. But, 
when the people gather together, the Church is giving 
v i sible evidence of her community and social nature. The 
liturg y of the Mass provides the opportunity to the communi ty 
to g ather and physically express their common life. 
The first way in which the congregation takes 
part is that it has gathered together. The 
primary quality of its participation, therefore, 
is to be found in the way that it has assembled. 
Its very material disposition should manifest 
its unity. But so far as possible (and this is 
a serious problem for huge urban parishes), 
this unity should be able to manifest itself by 
the parish Mass which should be t he hig h Mass.11 
lOThe Sacerdotal Communities of Saint-Severin and Sa i nt 
Joseph of Nice, The Liturgical Movement, translated by Lancelot 
Sheppard (New York: Hawthorn Books, 1964), p. 95. 
11 Ibid., p. 98. 
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This statement sums up the thinking of the counciliar 
constitution on the nature of the Church as it concerns 
the liturgy. 
The sacerdotal communities of Saint-Severin and Saint 
Jo s eph of Nice concludes that the congregation should mani-
fest its unity there should be participation by the entire 
congregation in the liturgy, and there should be a cele-
bration of the Eucharist as often as the congregation can 
g ather. The congregation's attitude in this celebration 
should be one of festive joy, proclamation, prayer, praise, 
offering , and communion.12 
When the people gather together, they express who they 
are; the community of the faithful. The liturgy of the Mass 
and the Eucharist enables the people of God to express their 
unity. The community of believers also makes the liturgy 
what it is, they make it come to life. 
There is no true liturgy except in a true 
community. Liturgical life cements its bonds, 
but still there has to be a pre-existing 
community life so that liturgy can flower.13 
Charles Davis sees a connection between the nature of 
the Church, the community of believers and the nature of 
the liturgy. Davis believes the Church is realized in her 
liturgical worship. 
12Ibid. 
13Adrian Nocent, The Future of the Liturgy (New York: 
Herder and Herder, 196~ p. 114.~ 
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The Mass--the liturgical assembly--is simply 
the Church realized in the concrete at a given 
time and place. Each Christian has function 
in it corresponding to his place in the Church. 
It should be truly communal celebration, 
actively participated in by all.14 
The Constitution also shows the connection between the 
nature and function of the Church and the role the liturgy 
plays in aiding the Church to gather and do her work. "The 
liturgy is the summit towards which the activity of the 
Church is directed. 1115 It may be concluded that the litur-
gy is to be revised from the theology of the Church and the 
theo~ogy of the Church comes to life when the people cele-
brate the Mass. 
The nature of the community of believers in its social 
aspect demands the full and active participation of the 
faithful in the liturgy of the Mass. Davis explains: 
"The liturgy is the symbolic ac ti vi ty of a worshipping 
community, and as such it has deep root in human psychology 
and the laws of social life. 1116 It is of the nature of 
human beings to gather for activity and social interchange. 
What the community does, affects the psyche of an individual 
in a deep and profound way. When the people of God assemble 
for liturgical celebration, they share their life and the 
14charles Davis, "A Modern Reformation: Changing the 
Face of the Church," Clergy Review, XLVI (October 1961), 582. 
15constitution, op. cit., p. 11. 
16Davis, "A Modern Reformation,'' Clergy Review, p. 583. 
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life of Christ with each other. The liturgy is both cata-
lyst and ingredient for social expression of the Churcb 's 
life. 
The social nature of the Church recognizes that the 
community of the faithful is composed of many different 
kinds of people. Each person possesses different talents 
and abilities. Each person is an individual, yet in the 
body of Christ he is joined intimately to many other persons. 
As much as there are different persons and personalities, 
there are different functions within this community. The 
liturgy , as the work of the people should give expression 
to t his social make-up of the Church. Generally speaking, 
there are two basic functi ons in the liturgy which are e n-
acted b y two groups of people. There are priests and there 
are the people. Lancelot Sheppard demonstrates how the 
Council recognizes this distinction. 
The Council has shown that the Church's 
worship is the concern of all, priests and 
people, that the worship of God , is, on a 
final analysis, what the Church is about.17 
Instead of strongly emphasizing the hierarchial nature 
of the liturgy within the Roman Communion, the Council 
brings to l i ght a fresh biblical view of the Church, parti-
cu~arly the Church at worship. The Liturgical Commission's 
American consultant, Frederick R. McManus , underscores 
17Lancelot Sheppard, "The Changing Liturgy," Tablet, 
218 (July 14, 1964), p. 742. 
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Vatican rr•s understanding of the relationship between the 
liturgy and the theology of the Church. 
No one should have to argue to prove that the 
people have a lawful part in the wors hip of the 
whole Mystical Body, Head and member .... The 
conciliar constitution on the liturgy envisions 
a reform tha t will apportion the part of priest 
and minister and people. No longer, for example, 
wi ll the Gloria at Mass appear to be the prayer 
of the celebration priest, but it will appear to 
be what it really is, the common hymn of the 
Christian people.18 
The Council distinguishes between the f unction of the priest 
and the people and then places new emphasis on the people 
who are gathered for wors hi p with the priest. The parts 
of the Mass which once belonged to the people are restored 
to them. 
The concept that the worship of the Church is performed 
by the pries t and the people is a restoration of an early 
Chris tian idea. During the Middle Ages and the centuries 
after the Reformation, the emphasis was placed on the priest 
in worship.19 The Reformers attacked the sacrifice of the 
Mass and the Priesthood. 
Let th i s be the f irst assault upon the fic-
titious popish priesthood: how strong and 
mig hty an assault it is, let every pious 
Christian judge. Here all the splendor and 
pomp of the popish mass comes to naught; 
l .8Frederick R. Mc Manus, "Coming Reforms in the Liturgy," 
The Catholic World 196 (March 1963), 341. 
19Lancelot Sheppard, Blueprint for Worship (Westminster, 
Maryland: The Newman Press, 1964), p~. 
for if the priesthood is nothing, as has now 
been clearly shown, then its laws also are 
necessarily nothing . For priesthood and the 
law change together (Hebrews 7:12). If not, 
the priesthood and the law are nothing , t hen 
t he sacrifices and the works which are s upp osed 
to take place through the priest according to 
the law will amount to even less. From this it 
follows that the pope's law is sheer deceit and 
fal s ehood; the papal priesthood is nothing but 
a mask and outward show, and the . papists• . mass, 
whi ch they call a sacrifice, is idolatry and a 
shameful misuse .of the holy sacrament. 
In all thi s no one need have any doubt, for it 
i s p roved tha t this priesthood is f ound nowhere 
in t he Scriptures. Therefore it is an addition 
of t he devil . . . . 20 
The Roman Churc h countered Luther's attack by overemp ha-
s lzing the clergy's role in celebrating the sacrif ice of 
t he Mass . The priest's function was to consecra t e the 
eleme nt s . The whole concept of the sacrifice and t he 
changing of the elements depended on t he power of the p r i e st . 
Thus the role of the laity in the liturgy was suppressed. 
Now at Vatican I I the liturgical actions of the priest 
and the people are restored to their original balance as 
it existed prior to the Middle Ages in early Christianity . 
Sheppard hi ghlights this restoration which the Council 
expressed: "the worship of the Church must become again 
what it once was, t he •common worship' of priest and peop le 
together. 1121 
20Martin Luther, 11The Misuse of the Mass," t ranslated 
by Frederick C. Ahrens, Luther's Works, Word and Sacrament 
II, edited by Abdel Ross Wentz (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg 
Press, 1959), LIII, 142. 
2lsheppard, "The Chang ing Liturgy," Tablet, p . 744. 
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In order to preserve this balance of liturgical roles 
between the priest and the people, Vatican II distinguished 
the functions of clergy and laity in the celebration of the 
Mass: 
In lfuturgical celebrations each person, minister 
or layman, who has an office to perform, should 
do all of, but only, those parts which pertain 
to his office by the nature of the rite and the 
principles of liturgy.22 
Gerard Sloyan, liturgical scholar, reflects the 
Council's concept that the Mass is a community act in which 
priest and people do their work within their given office . 
Active participation is the indispensable means 
to identifying the Mass as a community act, the 
deed of God's people in concert. The fact is 
that if we prayed as a people who are united in 
love, we mig ht begin to act as a people united 
in love. The Mass from earliest times was an 
action done by the whole congregation: It is 
not a sacred pageant, nor a performance by a 
cast for the edification of all the rest. In 
the Mass the priest has his function, the servers 
theirs. The choir has its part, the people their 
part. They are all something of Christ, each one 
manifesting differently the Christ within him who 
has the chief work to do in the sacrifice of 
praise.23 
Frederick McManus, indicates that it is one thing to 
verbally acknowledge that the people have a right to t ake 
i n the liturgy of the Mass and it is another to actually 
provide for people's participation so that the predominantly 
priestly appearance of the Mass changes: 
22constitution, op. cit., p. 21. 
23Gerard Sloyan, "Getting the Message Across," Sunday 
Morning Crisis, edited by Robert Hovda ( Baltimore: Helicon 
Press, 1963), p. 66. 
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'l'he Mass is the deed and action of all the 
members joined to Christ the Head of the 
Churc h . But the Mass does not always a ppear 
to be the deed and action of all--it appears 
to be exclusively a priestly, clerical thing . 
The solemn decision of the bishops of the 
Second Vatican Council is that the long neg-
lected part of the people will be given back 
to them so that Catholic worship will clearly 
be a communi ty act and a community responsi-
bility.24 
Vatican II not only acknowledges "full and active 
participation of the faithful" in the Mass as 'its highest 
norm but also proceeded to provide specific ways in which 
this principle of participation for the people could be-
come a reality. The Constitution distinguished and empha-
sized the specific functions of the laity first: 
To promote active participation, the people 
should be encouraged to take part by means of 
acclamations, responses, psalmody, antiphons, 
and songs, as well as by actions, ge s tur es, 
and bodily attitudes. And at the proper times 
all should observe a reverent silence.25 
It is important to note that the Council also encouraged 
various membe rs of the congregation to participate in the 
liturgy of the Mass by serving as lectors, commentators and 
members of the choir. Each of these functions is to be 
considered as a genuine liturgical office.26 The people 
are to take part in the prayer of the faithful making 
24Frederick R. McManus, "The Dialogue Mass," Sunday 
Morning Crisis, edited by Robert Hovda (Baltimore: Helicon 
Press, 1963), p. 53. 
25constitution, op. cit., p. 21. 
26rbid. 
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intercession for the church, civil government and the needs 
of all men. The people are to be encouraged to say the 
Mass in their Mother tongue. They are to receive the host 
from the Mass in which it is consecrated, and in some 
instances, they may receive the cup also.27 The Council 
not only urges that hosts from the actual celebration be 
used to aid the unity of the congregation but, also states 
that when the people take part in the singing , prayers, 
and responses of the Mass full communion can be affected. 
Total participation of the congregation is 
aff ected b y sacramental communion. Hence the 
mitig ation of the eucharistic fast and the 
recommendation that communion should be given 
from hosts consecrated during the Mass in 
question, as the Encyclical Mediator and the 
Cons titution on liturgy of the Second Vatican 
Council requires; hence too, the solemnization 
of communion by means of
8
a procession and 
congregational sing ing.2 
The changes which Vatican II made in the l i turgy of 
the Mass as mentioned above have profound i mplications for 
the creation of a liturgy which will allow mode rn man to 
find meaning and fulfillment in worship. First of all, t he 
r e storation of the d i stribution of the host at the Mass 
in which it is consecrated meets some of the social needs 
of contemporary man and society. This practice enables 
t he communicants to be an integ ral part of the present 
liturgical cele bration, rather than some other Mass cele-
brated days before in which the hosts were consecrated and 
27Ibid., p. 33. 28saint-Severin, op. cit., p. 98. 
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reserved. When the communicants receive the hosts conse-
crated at the same Mass, they can more easily realize their 
oneness with Christ and with each other. The communicants 
share the present Christ and themselves with each other. 
All sorts of persons, races and individuals with different 
abilities and talents share themselves with others. 
The social nature of the liturgy is realized too, when 
the people participate in the intercessions for the govern-
ment and for the needs of all men. The people are not 
spectators at the Mass, but they are doing something about 
the conditions and affairs of men, the social problems of 
the times and are remembering the needs of others. This 
kind of participation in the liturgy makes public worship 
relevant to the contemporary lives of the people and gives 
the worshippers a sense of purpose and meaning in the liturgy. 
The implications of the restora tion of the vernacular will 
b e discussed later in the chapter. 
The decision of Vatican II to restore the cup to the 
laity eases the tension between Rome and Wittenberg which 
has existed for four hundred and fifty years on this matter. 
In her desire to restore the fullest kind of participation 
to the laity, Vatican II has allowed the cup, or communion 
under both kinds, at the discretion of the bishops: 
The dogmatic principles which were laid down 
by the Council of Trent remaining intact, 
communi on under both kinds may be granted when 
the bishops think fit, hot only to clerics and 
religious, but also to the laity, in cases to 
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be determined by the Apostolic See, as, for 
instance, to the newly ordained in the Mass 
of the ir sacred ordination, to the newly 
professed in the Mass of their religious 
professlon, and to the newly baptized in 
t he Mass which follows their baptism.29 
Luther i nsis ted that the communion under both k inds 
be restored: 
Yes , I say further, away with the proponents of 
only one element--and of the sacrament as a wholel 
Because when they come to die the devil wi ll tor-
ment with t he gospel those who use only one element, 
for the gospel ordains both elements. If they 
don't know how to cope wi t h it they will have to 
perish. And it will not help for t hem to p lead 
the papal law and ancient custom. The gospel does 
not care about pope or custom. That is why I 
said it is not a question of what is right but 
of having the right people. It is contrary to 
t he gospel to partake of qnly one element, and 
t he pope 's ordinance cannot be so very generally 
observed everywhere without terrible destruction 
of human souls. At the same time, it would do 
just as much harm suddenly to impose on the 
whole church the reception of both elements, i n 
accordance with the gospel, when the church 
c ons ists of such weak, captive consciences.JO 
Luther was concerned that the people receive the sacrament 
as Christ had instituted it. He felt tha t t he reception 
of both kinds was essential to and part of the g osepl. That 
is also why Luther did not insist on the immediate return 
to reception of communion under both kinds. Luther als o 
29constitution, op. cit., p. 33. 
JOMartin Luther, "Receiving Both Kinds in the Sacra-
ment," translated by Abdel Ross Wentz, Luther's Works, 
Word and Sacrament II, edited by Abdel Ross Wentz, (Phila-
delphia: Muhlenberg-,Press, 1959) XXXVI, 251. 
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realized that weak consciences would not be able to adjust 
so soon to the change from previous practice. Therefore, 
he counseled some people to receive only one kind if that 
was all that was offered and he told them to remember that 
above all they had the promise and testament of Christ that 
he had given his body and blood for them.31 
The implication of Vatican II's willingness to restore 
the cup even if it is under limited circumstances is a 
great step in therappro~hement of Lutherans and Roman Catho-
lics. Although Vatican II upheld the Council of Trent 
generally and restored the cup in limited situations to 
laity in order to increase participation and although Luther 
restored the cup for different reasons, the effect is the 
same. The faithful follow the command of Christ and receive 
his body and his blood as he commanded and which he poured 
out for the forgiveness of sins. 
The communitarian nature of the Church and the liturgy 
is expressed in the bishop's call for specific ways in 
which the people can actively participate in the Mass. But 
the Council also called for full and active participation 
of the faithful in the Mass on the basis of the sacramental 
nature of the Church and the liturgy. Because the faith-
ful have a unity as the Body of Christ and manifest it as 
they gather in the Mass, they should also express that 
Jlibid., p. 255. 
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unity which the Sacrament of Holy Communion creates. 
Christ unifies his people in the sacrament, therefore the 
people ought to be allowed to demonstrate the unity that 
is present in that s acrament of unity.32 The Council has 
made provision for an outward manifestation of the unity 
by restoring these actions to the laity. 
The Roman Catholic concept of the sacrifice of Christ 
within the sacrament of Holy Communion is another basis f or 
the Council's pronouncement on the active participation of 
the faithful in the Mass: 
The Church, therefore, earnestly desires 
t hat Christ's faithful, when pre sent at this 
mys tery of faith, should not be there as 
strangers or silent spectators; on the con-
trary, through a good understanding of the 
rite s and prayers they should take part in 
the sacred action conscious of what they are 
doing with devotion and full collaboration. 
They should be instructed by God's word and 
be nourished at the table of the Lord's body; 
they should give thanks to God; by offering the 
immaculate victim, not only through the hands 
of the priest, but also with him, they should 
learn also to offer themselves; through Christ 
the Mediator;33 they should be drawn day by 
day into ever more perfect union with God and 
32Louis Bouyer, The Liturgy Revived (Notre Dame: The 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1964}, p. 60. 
33supra, Chapter III, pp. 106-113. The reader should 
note the parallel between Luther's idea of the sacrifice 
which the people offer through Christ's sacrifice and the 
Constitution's words on sacrifice. They should learn to 
offer themselves through Christ the Mediator! A tension 
between Lutherans and Roman Catholics still exists on 
the idea of offer:hng the "immaculate victim" by the priest 
and people even though no mention is made here of an 
offering to gain favor from God. 
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with each other, so that finally God may be 
all in all.34 
The meal of the Lord's body, the offering of praise and the 
sacrifice of Christ are not the priest's alone. The people 
join with the priest in this action. In response to Christ's 
sacrifice the people should offer themselves. This is their 
community function, their sacramental duty and heritage. 
Two l i turgical authorities for the Roman Catholic Church, 
Lancelot Sheppard and Louis Bouyer, indicate how the Council 
r e cognized that the nature of Holy Communion and the sacri -
fice of the Mass are the theological g rounds for the litur-
g i cal p rinc i ple of "full and active participation." Shepp ard 
writes: 
And thus that is another reason for reform to 
make this liturgy what it was intended to be at 
the outset, the praise and prayer, sacrifice and 
sacrament of Christian people.J5 
And Louis Bouyer paraphrases the words of the Constitution 
when he comments on the sacramental basis for communal 
participation. 
First, men must hear the word of God, attaining 
its plenitude in the Word made man and His 
Sacrifice on the Cross. Then they should pray 
in answer to the word giving thanks to God for 
his wonderful mystery. And finally they should 
be attracted to it, in the celebration of the 
everlasting sacrifice, offered in it and become 
one, in the One Mediator, reconciled to God the 
Father, reconciled between us, in the body of 
His Son made man.36 
34constitution, op. cit., p. Jl. 
35s.heppard, Blueprint for Worship, p. 3.5. 
J6Bouyer, Liturgy Revived, p. 104. [cf. supra n. 33, 
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As Bouyer states it, it is not the rite or the liturgy 
or participation of the people in the sacrifice that creates 
their oneness and their com.~unity life, but it is Christ, 
t he Word made man, who unites himself with them in the cele-
bration of this sacrifice. The people are to respond to . the 
Word and to be attracted to his mystery. The action of the 
"one Mediator" makes them one with God and one with each 
o t her. This unity that Christ gives is to be expressed in 
every way in the people's celebration of the Mass. The 
unity which is created among the people is a result of 
Christ's work and not the people's. 
The emphasis on the active participation of the laity 
in the Mass does not negate the fact that the priest and 
the bishop also play a vital role in the celebration of the 
liturgy. From the Roman Catholic point of view, the liturgy 
of the Mass and the Church has a communi tarian nature but 
also a hierarchical nature. Those two aspects of the Church 
and her liturgy are interdependent. 
Liturgical services are not private functions, 
but are celebrations of the Church, which is 
the ''sacrament of unity," namely, the holy 
people united and ordered under their bishops.37 
The hierarchy assists and aids the order of the Church in 
addition to uniting the people. That is why the document 
for a comparison of the Luther's and Bouyer 1 s Roman Catho-
lic emphasis on the place of Christ's sacrifice in the 
Mass and the people's sacrifice~ 
37constitution, op. cit., p. 19. 
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states that in the public celebrations of the Church each 
person is to function according to the designations of the 
liturgy. The priests and bishops are to take their part 
according to their designated sacred orders and the people 
are to take the part assigned to them in the responses, 
psalmody , songs, prayers, and gestures as the liturgy has 
assigned to them.38 
The Council assigns other tasks to t he bishops' and 
priests' lit urgical function in the Mass. The Constitution 
urge s the pastors and priests to assume their pastoral 
functions within the Church by instructing the people in 
the liturgy. The Council displayed a great human and evan-
ge l i cal concern when it asked the pastors of souls to be 
mor e concerned about the peop le's active participation in 
the liturgy than about the correct laws and rules governing 
liturgical practice. The clergy are to encourage the 
laity's participation so that the people can be enriched 
by the effects of the liturgy.39 Even though the Council 
affirms the fact that the liturgy teaches the people and 
even thoug h certain ref orms ar.e to be made so that the signs 
and rites are clearly understood, the pastors must also 
teach the people all thing s pertaining to the liturgy and 
its celebration. 
The Constitution contains the followi ng exhortation to 
38Ibid., p. 21. 39rbid., p. 13. 
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the pastors to teach the people to participate in the litur-
gy and achieve a true Christian spirit: 
therefore pastors of souls must zealously 
strive to achieve it, by means of the neces-
sary instruction, in all their pastoral work.40 
With zeal and patience, pastors of souls must 
promote the liturgical instruction of the 
faithful, and also their active participation 
in the liturgy both internally and externally, 
taking into account their age and condition, 
their way of life and standard of religious 
cultures .... 41 
In their instruction to inform the people about the liturgy 
the Council included a directive to seminary professors to 
teach courses in the liturgy to the men preparing for the 
priesthood. 
Any instruction that is specifically liturgical, that 
is, any instruction that is to be given during the Mass 
itself, is to be done by the pastor or a server. The 
Constitution says: 
Instruction which is more explicitly litur-
gical should also be given in a variety of 
ways; if necessary, short directives to be 
spoken by the priest or proper minister should 
be provided within the rites themselves. But 
they should occur only at the more suitable 42 
moments, and be in prescribed or similar words. 
The Council's emphasis on the instruction of the seminarians 
and the people comes from an understanding that the liturgy 
is also a teaching aid for the building of the Body of Christ 
and their sanctification. 
40lbid., p. 15. 
42rbid., p. 23. 
41 Ibid., p. 17. 
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Public worship versus private M~ss 
Emmanuel magazine summarizes the principles of reform 
which the council drafted from the communitarian and hier-
archical nature of the liturgy. 
From the communitarian and heirarchical nature 
of the liturgy, five rules have been deduced 
for reform of the Mass: 
1. Whenever possible, the externally com-
muni tar i an form, with the cooperation and 
pa r ticipation of the faithful in the cere-
monies, shall be preferred to the individual, 
quasi-private form. 
2. Eac h actor in t he liturgical drama s hall 
play t he entire role and only the role that 
belongs to him. 
J. This rule holds true for servers, lectors, 
comment ators, and scholars. 
4. The active participation of t h e faithful 
mus t be encouraged, especially with regard 
to responses, acclamation, singing , and t his 
must be noted in the rubrics. 
5. In the liturgy, apart from distinction 
stemming from the liturgycal function and from 
sacred orders, and apart from honors due to 
civil authorities by virtue of liturgical laws, 
there must be no favoritism shown to person or 
positions either in the ceremonies or in 
exterior solemnities.43 
Rule one which Emmanuel summarizes is hig hly signi-
ficant, not only because the Council affirms here the 
communal nature of the liturgy and the Church, but also 
because attention is g iven to the ancient error and un-
healthy practice of private masses. 
43 11General Principles," Emmanuel, p. 108. 
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Special attention to private masses is given here be-
cause this practice was a source of contention during the 
Reformation. Frederick McManus explains how private masses 
are contrary to the ' spirit of the liturgy and the nature of 
the Church. 
In many cases, however, the possibility of 
community celebration is neglected in favor 
of individual celebration, and this is the 
error against which the present article is 
directed.44 
Article 27 of the Constitution corrects the error of pri-
vate Masses in this manner: 
It is to be stressed that whenever rites, 
according to their specific nature, make 
p rovis ion for communal celebration involving 
the presence and active participation of 
the faithf ul, this way of celebrating them 
is to be preferred, so far as possible, to 
a celebration that is individual and quasi-
private. 
This applies with especial force to the 
celebration of Mass and the administration 
of the sacraments, even though every Mass 
has of itself a public and social nature.45 
Another reason which the Council gave for the abo-
lition of private masses was that the ''liturgical services 
are not private functions. 1146 It is here that the Church 
of Rome properly understands what liturgy really is in 
44Frederick R. McManus, "Constitution on the Liturgy 
Commentary," Part III, Worship, XXXVIII (October 1964), 342. 
45constitution, ~· cit., p. 19. 
46Itid. 
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relation to Christ. It is the public work of the people. 
What is even more significant about this reform is that 
the Roman Catholic Church has removed another serious 
objection which Luther raised about her practice. 
In 1521 Luther wrote a Latin treatise which he called 
The Abrogation of the Private Mass in which he argued that 
private masses were the result of the so-called abomination 
of the sacrifice of the mass. Luther stated that the 
private mass was also an abomination because it was based 
on the idea that in it man performs a good work which 
affects a reconciliation between the sinner and God. There-
fore, if this concept is removed the private mass means 
nothing . Luther was particularly opposed to the fact that 
no worshippers were present for the Mass. The following 
is an example of his attack on the private masses: 
I wish, and it ought to be so, that no mass 
at all would be celebrated except at such 
times as the people were present who really 
desired the sacrament and asked for it, and 
that this would be only once a week or once 
a month. For the sacrament should never be 
celebrated except at the instigation and 
request of hungry souls, never because of 
duty, endowment, custom, ordinance, or habit. 
But it still is too early to begin this 
practice, because the conscience of the people 
will not follow men until it has been preached 
and understood better. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
The sixth step. The private masses, performed 
as sacrifices or good works, have been and are 
to be abolished. On this subject I have written 
enough in Latin. However, since nobody is to be 
forced to believe, one should not drag priests 
away from the altar if they want to hold such 
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masses, but let them answer for it before 
God. It is enough to preach against such 
masses and tell the pepple not to contribute 
to them and not to endow them or have them 
said. Through such preaching they will 
probably in course of time disappear of their 
own accord.47 
Vatican II's correction of that error of private 
masses demonstrates another area in which a rapprochment 
has taken place between the Evangelicals and the Roman 
Catholics. This shift in emphasis from private celebrations 
to the public liturgical services will enhance the partici-
pation of the people and strengthen the community life. 
Diversity of rites. 
Even though the Constitution recognizes the strong 
communal nature of the Church and the liturgy, it does not 
conclude that the unity of the Church and the community 
fostered by the Eucharist necessitates a uniform rite. In 
fact, for the first time since the Latin rite became the 
authorized norm for the parishes throughout the world, the 
Council desires flexibility in the rite of the Mass. The 
Vatican II fathers allowed for variations which would ex-
press the various national and cultural aspects of different 
lands and peoples to be incorporated into the liturgy of 
the Mass. 
471uther, "The Misuse of the Mass," Luther's Works, 
p. 256-257. 
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Even in the liturgy, the Church has no wish to 
impose a rigid uniformity in matters which do 
not implicate the faith or the good of the whole 
community; rather does she respect and foster 
the genius and talents of the various races and 
peoples. · Anything in these people's way of 
life which is not indissolubly bound up with 
superstition and error she studies with sym-
pathy and, if possible, preserves intact. Some-
times in fact she admits such things into the 
liturgy itself, so long as they harmonize with 
its true and authentic spirit. 
Provisions shall also be made, when revising 
the liturgical books, for legitimate varia-
tions and adaptations to different groups, 
regions, and peoples, especially in mission 
lands, provided the substantial unity of the 
Roman rite is preserved; and this should be 
borne in mind when drawing up the rites and 
devising rubrics.48 · 
By permitting an expression of national characteristics 
in the liturgy, the council has opened the way for a rich-
ness of expression for the entire Roman rite. This reform 
is a sign of the Council's affirmation of the catholicity 
(universality) of the Church and the variety which 
accompanies it. This shift in permitting variety in the 
rite has made it possible for the churches in various 
countries to incorporate customs, language, and folkways 
of the people's daily life so that the effect of this change 
will permit a more relevant, understandable and familiar 
pattern of worship for the people. 
The national churches of the Roman rite will not incor-
porate just anything which is peculiar to that people. The 
48constitution, .££• cit., p. 25. 
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national characteristics or folkways must harmonize with 
the spirit of the liturgy and not disturb the substantial 
unity of the Roman rite. The basic structure and form must 
not be altered by the incorporation of cultural and national 
variations. For example, the Kyrie should not be dropped 
for some tribal dance or folktune which is different in 
intention and meaning. 
James D. Crichton comments that the Church neglected 
the aspect of variety in worship and because of it had 
impoverished the liturgy. By allowing various national 
traditions and customs to be included in the liturgy, the 
Church has returned to the principle of richness of variety 
in the liturgy. 
For far too long liturgy and life have been 
out of contact with one another to the almost 
infinite impoverishment of both. The liturgy 
has not been able to absorb the customs, tra-
ditions, psychological attitudes of people; 
and because the liturgy has become remote 
to the people, they have taken less and less 
interest in it. So one of the tasks, as it 
seems to me perhaps a long-term task, which 
the Church is now faced with is the possibility 
of adaptation even in those countries which 
might seem to be stable and strong.49 
John Mannion, American Catholic liturgical authority, 
indicates that the Council has completely eliminated the 
principle of uniformity for the liturgy and has substituted 
a tradition of flexibility for contemporary times and needs. 
4 9 James D. Crichton, "Cons ti tut ion on the Sacred 
Liturgy," American Benedictine Review, XV (March 1964), SJ. 
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In the continual adaptation to new times and 
needs a new tradition of flexibility (a very 
old tradition, really) will replace the static 
and unbending "uniformity which has once and 
for all been eliminated by the council."50 
In this principle which permits variety in liturgical 
forms of worship, the Constitution takes note of historical 
studies in the liturgy. The Council bishops recognize that 
the liturgy has developed from variety to uniformity; from 
austerity and simplicity to richness and prolixity.51 When 
the Council observed sound tradition and used the historical 
studies of the early Christian liturgy they recognized that 
the Early Church had great variety in their liturgical 
worship.52 In an effort to provide for a universal litur-
gical expression for the church, the Council restored an 
anc i ent practice in the liturgical life of the Church. 
Anton Baumstark, noted liturgical scholar, indicates 
that the historical studies of the early Christian liturgy 
presented two antitheses to the liturgical commission of 
Vatican II. The first antithesis is that uniformity opposes 
variety in the liturgical life of the historic Church. The 
second is that austerity (simplicity) stands over against 
richness. 
50sheppard, Blueprint for Worship, p. ix. 
51Anton Baumstark, Comparative Liturgy (London: A. R. 
Mowbray and Company, Ltd., 1958), p. 19. 
52Ibid., p. 16. 
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Liturgical movement of liturgical evolution 
is in the direction of a more and more pro-
nounced uniformity, the latter is quite con-
sistent with certain local peculiarities whicQ 
gave the impression of a retrograde movement.53 
Even though it would appear that the liturgy moved toward 
unification and richness, it did not tend to be more rich 
in character because variety was eliminated by uniformity. 
Richness in l i turgical rites is created by variety. Now, 
however, as the Council sought to simplify the liturgy 
they prevented austerity of rite by providing flexibility 
and adaptation of the liturgy to the customs of various 
lands and various people. 
During the Reformation and the century after, a great 
diversity of rite developed in Germany and Sweden. One of 
the reasons which might be given for the development of 
various rites was due to the political situation particu-
larly in Germany. Each city state was an entity in itself. 
Whoever ruled the city or province determined the reli-
gious affiliation. If the prince or mayor sided with Luther, 
then the parishes of that region also became evangelical. 
Each of these regions began to press for changes in the 
Mass. As a result, each city or region began to make changes 
in the liturgy and create rites which met their particular 
needs. 
53rbid., p. 17. 
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Another reason for the diversity of rites during the 
Reformation is Luther's own insistence that a rigid uni-
formity was not necessary. 
For those who devise and ordain universal 
customs and orders get so wrapped up in 
them that they make them into dictatorial 
laws opposed to the freedom of faith. But 
those who ordain and establish nothing 
succeed only in creating as many factions 
as there are heads to the detriment of that 
Christian harmony and unity of which St. Paul 
and St. Peter so frequently write. Still, we 
must exp ress ourselves on these matters as well 
as we can, even though everything will not be 
done as we say and teach that it should be.54 
Here Luther demonstrates a brilliant balance between the 
freedom of expression in the diversity of rites and the 
need for unity and harmony among Christians. Luther wanted 
harmony but also diversity and believed that the two were 
not in opposition to each other. Luther wanted to avoid 
the extremes of a diversity which would prevent harmony 
and a harmony and unity allowed no freedom of expression. 
Luther stated this principle of diversity in matters 
of worship: 
Further, even if different people make use 
of different rites, let no one judge or 
despise the others, but every man be fully 
persuaded in bis own mind (Romans 14:5). 
Let us feel and think the same, even though 
we may act differently. And let us approve 
each other's rites lest schisms and sects 
54Martin Luther, "A Christian Exhortation to the 
Livonians Concerning Public Worship and Concord," trans-
lated by Paul Zeller Strodrach, Luther's Works, edited 
··- ·> by Helmut T. Lehmann and Ulrich S. Leupold (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1965), LIII, 46. 
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should result from this diversity in rites--
as happened in the Roman church. For ex-
ternal rites, even though we cannot do with-
out them--just as we cannot do without food 
or drink--do not commend us to God, even as 
food does not commend us to him (I Corin-
thians 8:8).55 
Luther's main concern was that a freedom be permitted in 
liturgical ceremonies and rites and that consciences not 
be bound by a rig id uniformity. When Luther suggested an 
order of worship for the Wittenberg congregation, he made 
it very explicit that he did not want this order followed 
uniformly in all of Germany.56 
As a result of the above-mentioned trends, various 
orde rs did d evelop within the Lutheran churches in Germany 
and Sweden. Different orders of service were developed 
b y t he churches in several larger German cities. There is 
evidence of varied forms within the Wittenberg, rlrandenburg -
Nurenberg , Hamburg, and Brunswick orders for worship.57 
Luther 1 s own Deutsche Messe and Formula Missae were diverse 
in their rite but still uniform in their spirit. Yngve 
55Martin Luther, "An Order of Mass and Communion, 11 
translated by Paul Zeller Strodrach, Luther's Works, edited 
by Helmut T. Lehmann and Ulrich S. Le~pold (Philadelphia 
Fortress Press, 1965), LIII, 31. 
56Martin Luther, "The German Mass and Order of Service 11 
translated by Augustus Steimle, Luther I s Works, edited by ' . 
Helmut T. Lehmann and Ulrich s .• Leupold (Philadelphia: 
Fortress Press, 1965), LIII, 63. 
57Yngve Brilioth, Eucharistic Faith . ~ Practice 
Evangelical and Catholic (London: S.P.C.K., 1961) PP 
125-126. ~ ' • 
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Brilioth gives an example of the diversity of rites, even 
of those rites which were patterned after Luther's Deutsche 
Messe. 
In the greater part of middle and north Germany 
t he service came to be modeled on the Duetsche 
Messe, with the exception that the liturgical 
tradition was often treated more mercifully; 
thus Gloria in excelsis was in use at Wittenberg 
itself in 15)5. One series of North German 
Church Orders shows the influence of Bugenhagen; 
these show a preference for a greater fixity of 
usage, though a great deal of vari ety remains, 
t he litur gies of Hamburg and Brunswick being 
simpler than the Danish, which was also Bugen-
hagen's work . Among the richest of Lutheran 
Church Orders is that of Brandenburg, 1540, a 
monument of the liturgical interests of Kurfurst 
Joachim II, and Chytraeus' Austrian liturgy of 
1571, a valuable proof of the conscious effort 
of the later Lutheranism after a via media; and 
again, the liturgy of Riga, 1530, Whi§h s hows 
the influence of the Formula Missae.5 
Although Brilioth ind icates that the principle of 
diversity in liturgical rites was often repeated and pre-
vented a leveling uniformity, nevertheless, he indicates 
that there was a tendency to b ind many of the forms with 
legal s anctions in order to assure a proper w~rs~ip.59 
When legal sanctions were imposed on the v~rious orders, 
the result was t hat variety and richness in the rite were 
limited. 
The Swedish Orders of Olavus and Laurentius Petri were 
also other variations of Lutheran type worship. The Swedis h 
Mass did not use Luther's two orders for their development. 
58rbid., p. 126. 59Ibid., p. 125. 
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As a result Swedish Lutheran practices and rites vary in 
detail from the German. The German rites finally became 
more firmly fixed on Luther's two patterns. The variations 
in the German, Danish, Norwegian, and S wedish rites have 
been maintained to this day and their expression was carried 
to the United States. In spite of the variety and diver-
sity of rite there is a basic common structure and as 
Vatican II indicated for Roman liturg ies, the Lutheran 
rites have a unity of spirit and a harmony in authentici ty. 
A comparison of Lutheran principle of diversity and 
its expression to t his day with the Constitution's 
principle of diversity indicates that Lutherans and Roman 
Catholics have identical principles governing liturgical 
rites for various peoples and lands. Another practice and 
p rinciple whic h divided Rome and Wittenberg has been re-
c onciled. 
The Pr inciple of Tradition in the Development 
of New F orms of Worship 
Use of sound tradition 
The second principle Vatican II suggested for litur-
g ical reform of the Mass is the requirement that sound 
tradition should be used to decide which ancient rites 
should be restored and retained. Sound tradition should 
also guide the creation of new forms for liturgical cele-
bration. This principle of the use of sound tradition, 
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like the other principles the Council formulated , is to be 
applied to all liturgical rites, music, architecture, the 
divine office, and all things pertaining to the worship of 
the church. The Constitution believes sound tradition will 
aid in contemporizing the liturgy. 
The Council also desires that where necessary, 
the rites be revised carefully in the light 
of sound tradition, and that they be given 
new vigor to meeg the circumstances and needs 
of modern times. 0 
This first reference to the use of sound tradition is drafted 
from an awareness of the historic development of the litur-
gy . The question which must be asked is, "Does the use of 
tradit i on prohibit development or changes in the Mass?n 
No, this statement about the use of tradition which the 
Constitution makes must be considered together with other 
remarks on the same subject . 
A question could be asked as to what the Council means 
by nsound tradition''? Another question could be raised as 
to whether the use of sound tradition allows for develop -
ment and progress in the liturgy of the Mass? An answer 
to both inquiries is given by the Constitution's own defi -
nition. 
That sound tradition may be retained, and yet 
the way remain open to legitimate progress, a 
careful investigation is always to be made into 
each part of the liturgy which is to be revised. 
This investigation should be theological, his-
torical, and pastora1.6l 
60constitution, op. cit., p. 5. 61rbid., p . 16. 
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The gene~al laws governing the structure of the liturgy of 
the Mass are to be studied and revised in light of recent 
reforms and the exceptions to the rules. Sound tradition 
consists of good and wholesome practice the Church has used 
in the past. In order to revise a particular rite or litur-
gical practice in the light of tradition, that rite in 
que stion is to be analyzed. Knowledge of a rite's e volution 
and use is vital to its reform. The pastoral approach to 
the use of sound tradition asks what p ast liturg ical 
practi c es will aid the partici pation of the faithf ul. 
J . D. Crichton capsules t he probl em of liturg ical 
ref orm when he states t hat t he sole use of t radi t i on will 
only r e surrect old and meaningless rites of anot her era. 
On t he o t he r side of the problem, Crichton believes there 
i s a d ang er in j e ttisoning ancient liturg ical rites and 
f orms which are still useful to the Church. As Crichton 
comments on paragraph 23 of the Cons t i t ution, he s h ows 
how the Church mus t g ive attention t o the past; yet be 
willing to devel op new f orms for the present needs of the 
fa i thful. 
In more than one place, the Constitution sta tes 
that there are to be two principles or criteria 
of liturgical reform. The first may be summe d 
up in one word, tradition, and this surely should 
g ive comfort to the timid who fear that tradition 
is going to be thrown out of the window: 11That 
sound tradition may be retained, and yet the way 
remain open to leg itimate progress, a careful 
investigation is always to be made into each 
part of the liturgy which is to be revised. '' 
This passag e perfectly expresses what was the 
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state of affairs in an earlier age: respect 
for tradition and the willingness to effect 
such changes as the needs of the Church indi-
cated. In the earliest days indeed the only 
part that was "traditional" was what Christ 
himself had instituted; in the case of the 
Mass, t he simple rite of the Last Supper. 
To t his before the end of the first century 
was added the ministry of the word, which was 
substantially the synagogue service with which 
the apostles and many of the early Christian 
were familiar.62 
The Council's decision to create the principle of the 
use of sound tradition in liturgical reform was not a 
political compromise. Their understanding to use tra-
dition in the development of new rites was not just a 
specificat ion of conservatives who feared progress, chang e, 
and a los s of the past. The Council fathers demonstrated 
tha t a use of the history of the Church's liturg y would 
help her discover a rich resource of rites and practices 
whic h could be adapted and shaped for contemporary wors h ip. 
For this reason the Council insisted on the use of sound 
tradition in the reformation of the liturgy. 
As one looks throug h the Constitution, it is 
p ossible to discern one or two dominant 
themes. The Church looks back constantly 
to her immensely rich past and scrutinizes 
the tradition, not so much to copy it but to 
find there the creative principles of a re-
formed liturgy. Then the Church looks out 
on to a new world into which she has so 
rap idly moved and shows her concern for t h e 
millions of people of many languages and 
cultures, some of whom have but recently 
62crichton, The Church 1 s Worship, Po 87. 
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come to Christ and many more of whom have still 
to learn about him.63 
Vatican II also knew that the liturgy could not be 
ref ormed in a vacuum. If the entire liturgy of the Mass 
were cas e aside, and the Council attemp ted to begin anew, 
they would have no resource to create a contemporary litur-
gy. The Roman Catholic liturgical scholar, H. A. Reinhold, 
states that tradition is the second great principle of re-
for m after the first, the full and active participation of 
the f aithful. When he comments on the principle of tra-
dition he arg ues that the use of tradition is a must for 
the Church. 
and sec ondly, the line of tradition to the 
original rite must be followed. Only in this 
fashion can the liturgy be traced back to its 
g ood clear origins, because without tradition 
liturgy is impossible.64 
As far as Reinhold is concerned, use of sound tradition 
in the reformation of the liturgy will aid the Church i n 
finding the clear, simple outline of the Mass . The more 
simple and lucid the structure of the liturgy, the more 
it aids the people's worship. Care in the use of tra-
dition must be exercised so that the "mystery" nature of 
liturgy will not be oversimplified.65 
6Jrbid., p. J. 
64H. A. Reinhold, "The Mass of the Future, 11 The Common-
weal LXXX (August 21, 1964), 565. 
65H. A. Reinhold, Bringing the Mass to the People 
(Baltimore : He licon Press, 1960), p.~ 
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The Council's concern for the use of sound tradition 
is not new to the liturgical movement. Pope Pius XII in 
his encyclical Mediator Dei called for the legitimate use 
of tradition in the development of the liturgy of the Mass. 
In order to legitimize this relative liberty 
with regard to the past, the Pope appeals to 
the great Catholic idea of development, so 
magnificently stated by Newman, and shows that 
the transformation of what he calls the human 
element in the liturgy bear witness to the 
continuing life of the Church through the 
centuries , a life which is always germinating 
afres h . One feels that there is something of 
a dilemma in all this; the desire at any~ 
price to resuscitate the things of the past 
must be avoided, and so also must the desire 
to rus h too hastily into new paths. The Holy 
See is seeking the middle way, and cautions 
against those who hold obstinately to a past 
that is beyond recall, and at the same time 
against innovators whose revolutionary haste 
accords ill with the passe (too slow for their 
lik ing) at which the hierarchy moves. 66 
Just as the Roman Catholic Church has been conscious of 
her history and tradition by looking to the words of fathers, 
councils, and the Popes for shaping of present theology, 
so now, she insists that the use of sound tradition be em-
ployed to p rovide progress in the liturgy . It was with an 
understanding that the richness of the .past also can shape 
the future, that Vatican II required that sound tradition 
be incorporated into present and future liturgical reform. 
The theology of the Church's catholicity at work can be 
clearly seen in this principle. As this principle is put 
66J. D. Benoit, Liturgical Renewal (London: SCM Press, 
1958), p. 75. 
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to use in liturgical reform, the concep t of catholicity 
becomes a living reality. 
Contrary to popular opinion, Luther too believed in 
the use of tradition to reform the Church and, in this par-
ticular instance, the liturgy. True, Luther was against 
human traditions which were believed to effect forgive ness 
of s i ns or merit salvation.67 Luther would have considered 
such traditions unsound and unhealthy. On the other hand, 
there we r e many way s in which Luther upheld sound tradition. 
The model which Luther used for the reform of the Mass wa s 
the existing Latin Mass of his time. Luther defended him-
self and his followers a gainst the c h arge that t h ey were 
abol ishing the Mass by stating vehemently that he retained i t. 
Yng ve Brilioth summarizes the way in which Luther used 
tradition in liturgical reform: "Those parts of the service 
which can be attributed to the early Fatherg, Luther finds 
to be g ood and praiseworthy; likewise most of the sung 
por t ions. 11 68 Luther's guide for testing the liturg ical 
tradition of his time in order to determine what should be 
retained and what should be discarded was the sacrifice of 
the Mass for the satisfaction of sins.69 
6 7 11 s malcald Articles," Book of Concord, translated and 
edited by Theodore G. TappartTPhiladelphia: Muhlenberg 
Pres s, 1 95 9 ), p. Jl6. 
68Yngve Brilioth, ~· cit., p. 115. 
69rbid., p. 116. 
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Luther also was opposed violently to the kind of reform 
which Carlstedt had begun when he discarded most traditional 
patterns and symbols and had abolished the weekly mass. 
Luther displays his concern for sound tradition when heap -
plied to the Order of Public Worship which he wrote for the 
c hurch at Wittenberg. 
The service now in common use everywhere goes 
back to genuine Christian beg innings, as does 
the office of preaching . But as the latter 
has been perverted by the spiritual tyrants, 
so the former has been corrupted by the 
hypocrites. As we do not on that account 
abolish the off ice of preaching, but aim to 
restore it a gain to its right and proper 
p lace, so it is not our intention to do away 
with the service, but to restore it again to 
i ts r ightful use.70 
Again i t seems clear from the foregoing statements by 
Va t i ca n II a nd by Luther that Lutheran and Roman Catholic 
theology and reform of the li~urgy by using tradition cor-
rectly is closely aligned. 
The danger of antiquarianism 
The u s e of tradition alone to reform the liturg y can 
choke the life of the church. If attention to the past is 
the only criteria for reform that is meant by the "use of 
sound tradition," then the church might slip into an idola-
try of the past. Sound tradition for liturgical renewal 
70Martin Luther, "Concerning the Order of Public Wor-
ship," translated by Ulrich s. Leupold, Luther's Works, 
edited by Helmut T. Lehmann (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1965), LIII, 11. 
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is to be used carefully so that the liturgy does not be-
come an artifact: 
The history of the reform of worship in the 
Reformation are should warn us that sudden and 
radical restoration of idealized past usages 
and norms do not revitalize liturgical life. 
If too drastic, they may impoverish it. Litur-
gical reform must develop from within a con-
temporary, living practice, however, inadequate 
it may appear to the idealist and the scholar. 
It must work like leaven. It is, I believe,a 
fair judgment to say that the Anglican and some 
of the Lutheran reforms of worship in the six-
teenth century have proved the more successful 
because of their more conservative character. 
They worked within the framework of the living 
liturgy of their time. The Churches that broke 
more radically with this tradition and suddenly 
introduced forms of corporate wors hip based 
upon the supposed practices of primitive 
Christian times, conceived as the ideal age of 
the Church's history, came near to losing all 
sense of liturgical worship altogether.71 
As the above quote suggests, when the Church returns to the 
early Christian period to discover the best liturgical tra-
dition because she sees this pristine period as the most 
valid and authentic form, then she has failed to fully take 
note of all her tradition and rich development throug h the 
ages. The Church becomes poor and sickly, particularly in 
her liturgy, when she idolizes the early Christian era as 
the determinitive age for liturgical reform. The Council 
was aware of this danger from the errors of the early days 
of the liturgical movement. Vatican II would not support 
the antiquarian principle of reform. Although there is no 
71Benoit, op. cit., p. 28. 
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explicit statement, the Council affirmed its own tradition 
when it called for legitimate progress and development. 
In this way, the Council implied a warning against archae-
ologism or antiquarianism as Pius XII had done earlier. 
But the Pope attacks exaggerated attachment 
to ancient rites. "The liturgy of the early 
ages," he says, "is worthy of veneration; but 
an ancient custom is not to be considered 
better .•. just because it has the flavor 
of antiqui ty! 11 72 
The Reformea theologian and liturg ical scholar from 
the Taize communi ty in France, Max Thurian, summarizes the 
intention of the Council to prevent worship of the past. 
F ormerly , the liturgical movement favored re-
introducing some of these obsolete elements, for 
the sole reason that they formed part of the 
liturgical tradition. Today, the liturgical 
movement acts in the opp osite way. The Church 
must no longer give the impression of being a 
museum i n which venerable relics of the past 
are preserved. But it must preserve those 
treasures of its heritag e which stjll retain 
their full theological and symbolical meaning.73 
Koenker a g rees with Thurian at this point by indicating 
that the liturgical movement was accused of antiquarianism 
because it promoted certain rites, practices, and customs 
of the early Chrisiian Church.74 There was more concern 
with ritual than with meaning. This ritualism was the 
72rbid., p. 74. 
73Max Thurian, "The Present Aims of the Liturgical 
Movement," Studia Liturgica, III (Autumn 1964), 120. 
74Ernest Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the 
Roman Catholic Church (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1954), p. 81. 
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miscalculation of the early liturgical reformers. 
Vatican II sought to avoid attaching itself to primi-
tive forms of worship simply because they were old or more 
authentic as first forms used by the Church. However, 
neither did the Council ignore the ancient Christian forms 
of worship. The Council called for an investigation of 
these ancient forms as a resource for the creation of con-
temporary liturgical rites.75 The Council takes the posi-
tion of Pius XII in saying that the present rites of the 
liturgy of the Mass were worthy of praise and veneration.76 
The present form of liturgy is to serve as the basic 
structure for revision. As the liturgy is revised the 
Constitution requires that any liturgical reform must take 
into consideration the present laws governing the liturgy, 
recent reforms, and indults granted to various regions . 77 
J. D. Crichton comments on the principle of sound 
tradition and explains how the Council escapes the danger 
of archaicism. 
Another section of the chapter on general litur-
gical principles deals with an equally vital 
matter : liturgical reform. The Latin word 
used is instauratio , which can mean restoration, 
renewal, and the like. It does not mean--as it 
has not meant in the recent decades of liturgical 
reform, beginning with St . Pius--restoration of 
things past or any kind of archeological revival. 
7Sconstitution, op. cit., p. 19. 
76pius XII, Mediator Dei (New York: The America Press, 
1961), p. 61. ~ 
77constitution, op. cit., p . 19. 
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Rather it means re-assessment and accommodation 
to present needs of the praying people of God; 
it means development and progress, the very 
aggiornamento which Pope John has indicated as 
the scope of Vatican Council rr.78 
So, t he Council has sought to take a middle way , ob-
serving sound tradition, yet avoiding the archaeolog ism of 
the past. The ne ed for the use of sound tradition is great 
in reforming the liturgy. The Constitution explains why : 
Wit h the passage of time, however, there have 
crep t into the rites of the sacraments and 
sacramental c ertain features which have rendered 
their nature and purpose far from clear to the 
people of today; hence some changes have become 
necessary to adapt t hem to the needs of our own 
t i mes . 79 
Thi s i s an unprecedented admission on the part cf the Roma n 
Communion. Here Rome admits tha t unsound tradi tion has a 
way of creep ing into the practices of the Churc h . This 
is t he reason the Church is in need of constant renewal. 
Vatican I I knew and admitted the need for r eform and did 
something about it. 
I f the Church does not renew itself periodically, the 
liturgy of t he Mass and every aspect of the c hurch are dis-
torted if unwatched.BO Although the Church must give con-
sideration to sound tradition, if their are weig hty 
78James D. Crichton, "The General Counc i l and Liturgical 
Reform," Clergy Review, LXCII (June 1962), 336. 
79constitution, EE· cit., p. 37. 
8oH. A. Reinhold, "No Time to Stop," Commonweal, LXXXII 
(August 20, 1965), 583. 
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considerations to advise change, then tradition should be 
set aside.81 Unsound, distorted, and whimsical traditions 
are the Council's reasons for change and deletion. 
Points of agreement have been demonstrated between the 
Lutheran Reformation and the reformation of Rome at Vatican 
II. When the Vatican II 1 s principle of sound tradition, 
which warns against a veneration of that pasttradition, is 
compared to Luther's reforms of the liturgy, it appears that 
Luther was guilty of archaistic tendencies. Luthe r con-
curred with the statement in the Smalcald Articles: "The 
sacrament can be had in a far better and more blessed 
manner-- i ndeed, the only blessed manner--according to the 
institution of Christ. 11 82 Even though Luther agreed to 
this s tatement as a signer of the Smalcald Articles, he 
d id not put this practice into effect in his liturgical 
r eformation. This archaeological view• of the liturgy and 
ceremony was applied to the canon of the Mass. Luther 
stripped the canon to the essential f orm as Christ had 
spoken it when ne instituted the Lord's Supper. 
On the other hand, Luther was not dogmatic in his 
antiquarianism. Due to his greater concern for freedom 
under the gospel, he left a more flexible heritage of litur-
gical reform. 
81Ibid., p. 17. 
82 11smalcald Articles,"££.· cit., p. J. 
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Traditional forms of worship must never be 
allowed to master Christians or Chris t ian com-
muni ties. "They must remain subject to us and 
serve us where, how and as long as they appear 
to us to be useful and serviceable, f or even 
the Sabbath, as the Lord said~ was made for man 
and not man for the Sabbath ."OJ 
Luther t ook a func t ional approach in t his matter and so t he 
charge t hat his liturgical reforms were absolutely anti-
quarian does not hold for all of his li t urgical principles: 
It ls f urt her typical of Luther, that while 
he here enunciated the most radical litur-
gical principle which he ever uttered: "the 
closer any mass approaches to the first of 
all ma sses, which Christ celebrated at t qe . 
supper, the more Christian it is," he re-
fus e s to draw the practical consequences. In 
truth the Church's traditional manner of cele-
brating the service has a value which Luther 
would have been first to miss.84 
Some li t urgical scholars a gree that Lut herans n~r~owly 
mi ssed a very dogmatic and austere experience with the 
liturgical reforms of Luther. The Lutheran liturgical re-
formers noted t he potential problems of Luther's position 
on early Chri s tian rites and sought to keep his principle 
from emptying t he rich heritage of the ages. Because of' 
their caution, a rich liturgical heritage was preserved f or 
future liturgical construction. 
BJTheodore G. Tappert, "Meaning and Practice in t he 
Reformation," Meaning and Practice of the Lord's Supper, 
edited by Helmut T. Lehmann, (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg 
Press, 1961), p. 96. 
84Brilioth, ~· cit., p. 102. 
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Omission of unsound traditions and useless repetitions in 
the Mass 
In a program of renewal, the church weeds out the un-
sound traditions. She can do this only as she goe s back 
in her history and discovers where there have been cumu-
lations, repetitions, additions and unnecessary elements 
and p ract i ces added to the liturgy . H. A. Reinhold gives 
an example of how the Church tends to add superfluous 
material over the years, especially in the liturgy. 
There is a tendency to cumulation, to heap 
prayer on p raye r as in the p resent Offertory, 
and in the blessing of ashes ••. and so to 
obscure the essenti al outlines of the Mass 
until they have become unrecognizable; t hese 
excrescences shoul d be eliminated. 85 
Many of the rites were overloaded whic h made the com-
munity prayer and worship more difficult. Most addi t ions 
to the li t urgy were to create splendor and solemnity. Many 
of the chants became symphonic and the words were submerged 
by the melodies. By the f ifth century, t he rites or the 
sacraments and the liturgy of the Mass were already infla ted 
and distorted. For example, the names of t he living , the 
diptychs, were inserted before the consecration in the 
canon of the Mass. The role of the community was g iven t o 
the priest.86 
85Reinhold, Bringing the Mass to the People, p. 36. 
86Marshall P. Romey and Michael J; Taylor, Liturgy 
and Christian ¥sity (Eng lewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 19 ), p. 110. 
Besides additions and repetitions which eased into 
the liturgy of the Mass, some of the rites, ceremonies and 
parts of the prayers became so fossilized that they needed 
endless explanation to be understood. Such accretions have 
escaped the numerous reforms until 1963. As a result, the 
liturgical rites and the liturgy of the Mass were in need 
of reform.87 Because of all these repetitions and additions 
the Council sought not only to reform but also to use the 
principle of sound tradition to peal away the many layers 
of cultural debris that had made the liturgy meaningless, 
unintelligible, and obsolete.88 Since the Council fat hers 
considered the full and active participation of the faith-
ful in the Mass their basic goal and principle of reform, 
they had to make it possible to find rites, forms, and the 
structure of the liturgy which would be meaningful again. 
Vatican II desired not to restore only primitive rites 
which would present progression of the liturgy in the 
future. Therefore, knowing that traditions make rites com-
plex, the Council had to find a solution which would give 
simplicity to the liturgy yet preserve developments of the 
past. They had to discover meaningful forms of worship 
and yet avoid the elevation of primitive form~ of the 
87sheppard, Blueprint for Worship, p • . 36 . . 
88Mary Perkins Ryan, "Why the Liturgy Must be Reform?," 
The Catholic :Messenger, LXXX (November 1, 1962), 10. 
) 
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liturgy over later forms the 1951 Liturgical Congress at 
Maria Laach had suggested.89 
All duplications ought to be eliminated: that 
is, the celebrant himself ough t not be obliged 
to recite the scriptural lessons read by a 
Reader, nor the proper parts sung by the choir 
or the ordinary parts sung by the congregation.90 
The Constitution concurs with the theme of Maria Laach 
and makes suggestions on how the l iturgy might be simpli-
fied by the deletion of repetitions and accretions without 
becoming archaic. 
The rites should be distinguished by a noble 
simplicit y ; they shcmld be short, clear, and 
unencumbered by useless repeti tions; t hey 
s hould be within the people's powers of com-
prehensi on, and normally should not require 
much explanation.91 
Again in Chapter II, the Council states: 
~he rite of the Mass is to be revised in such 
a way that the int rinsic nature and purpose 
of its several parts, as also the connection 
between them, may be more clearly manifested, 
and that devout and active participation by 
the faithful may be more easily achieved. 
For this purpose the rites are to be simpli-
fied , due care being taken to preserve their 
substance; elements which with the passage 
of time, came to be duplicated, or were added 
with but little advantage , are now to be dis -
carded ; other e lements which have suff ered 
injury throug h accidents of history are now 
to be restored to the vigor which they bad 
89cf. infra, Appendix . 
90Murphy, ££• c it ., p. 211. 
9lconstitution, .££.• cit., Po 23. 
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in the days of the holy Fathers, as may seem 
useful or necessary.92 
In order to accomplish the goals of clarity, simplicity and 
sound tradition, the Council required all duplications or 
meaningless additions to be abolished. This means that the 
liturgical commissions, charged with liturgical revision 
for each country, will have to consider sound tradition, 
the history of liturgical development and finally exercise 
critical judgment in order to delete those elements which 
are repetitious and superfluous to the meaning and structure 
of the liturgy. This method will simplify the liturgy 
and ye t retain its substance. 
Reinhold suggests that the Council's principle to 
eliminate useless repetitions and additions in the liturgy 
means: 
Empty and now meaningless rites, excessive 
allegorism, wor diness, and forei gn elements 
should be eliminated. The structural lines 
and the main points of emphasis should be 
unmistakable; · an instructed and believing 
Christian should no longer be conf used, for 
instance, by such details as the almost in-
explicable rite with the empty paten after 
the Pater Noster or by similar archaic 
remnants.93 
Luther too advocated the principle of purifying the 
liturgy of the Church by abolishing the accretions which 
distorted its truth and authenticity. 
92rbid ., p . 31 . 
93Reinhold, Bringing the Mass to the People, p. 37. 
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We therefore first assert: It is not nor 
ever has been our intention to abolish the 
liturgical service of God completely, but 
rather to purify the one that is now in use 
from the wretched accretions which corrupt 
it and to point out an evangelical use.94 
The principle which Luther advocated at the reformation was a 
good one, but as Brilioth indicates, Luther did not carry 
the reform far enough. Only those things which "smacked 
of sacrifice, 11 which Luther viewed as human additions were 
deleted from the Mass .95 
Restoration of ancient parts of the Mass 
Although some parts of the liturgy of the Mass are to 
be discarded because they are useless additions or repe-
titions, other ancient parts of the liturgy are to be re-
stored. Ancient liturgical forms and practices are not 
necessarily bad because they are old. On the other hand, 
some ancient forms of the liturgy are not necessarily good 
just because they carry the aroma of antiquity. The 
Constitution calls for the restoration of certain forms of 
the ancient liturgy. This is the criteria: 
Other elements which have suffered injury 
through accidents of history are not to be 
restored to the vigor which they had in the 
days of the boll Fathers , as may seem useful 
and necessary . 9 
941uther, 
Works, p. 20. 
95Ibid., 
"An Order of Mass and Communion,'' Luther's 
p. 26. 96rbid., p. 31. 
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Forms and practices of the liturgy which fell into disuse 
by negle ct or accident should be restored. 
Another criterion by which ancient parts of the liturgy 
are to be restored is the full and active parti cipation of 
the faithful in the Mass. The more primitive f orms which 
were neglected through the centuries are to be restored if 
they aid the people in their participation in the liturgy.97 
Pope John XXIII also contended that a restoration of primi-
tive forms should serve the needs of the pe ople. J. c. 
Crichton quotes the Holy Father from an issue of Osservatore 
Romano . 
The sacred rites of the liturgy should be 
restored to their primitive splendour and 
that thereby the genuine piety of the faith-
ful should be aroused and so they should be 
led on to acquiring the spiritual per8ection and holiness demanded by the Gospel. 9 
But the question could be raised, "How are 'ancient, 1 
'venerable , 1 and 'splendorous' rites of primitive usage to 
be evaluated as useful for the people's participation? " 
The Constitution itself set the general norms by which 
ancient parts are to be restored. "A careful investigation 
is always to be made into each part of the l iturgy which is 
to be revised. 1199 The Constitution calls for the use of 
97rbid. 
98crichton, "The General Council and Liturgical Reform, " 
Clergy Review, p. 333. 
99constitution, p . 17. 
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the general laws governing the structure and meaning of the 
liturgy in connection with reforms which have already been 
permitted. 
J. D. Crichton summarizes the two ways of restoring 
ancient forms of the liturgy. 
It is the considered opinion of liturgists, both 
scholars and pastoral clergy, that these are the 
two principles that will guide future liturgical 
development .•.. They are that the liturgy of 
the church will b.e restored to what, so far as 
our sources take us, was once its original s hape; 
and secondly, that this will be done with the 
needs of t he people always in mind.100 
The ab ove two principles are drawn directly from the 
Constitution as stated and quoted in paragraph 23 and So.101 
When all these rules for restoration of parts of the litur-
gy are used, then legitimate use of primitive forms can 
begin. The critical tools for restoration of ancient forms 
are the laws governi ng the structure and meaning of the 
liturgy, the use of original sources, careful investiga t ion 
of t he historical theological and pastoral implications of 
the specific part of the liturgy in question. Any part 
which is to be restored should be consistent with the 
pattern discovered by the above methods of research. 
There is already a clear indication of the direction 
in which the Church is moving in restoring some parts of 
lOOcrichton, "The General Council and Liturgical Reform," 
Cle rgy Review, p. 333. 
101constitution, ££· cit., pp. 17,, 31. 
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the liturgy as part of the whole reform of the Mass. 
It is, however, in the reforms of the Holy 
Week liturgy that we have the clearest 
indication of the direction in which the 
Church is likely to move. Once again, without 
going into details, we may say that two 
principles are apparent: ,1) the rites of 
Holy Week have been restored broadly to what 
they once were--that is, there has been a 
return to tradition; 2) is has, however, not 
been a merely archaeological restoration--
the Church has made certain changes , and 
not least in the hours these rites may be 
performed, so that the people may take a 
greater and more intelligent part in them.102 
Vatican II has solved the dilemma of liturgical re-
newal by requiring these two principles to operate simul-
taneously. The principle of sound investigation of the 
historical developme nt of the liturgy, the use of sound 
tradition and the restoration of those liturgical rites 
which are in harmony with the intrinsic nature of the 
li turgy will assure the Church that the substance and 
truth of the liturgy will be maintained. The principle of 
act ive participation of the faithful must work in tandem 
with the principle of using sound tradition in restoring 
ancient liturgical forms. The restoration of an ancient 
form may be consistent with the spirit and form of the 
liturgy but it may not be relevant or meet the needs of the 
people. Both principles exercised jointly by liturgical 
reformers can assure the Church of a liturgy which will be 
102crichton, "The General Council and Liturgical 
Reform, 11 Clergy Review, p . 332. 
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progressively contemporary, meet the needs of the people 
without losing the substance, truth and beauty of the ancient 
liturgy. 
Innovation, fabrication for the occasion 
and development of the liturgy .. 
The Council has made it clear that any revision of the 
liturgy is to be faithful to sound tradition without ex-
cessive adoration of ancient forms. Furthermore, all repe-
titious rites and useless a dditions should be eliminated. 
Certain ancient forms which aid the liturgical participation 
of the people and which are consistent with Church laws 
governing the liturgy are to be restored. The Council also 
adds to the use of sound tradition the principle that any 
innovation of fabrication for the occasion of the liturgy 
is prohibited. 
Finally, there must be no innovations unless 
the good of the Church genuinely and cer-
tainly requires them; and care must be taken 
that any new form adopted should in some way 
grow organically from forms already existing. 103 
Crichton comments that this rule means that reforms 
should not "come off the top of the head" nor should there 
be reforms for frivolous reasons.104 
This rule is intended to preserve good and sound tra-
dition of liturgical elements of the past centuries. This 
103constitution, op. cit., p. 19. 
104crichton, The Church's Worship, p. 94. 
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principle prevents any indiscriminate jettisoning of good 
liturgical forms which enable participation of the people. 
The Council's cautioning against innovation is designed to 
keep out elements which would be foreign to the nature, 
meani ng and structure of the liturgy. This rule is in 
keeping with the Sacred Congregation of Rites established i n 
1588 to def end the legitimate rites of the Church and revoke 
any spurious innovations.105 
The Constitution does not permit entirely new rites or 
forms of worship to be incorporated into the liturgy of the 
Mass. As stated by Frederick McManus: "In other words , 
the reform does not envision the creation of entirely new 
rites merely because they seem to satisfy the needs of the 
present time. 11 106 When the principle of anti-innovation 
is considered alone, a tension is created between this 
principle and the needs of the people. The Constitution is 
determined to meet the needs of the people in the present 
day and yet be faithful to the development of the liturgy 
in the past. Forms, rites, prayers and responses designed 
just for one celebration of the Mass may meet the needs of 
the people , but may be unfaithful to the historic develop-
ment of the liturgy. So the Constitution has carefully 
qualified this "no innovation" principle by adding the 
lOSPius XII,~- cit., P• 34. 
106McManus, "Constitution on the Liturgy Commentary," 
Worship, p. 339. 
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words "unless the good of the Church genuinely requires 
them" new forms must grow organically from existing forms.107 
McManus comments that this rule is justified by the 
attention it gives the richness of past developments. It 
also guarante es a better evolution of the liturgy for the 
future.108 In this rule the whole problem of liturgical 
reform is enunciated. Both poles of the tension are stated 
within the rule. On the one side the needs of the people 
are to be met. On the other side, strong attention is 
g iven to historical forms of the liturgy. The rule takes 
both into consideration and seeks to resolve the tension. 
Mc Manus explains how the problem is solved: 
Not for a moment may the needs of the twentieth 
century Church dictate an abandonment of leg i ti -
mate inherited usages. As new forms are s oug ht, 
they are of ten enough found by returning to the 
best years of the Roman liturgy, merely by 
purging it of accretions and accumulation. 
Again, what is necessary to accommodate the 
liturgy to our ti~es--must harmonize with the 
best features of our liturgical inheritance.109 
Progressive development of the liturgy must be an 
organic development. Any new liturgical rite whic h is 
adopted is to g row organically from existing forms of t he 
liturgy. This principle also solves the dilemma which 
107constitution, op. cit., p. 19. 
108McManus, "Constitution on the Liturgy Commentary,n 
Worship, p. 340. 
109Frederick R. McManus, "Liturgy," The Cr itic, XXI 
(August-September 1962), 25. 
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liturgical reform faces. It allows the Church to create 
a liturgy which will meet the needs of modern people without 
radical innovation or neglect of present forms which are 
useful and meaningful. The Constitution itself has the 
problem of adapting the liturgy to the present age without 
losing the elements of the past is resolved also with this 
second reform. Here the Council also allowed for responsible 
experimentation and new liturgical forms and practices. 
But, these new forms are to serve the people and g row out 
of existing rites. This principle recognizes the past 
evolution of the liturgy and assures its continued evolu-
tion. 
Charles Davis describes how the evolutionary process 
has a directive principle. 
A long and complicated evolution lies behind 
the present shape of our liturgy. Was there 
any directive principle? Is there any key 
factor that explains the creation of new 
liturgical forms and the many changes in 
liturgical rites? Historical studies provide 
a clear answer. The inner directing force 
of liturgical development through the 
centuries has been the pastoral concern of 
the Church and its -unceasing endeavour to 110 fulfill its pastoral charge in the liturgy. 
This inner directing force of liturgical evolution is per-
petuated through the principle of organic develop~ent. 
This principle that new forms of liturgy must develop 
organically from existing forms is somewhat parallel with 
llOcharles Davis, Liturgy and Doctrine (New York: Sheed 
and Ward, 1960), p. 1). 
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principle the Lutheran reformers practiced in liturgical 
revision. When Luther began writing Orders of Worship for 
the people's use, he used the existing Latin Mas s .111 
Luther believed the mass had sound Christian origins but 
had been perverted. 112 Massey Shepherd supports the con-
tention that Luther based his reforms on existing rites: 
It is, I believe, a fair judgment to say 
that ••• some of the Lutheran reforms of 
worship in the sixteenth century have proved 
the more successful because of their more 
conserva t ive c haracter. They worked within 
the framework of the living liturgy of their 
time.113 
Yngve Brilioth states how the Lutheran r eformers, parti-
cularly Luther, used the principle of organic development 
in the reform of the liturgy. 
but (he) has refrained from drastic changes 
continually hesitating, partly for fear of 
harming the weaker brethren, who ought not 
to be wrenched away violently from the old 
f orm of service, partly by reason of the 
11frivolous and presumptuous spirits, who 
rush forward like unclean swine, having no 
faith and no understanding, who delight in 
novelty for its own sake, and are disgusted 
when the novelty ceases. 11 Yet he now be-
lieves the time to be ripe for a serious 
lllulrich s. Leupold and Helmut T. Lehmann, editors, 
" I ntroduction to Liturgy and Hymns, 11 Vol. LIII of Luther's 
Works (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1965), p. xiv. 
112Luther, 11Concerning the Order of Public Worship," 
Luther's Works, p. 11. 
113Massey Shepherd, Jr., "History of the Liturgical 
Renewal," The Liturgical Renewal of the Church, edited by 
Massey Shepherd (New York: Oxford""""press, 1960), p. 28. 
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attempt to create new forms; not indeed that 
it was ever his intention to case aside the 
old service, but only to cleanse it from its 
worst accretions and show how it can serve to 
edification.114 
Luther's reform of the liturgy in the sixteenth century 
was more an attempt to restore old forms rather than create 
new ones. However , the principle for the creation of new 
rites based on existing liturgical forms is present in 
Luther's works. Luther's Deutsche Messe approaches this 
principle in part. Luther viewed the perversions of the 
past as innovations contrary to the spirit of the liturgy. 
He also rebuked Carlstadt for his iconoclastic innovations.115 
Herein lies another simi l arity between the Lutheran and 
Roman Catholic principles of liturgical reform. Sound tra -
dition is preserved by refraining from innovation and by 
creating new forms from existing ones.116 
In the Council's concern to provide new liturgical 
forms they stated that future development must take place 
on the basis of the principle of the scriptures . Develop-
ment of new rites by the Roman Church will a~so take into 
consideration the Eastern Rites of the Church. 
Thus to achieve the restoration, progress, 
and adaptation of the sacred liturgy, it is 
essential to promote that warm and living 
love for scripture to which the venerable 
114Brilioth, op. cit., p. 115. 
115supra, p. 181. 
116constitution, .2£· cit., p. 19. 
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tradition of both eastern and western rites 
give testimony.117 
The variations of the many cultures, nations, and 
peoples within the Roman Catholic Church are also important 
to future liturgical evolution. 
Provisions shall also be made, when revising 
the liturgical books, for legitimate varia-
tions and adaptation to different groups, 
regionsi and peoples, especially in mission 
lands.l 8 
All this development is to be guided organically in order 
to preserve the substantial unity of the Roman rite. 
Mutable and immutable elements of the liturg~ 
Any restoration, adaptation, elimination of super-
fluous rites or creation of new forms on the basis of ex-
isting forms all must seek to maintain the intrinsic nature 
of the liturgy. Special distinction should be made between 
the changeable and unchangeable parts of the liturgy. 
Holy Mother Church desires to undertake with 
great care a general restoration of the 
liturgy itself. For the liturgy is made up 
of immutable elements divinely instituted, 
and of elements subject to change.119 
The elements of the liturgy which are subject to change may 
and ought to be changed. The elements subject to evolution 
should be revised; particularly if any elements not in har -
mony with the liturgy's nature have made an intrusion into 
117Ibid. 
ll9Ibid., Po 17. 
118 Ibid • ., p. 25. 
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the liturgy.120 The elements which are not subject to 
change are those that are ordained by God. Other elements 
which can be changed are human elements. Lancelot Sheppard 
explains these two elements of the liturgy: 
It is not, of course, the essentials which 
will suffer change, for they are the divine 
part of worship and immutable, but the human 
part, those things which have gradually de-
veloped hand in hand with human conditions 
with the social evolution of mankind, or 
else •.. have not developed and are now out 
of tune with the minds of men today.121 
Sheppard thinks that the immutable elements of the liturgy 
do not change because they are divinely instituted. 
Cri teria are needed to determine these elements in the 
liturgy. The only criterion which the Constitution uses 
to determine changeable and unchangeable elements in the 
liturgy is that the unchangeable elements are those which 
are divinely instituted. Eugene Brand, writing for Una 
Sancta, a Lutheran liturgical periodical, on "Forms and 
Norms'' makes the distinction between primary and secondary 
elements. His definition is helpful in understanding what 
the Constitution means by divine immutable elements and 
human elements which are subject to change. Brand explains 
that the primary forms of liturgy are the essential elements 
of the service such as the teaching, proclamation of the 
12orbid. 
12lsheppard, Blueprint for Worship, p. xxvi. 
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Gospel in three forms (the sermon, absolution, blessing) 
and the celebration of the Eucharist.122 
The distinction between the divine and human elements 
of the liturgy is not specific in the Constitution. John 
La Farge states that it takes a great amount of study to 
determine what elements belong to the essence of the litur-
gy and which do not. 
Much patient exposition is required to dis-
tinguish between those elements in our 
worship that are permanent and unchanging, 
that belong to its very essence, and those 
which are mere accidents of a given culture 
or social structure at a given epoch.123 
As noted earlier, the liturgy developed historicall y. 
Any revisions of the changeable parts of the liturgy must 
also be guided by the principle of historical investigation.124 
Mars hall Romey explains how historical studies can aid in 
determining the mutable and i mmutable elements in the liturgy. 
It is sufficient to note that the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries say beginning of 
studies which when brought to a more fruit-
ful development in our time were to provide 
a scholarly and traditional base for the 
present liturgical movement; the reference 
here of course is to the renewal of his-
torical inquiries, patristic and liturgical 
studies, which were to reveal the permanent 
122Eugene L. Brand, "Forms and Norms," Una Sancta, XIX 
(St. Michael and All Angels, 1962), 7. 
123John La Farge, "Progress and Rhythm in the Litur-
gical Movement," Liturgy for the People, edited by William 
J. Leonard (Milwaukee: Bruce Publishing Co., 1963), p. 2. 
124constitution, op. cit., p. 19. 
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factors that underlie the liturgy, allowing 
us to discern the passing pastoral from the 
permanently pastoral. In these studies, the 
Church came to se e that the substantive ele-
ments of the Mass were always retained, but 
in their retention were adapted to the 
mentality and culture of the time; a static 
permanency of expression was not a virtue at 
al l but a frustration really of the living 
and growing nature of the Church and its 
worship .12;) 
As Romey i ndicates, historical and patr i stic studies will 
give li t urg ical reformers the criteria for the immutable 
elements and mutable elements for the liturgy and help 
them t o distinguish the two in the present liturgy. 
At the Reformation, Luther used a similar kind of dis-
tincti on between the changeable and unc hangeable elements 
in t he liturgy. For Luther and the s hapers of the Lutheran 
confe ss i ons, liturgical ceremonies were matters of indiff er-
ence . They were of human tradition and added not hing to 
s a lvati on.126 However, Luther did not t herefore abolish 
them b ecause they were human traditions . He indicated t hat 
ceremonies of the r i te are necessary to worship just as 
food and drink is to life.127 The Luthe r an Confessions 
also supp orted Lut her's view by stating that ceremonie s or 
church usages were neither commanded or forbidden by God 
125Romey and Taylor, op. cit., p. 125. 
126Martin Luther, "A Christian Exhortation to the 
Livonians Concerning Public Worship and Concord," Luther's 
Works, p. 31. 
127Martin Luther, "An Order of Mass and Corn.rnunion, 11 
Luther's Works, p. 31. 
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but are introduced for the sake of good order and the wel-
fare of the people. 128 Therefore, these elements which 
have no divine connection or institution may be changed by 
the community of Goct.129 
The Word of God was the divine and immutable element 
in the liturgy. The Formula of Concord expressed the con-
cern that any rite or ceremony which is used in the Divine 
Service must express true doctrine, that is proclaim the 
Word of God.130 Another immutable element which Luther 
held was divinely instituted was Holy Communion. 131 Brilioth 
indicates also that Luther believed that communion was 
e ss e ntial to the Mass.132 
Vat i can II and the Lutheran Reformation are in agree-
ment on the general idea of the two basic elements which 
can be di s tinguished in the liturgy. The two churches 
stand together on this principle of reform even though each 
church might interpret the mutable and immutable elements 
differently. Roman Catholics would contend that the Canon 
128 11Formula of Concord Epitome," Article X, Book of 
Concord, edited by Theodore G. Tappert (Philadelphia: 
Muhlenberg Press, 1959}, p. 493. 
129Ibid. 
130 11Formula of Concord," Solid Art. X, Declaration, 
Book of Concord (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 1 959), p . 612. 
lJlMartin Luther, "An Order of Mass and Communion,'' 
Luther's Works, p. 20. 
132Brilioth, op. cit., p. 102. 
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of the Mass would be an immutable element while Luther 
would concede only the Words of Institution in .the Canon 
as immutable. 
The Constitution does not argue that the immutable, 
divinely instituted elements have not been changed by his-
tory or men. Nor does the Council state that the divine 
elements have escaped abuse. The Constitution simply states 
that the God g iven elements of the liturgy should not be 
r e vised.133 The rites and ceremonies whi ch convey the 
di vine elements of the liturgy may and ought to be changed 
part i cularly if they have been abused or have ceased to be 
i n harmony with the essential, divine nature of the litur-
gy .134. 
I n all the revisions, restorations, and eliminations 
of meaningless rites, the Constitution's main concern is 
to preserve the substance of the liturgy. The intrinsic 
nature and purpose of the rites of the Mass and t heir inter -
connections are to be maintained so that the faithful may 
take a more active part in the liturgy.135 
1J3constitution, .£E.• cit., p. 17. 
134Ibid. 
1J5crichton, The Church's Worship, p. 137. 
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The Principle of Intelligibility 
Simplicity and clarity of rite 
All revisions, restorations and eliminations of 
unne cessary parts of the liturgy are to be implemented in 
order to simplify the liturgy so chat the faithful can find 
meaningful participation, as the Constitution suggests. 
Complex rites, repetiti ous ceremonies, a nd prayers confuse 
the people. The rites must be so intelligible that the 
fa ithful can easily understand them. 
The rites should be distinguished by a noble 
simplicity; they should be short, clear, and 
unencumbered by useless repetition; they 
should be within the people's powers of com-
prehension, and normally should not require 
much explanation.136 
The assumption is that the people need to understand their 
actions in the liturgy in order to participate in it. One 
aid to the faithful 1 s comprehension of the liturgy is to 
make the rites as clean-cut and nobly simple as possible. 
People who are not members of the Church are straight-
forward and to the point, despise sham and pretense or any -
thing that is insincere. Outsiders look for patterns in 
life that are understandable and meaningful and therefore 
expect the same from the Church.137 However, the Constitution 
l36rbid., p. 23. 
137cri:cbton, "The General Council and Liturgical 
Reform," Clergy Review, p. 330. 
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declares that their reason for creating clarity in the 
liturgy is to help the faithful who celebrate the liturgy. 
On the othe r hand, Crichton addresses his remark to the 
image that the Church projects to the people outside her 
community. Critic Crichton believes that the liturgy 
ought to be revised in such a way that it should also be 
attractive to those on the outside of liturgical life 
of the Church so that any insincerity or pretense does 
not repel them from joining the community of the faithful. 
There is a fear among some liturgical scholars that 
the principle of intelligibility for the reform of the 
liturgy will not be used to the fullest extent. A radical 
application of the principle is necessary in order to 
assist people in an intelligent meaningful celebration. 
The present Roman rite is designed for use in monasteries 
and large cathedrals. This rite must be designed for the 
average lay-person in the smaller parishes, otherwise all 
talk of reform will be in vain.138 National liturgical 
commissions and liturgical apostolates of the Roman Catho-
lic Church are authorized to implement the principle of 
intelligibility. The Vatican fathers contend that litur-
gical reform is to take place, it must be accomplished 
by these authorized groups. 
lJSibid., Po 51. 
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The rite of the Mass is to be revised so that the 
rite is simplified and yet its substance is preserved.139 
Simplicity does not imply shallowness, simpleness or lack 
of meaning. Liturgical rites which have suffered obscurity 
through useless a dditions and duplications, archaic 
language and use through the centuries are to be simplified 
by peeling back cultural layers. H. A. Reinhold commenting 
on this aspect of liturgical reform indicates the specific 
rites which have suffered cultural cumulation and needing 
revision. 
There is a tendency to cumulation, to heap 
prayer on prayer as in the present Offertory, 
and in the blessing of ashes .•. and so to 
obscure the essential outlines of the Mass 
until they have become unrecognizable; these 
excrescences should be eliminated.140 
Ancie nt rites which tend to have a greater simplicity and 
a clarity, but have suffered through disuse are to be 
restored to aid the clarity and simplicity of the entire 
liturgy.141 
The use of sign in the liturgy 
In order to promote the perception of the faithful's 
liturgical celebration of the Mass, the Council proposed 
139rbid ., p. 31. 
140H. A. Reinhold, Bringing the Mass to the People, 
p. 36. 
141Ibid., p. 31. 
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that a clear noticeable connection be made between the rite 
and that which it signifies. 
In this restoration, both texts and rites 
should be drawn up so that they express more 
clearly the holy things which they signify; 
the Christian people, so far as possible, 
should be enabled to understand them with 
ease and to take part in them fully, actively, 
and as befits a cornmunity.1!~2 
The texts and rites of the Mass are in themselves signs 
which point to realities and meanings of the Christian 
faith . These signs are to be revised in such a way that 
they clearly express the sacred things they signify. (The 
meaning of sign here also includes symbols.) 
Cardinal Vagagginni believes that this concept is the 
heart of the scheme because it deals with the signs of 
liturgy and seeks to reform them. 
This brings us to the heart of the scheme on the 
liturgy. The liturgy is a complexus of signs. 
To fulfill well the demands of their nature, it 
is essential that these signs signify in such a 
way that people may easily get their meaning, 
and so participate fully in the celebration of 
the supernatural realities which these signs 
both signify and shadow. This principle is 
basic for all liturgical reform.143 
The Cardinal raises a crucial question with bis statement 
because the liturgy contains many signs. They point 
beyond themselves to deeper realities of the Christian 
faith. The Cardinal implies that a basic reform of the 
142Ibid., p. 17. 
143c. Vagagginni, "The Approved Chapter One," Worship, 
XX.XVII (February 1963), 158. 
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liturgy is needed in this area above all others. Symbols 
of the liturgy should point clearly to the realities which 
they signify. In this area, many liturgical scholars agree 
that liturgical signs need to be c onstructed so that 
twentieth century people find them familiar, a part of their 
life, and meaningful. 
The principle of intelligibility of signs will allow 
changing ancient signs which are not meaningful. However, 
rev ision of the signs need to safeguard the substance which 
they convey . Not only should the signs of the liturgy, 
the r ites and texts say what they mean, but the substance 
of t he signs must be communicated to the people clearly 
also .144 If symbolism and sign are to be kept in the 
twentieth century liturgy, then they are to be meaningful 
to people, otherwise such signs and symbols have to rationale 
at a11 .145 
If the l i turgy is composed of signs in the texts and 
rite of the liturgy itself , then they are to be simplif ied, 
adapted, and interrelated.146 The signs can be changed and 
adapted to any culture and to any age as long as the sub-
stance is maintained and as long as the signs point to 
the sacred realities they represent. 147 
144constitution, .2.E.• cit., p. Jl. 
145crichton, The Church's Worship, p. 91. 
146constitution, ~· cit., p. 31. 
147Ibid. 
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The principle that signs and symbols of the liturgy 
point clearly to the sacred realities they represent is 
important because it is through these signs that God has 
chos en to communicate himself. This is the second and 
deeper meaning of sign as distinguished from symbol. The 
s igns are the means whereby the divine discloses himself 
to men . Signs including words are sacraments, that is, 
they are related to sacred things. 
Nothing is more basic than that God communi-
cates himself to men through signs, throug h 
external, visible, sensible thi ngs and through 
the words of His representatives or prophets. 
And t hese, whether words or things, or words 
and things in combination, are sacraments in 
the widest sense. Sacraments are sacred 
signs, signs of holy things, or in the la~t 
analysis, manifestations of the divine.14 
The signs of the liturgy also are the channels by which 
the people respond to God. 
The liturgy teaches through its celebration 
and throug h the signs, words, deeds and 
material things , by which it expresses the 
wor ship of God and the sanctification of 
God' s people.149 
I f these functions of the signs and symbols in the liturgy 
are to be authentic, then they are to speak for themselves. 
They s hould speak in a way that modern man can respond t o 
them intelligently, and with his total person. The Council 
148Maur Burbach, "Liturgy and Theology," The Revival 
of the Liturgy, edited by Frederick R. Mc Manus"-l'New York: 
Herder and Herder, 1963), p. 37, 
149McManus, "Constitution on the Liturgy Commentary," 
Worship, p. 346. 
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has constructed another principle to make sure that litur-
gical signs can be changed in order to elicit the people's 
response without losing their substance. 
The rite of the Mass is to be revised in such 
a way that the intrinsic nature and purpose 
of its several parts, as also the connection 
between them may more easily be ma ni f ested. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
For this purpose the rites are to be simpli-
fied, due C§re being taken to preserve their 
substance.1;)0 
This principle that signs clearly signify is impor tant 
becaus e new signs can now replace many of the irrelevant 
s igns a nd s ymbols which the Roman Church uses in the present 
liturgy . Some s i gns and symbols now in use were created 
to a s sist people relate reality to a rural, agrar ian lif e. 
Other s ymbols we r e desi gned to teach . the b a rbarian hordes 
whic h invaded the Roman empire. The Churc h taught these 
illiterate barbarians through sign (as symbols). In time, 
so many accretions developed that many of t he signs empha-
sized unimportant details.151 With the advent of literate, 
urban man the old symbols have become useless and new sym-
bols are needed. Vatican II opens the way to create a 
relevant liturgy from an outmoded one allowing new signs 
to speak to man. "Rites and Symbols s hould speak for 
150constitution, op. cit., p. Jl. 
151nomey and Taylor, op. cit., p. 19. 
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themselves •... The Church must prune off the vestiges 
which our contemporaries can no longer identify."152 
However, some ancient signs still convey meaning to con-
temporary man and p_oint to living realities. F'or example, 
bread and wine , water, light, and outstretched hands are 
contemporary .153 These should be retained or restored. 
Luther viewed signs in a manner similar to Vatican II . 
F'or Luther a sign was not like our present-day symbol. 
A symbol is a figure of speech indicating what is meant. 
Luther called the words of Christ sacramentsl54 wh ich effect 
our salvation. These sacraments he called signs or the acts 
of God in which something real happens. The sign Luther 
implied was an effective one. "Whatever it represents 
actually happens . Baptism and Holy Communion do not only 
speak of forgiveness of sin; they also contain and effect 
it. 11155 Here Luther's thought on signs coincides with the 
definition which Burbach made as stated earlier . However, 
s inc e the Constitution uses sign in two ways including t he 
meaning of symbol, it is not always clear when the document 
means sign in the sense of symbol. Luther did not make many 
152Nocent, ££· cit., p. 115. l53rbid. 
154Martin Luther, "Treatise on the New 'I'es tament, That 
is the Holy Mass," translated by Jeremiah J. Schindel, 
Luther's Works, edited by Helmut T. Lehmann (Phil adelphia : 
Muhlenberg Press, 1960), XXXV, 91. 
l55Heinrich Bornkamrn, Luther's World of Thought, 
translated by Martin H. Bertram (st. Louis: Concordia 
Publishing House, 1958 ), p. 97. 
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reforms in symbols, that is in ceremonies, since he believed 
they were human institutions. Most ceremonies were retained 
by Luther. 
The relationship of Word and rite 
There is an interconnection between Word and rite 
similar to the relationship between liturgical sign and its 
substance. The vJord of God is communicated through rite 
and sign. Since rite and sign depend on . the Word of God , 
liturgical reform mus t maintain the relationship between 
both and make them apparent. 
That the intimate connection between words 
and rites may be apparent in the liturgy: 
In sacred celebrations there is to be more 
reading from holy scripture, and it is to 
be more varied and suitable. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Bible services should be encouraged, especially 
on the vigils of the more solemn feasts, on 
some weekdays in Advent and Lent, and on Sundays 
and feast days. They are particularly to be 
commended in places where no priest is avail-
able; when this is so, a deacon or some other 
person authorized by tng bishop should preside 
over the celebrat ion.15 
The Word of God is an integral part of the liturgy . 
Since the signs and rites of the liturgy convey the same 
Word of the Scriptures, Christ, the Constitution urges that 
the connection between word and rite be more apparent by 
156constitution, op. cit., p. 23, 
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providing the people with more exposure to the Holy 
Scriptures. 
The sacred Scriptures have a dual function like the 
liturgy. The Holy Scriptures as the Word of God, feed and 
nourish the people. The Word is the means by which God 
reveals himself to man and sustains him. The Holy Scriptures 
are the faithful 1 s food for the nourishment of their 
Christian life. 
The treasures of the Bible are to be opened 
up more lavishly, so that richer fare may be 
provided for the faithful at the table of 
God 's word. In this way a more representative 
portion of the holy scriptures will be read 
to the people in the course of a prescribed 
number of years.157 
The sacred scriptures, as the liturgy , has a didactic 
function. "F'or it is from the scripture that lessons are 
read and explained in the homily •• 11158 The scriptures 
and the liturgy teach the people the mysteries of God . 
The Word of God explains to the faithful the nature of their 
life in Christ. 
There is a strong interrelationship between the 
Scriptures and the liturgy, because much of the liturgy of 
the Mass is based on the scriptures. 
Sacred scripture is of the greatest importance 
in the celebration of the liturgy. For it is 
from scripture that lessons are read and ex-
plained in the homily, and psalms are sung; 
the prayers, collects, and liturgical songs 
157rbid., p. 31. 158rbid., p. 19. 
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are scriptural in their inspiration, and it 
is from the scriptures that actions and signs 
derive their meaning. Thus to achieve the 
restoration, progress, and adaptation of the 
sacred liturgy, it is essential to promote 
that warm and living love for scripture to 
which the venerable tradition of both eastern 
and western rites give testimony.159 
In order to realize liturgical renewal, an appreciation 
and love for the Scriptures should be promoted among the 
people. A love and understanding for the Lord will increase 
meaning for liturgical celebration. Any new signs which are 
created for the liturgy must take the scriptures into 
account in liturgical reformulation since the signs also 
derive their meaning from the scriptures.160 
Restoration of the sermon 
Another way in which the relationship between Word 
and rite is to be streng thened is through preaching and the 
use of the homily. Like the liturgy, the sermon opens up 
the mysteries of f aith to the people. 
By means of the homily the mysteries of the 
faith and the guiding principles of the 
Christian life are expounded from the sacred 
text, during the course of the liturgical 
year, the homily, therefore, is to be 
highly esteemed as part of the liturgy 
itself; in fact, at those Masses which are 
celebrated with the assistance of the people 
and feasts of obligation, it should ngt be 
omitted except for a serious reason.l 1 
159Ibid. 
1611bid., p. 33. 
160Ibid. 
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Because the homily is part of the liturgy itself, the 
connection between Word and rite is strengthened when t he 
homily is kept as part of the Mass. 
The Council calls for the restoration of the sermon as 
pa r t of the principle of maintaining the relationship be-
tween the Word and rite. 
Because t he sermon is part of the liturgical 
service, the best place for it is to be 
i ndicated even in the rubrics, as far as the 
nature of the rite will allow; the ministry 
of preachi ng is to be fulfilled with exacti-
tude and fidelity. The sermon, moreover, 
should draw its content mainly from scriptur-
al and liturgical sources, and its character 
s hould be t hat of a proclamation of God's 
wonderf ul works in the history of salvation, 
t he mystery of Christ, ever made present a nd 
active within us 1 especially in the celebration 
of the liturgy.lo2 
Dur ing the Middle Ages the sermon was separated from the 
Mass and became a mission sermon of the new Orders. 163 
The restoration of the homily and t he liturgical function 
of preaching recognizes the labors of Dr. Pius Parsch who 
so ardently advocated and practiced t his principle. 164 
The restoration of preaching and the sermon is the 
same reform Luther instituted in evangelical reformation. 
In one of his writings entitled, "Concerning the Order of 
Public Worship," Luther said: 
162Ibid. 
163Joseph A. Jungman, S.J., The Mass of the Roman Rite: 
Its Origins and Development, I, translated by Francis A. 
Brunner, C.S:S:-R. (New York: Benziger Brothers, Inc., 1951), 
p. 460. 
164supra, p. 56. 
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Now in order to correct these abuses, 
know first of all that a Christian congre-
gation should never gather together without 
the preaching of God's Word and prayer, no 
matter how briefly, as Psalm 102 says, "When 
the kings and the people assemble to serve 
the Lord, they sha11
6
geclare the name and 
the praise of God. 111 5 
Luther also gave recognition to the place of preaching within 
the liturgy itself. 
The service now in common use everywhere goes 
back to genuine Christian beginnings, as does 
the office of preaching .••• 
As we do not on that account abolish the 
office of preaching, but aim to restore it 
again to its right and proper place, so it is 
not our intention to do away with the service, 
but to restore it again to its rightful use.lo6 
It is impossible to conclude from this parallel in the 
Lutheran reformation that the Church of Rome now recognizes 
the good effects of the evangelical reformation. Only 
charity and the desire for unity can speculate. However, 
both the evangelical reformation and the Vatican II stand 
in unison in their view of the proclamation of God's Word 
in the liturgy. 
Vatican II strengthened the connection between Word 
and rite by restoring preaching. But even more significant 
demonstrated an inseparable link between Word and Sacrament. 
The two parts which, in a certain sense, go 
to make up the Mass, namely, the liturgy of 
the word and the eucharistic liturgy, are so 
closely connected with each other that they 
165Luther, "Concerning the Order of Public Worship," 
Luther's Works, p. 11. 
166rbid. 
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form but one single act of worship. Accordingly 
this sacred synod strongly urges pastors of souls 
that, when instructing the faithful, they in-
sistently teach them to take their part in the 
entire Mass i especially on Sundays and feast of 
obligation. 67 
Word and sign, that is, Word and Sacrament are also insep~-
rably related in structure of the liturgy. The Word give~ 
power and eff icacy to the Sacrament. The Sacrament com-
pletes the Word. 
Word of God and word of man, all proclaim the 
Mystery and thus, in the liturgical structure 
of the Mass, we pass naturally from ·the procla-
mation of the Word of God to the sacramental 
celebration: there is not word without sacra-
ment, no sacrament without liturgy of the Word. 
We have access to the Mystery only through the 
theology of the Word of God, which is Christ, 
the interventi on of God in history, the reca-
pitulation, the new beginning and the definitive 
c ondition of history.168 
Word and Sacrament are to be kept together closely in the 
celebration of the entire l iturgy. Both Word and Sacrament 
declare and proclaim the wonderful works of God and the 
mysteries of Christ.169 
Frederick R. McManus summarizes the Council's unifi-
cation of Word and Sacrament and the strengthening of the 
ties between Word and rite. 
The Council. insists upon a more dis-
tinctive role for readings from the Holy 
167constitution, £E.· cit., pp. 33-J4. 
168saint-Severin, .QE• cit., quote from the Strasbourg 
Conference, 1957, pp. 5B=59-.--
169rbid., pp. 23, 29-JO. 
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Bible and fo r preaching in the framework of the 
Church's public worship. There is need for a 
more effective proclamation of the Word of God, 
of the g ood news of salvation that is devoid of 
formalism or excessive ritualism. The improve-
ment of liturgical texts and rites must be based 
on the community and hierarchical nature of the 
liturgy, upon its didactic character and purpose , 
upon the principle of accommodation and adaptation 
to the diverse needs of men.170 
Luther viewed Word and Sacrament almost as one. At 
least, Word and Sacrament were like two intertwined hands. 
We see, then, that the best and greatest part of 
all sacraments are dead and are nothing at all, 
like a body without a soul, a cask without wine, 
a purse without money, a type without a fu l fil l-
ment, a letter without the spirit, a sheath with -
out a knife, and the like. Wherefore it is true 
that when we use, hear or see the mass without 
the words or testament, and pay attention only 
to the sacrament and sign, we are not observing 
the mass even halfway. For sacrament is a keeping 
of the case without the jewel, a quite one-s ided 
separation and division.171 
In order to place Luther's words on Word and Sacrament into 
perspective, Luther scholars indicate that Luther had felt 
that the Sacrament had been emphasized to t .he neglect of 
the Word. In order to place the Word and Sacrament into 
their proper relationship again, Luther emphasized the Word 
which is the testament or inheritance of the Sacrament. In 
any case, it is evident that Luther realized the close 
relationship between the two when he uses the examples of 
the knife and its sheath and the jewel and its case. 
170McManus, "Coming Reforms in the Liturgy," The Catho-
lic World, p. 338. 
17lr..uther, "1'reatise on the New Testament, That is the 
Holy Mass , Luther's Works, p. 91. 
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Although the Constitution does not specifically speak 
to this point, several of the above quotes from Roman Catho-
lic thought indicate that the relationship between Word and 
sacrament are of prime importance to the Catholic liturgical 
renewal. Lutherans and Roman Catholics have this · view of 
the relationship of Word and sacrament in common. 
The use of the vernacular 
In order to foster a union between Word and rite and 
in order to provide intelligent participation of the f aith-
ful in the Mass, the Council calls the use of the vernacular 
in parts of the liturgy. 
36:1 Particular law remaining in force, the 
use of the Latin language is to be preserved 
in the Latin rites. 
36:2 But since the use of the mother tongue, 
whether in the Mass, the administration of the 
sacraments, or other parts of the liturgy, fre-
quently may be of great advantage to the people, 
the limits of its employment may be extended. 
This will apply in the first place to the reading s 
and directives, and to some of the prayers and 
chants, according to the regulations on this 
matter to be laid down separately in subsequent 
chapter. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
the competent territorial ecclesiastical 
authority • . decide ( s) whether, and to what 
extent, the vernacular language is to be used.172 
Celebration of the liturgy in the native tongue of the 
people who use it will increase the people's participation. 
172constitution, ~- cit., pp. 24-25. 
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Participation is dependent on how intelligible the liturgy 
is.173 If the Council stated earlier that the people must 
understand and comprehend what they are doing, then cer-
tainly the Council had to deal with the vernacular issue to 
aid comprehension of the people. Since vast numbers of 
people are not trained in the use or meaning of the Latin 
language and Missal translations hinder participation, the 
Council knew that it would be of "great advantage to the 
people," to allow par.ts of the Mass to be celebrated in their 
own language, 17~. 
Not only will the vernacular foster the people's active 
participation in the liturgy but will aid the corporate 
function of the Church. Since the celebration of the Mass 
is a social act in the deepest sense, the vernacular enables 
the people to experience this social action by speaking 
together in their language the praises of God. 175 
The Constitution issued directives on the parts that 
are to be translated into the vernacular. The Scripture 
lessons, directives, the com..~on prayer, the songs and 
response which pertain to the people and chan~s .176 
H. A. Reinhold explains the parts that pertain to the 
173stephen F. Winward, The Reformation of Our Worship 
(Richmond: John Knox Press, 1965), p. 101. ~ ~-
l74constitution, op. cit., Po 23, 
175Murphy, ~- cit., p. 261. 
176constitution, ~· cit., pp. 23, 33. 
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people which would be translated into the vernacular. 
The parts that I think should be translated 
are those that concern the peop le. In other 
words, I would not touch a single Latin line 
meant for s ilent recitation by the priest as 
l ong as the rubrics require such silent 
re c i tation. Since the people cannot hear it 
anyway why stir up endless controversy about 
the correct translation of text.177 
The parts which rightfully belong to the people, Reinhold 
l i s t s as t he les sons , the Introit, the Collec t , t he Our 
Fa ther , the Preface, the Gloria, the Kyrie , t he Sanctus, 
and the Agnus Dei .178 Cr i chton agrees wi t h Reinhold and 
s ays that t he r e was a general concensus that the Kyr ie, 
Gl oria , Credo, Sanctus and t he Agnus Dei s hould be returne d 
to the people in their own language for their own lit ur-
gi cal ce l ebration.179 Thi s has now been comp l e te d. 
This c hange t o vernacular marks an end of t he cultural 
colonial ism of t he Latin l i turgy symbolized by the Latin 
l anguages . Through the Latin language, Rome had inte nded 
to b ind the Chur ch together and express her catholicity . 
But retention of t he Latin for so many years was really 
due to a lack of f lexibility and a bondage to the colonial 
power exercised by Rome.180 The Latin did not unify the 
Roman Church in the world but the Mass did. 
177H. A. Reinhold, Dynamics of the Liturgy (New York: 
Macmillan Company, 1961), p. 116. 
178Ibid., p. 118. 
179crichton, The Church's Worship, p. 144. 
180Robert w. Hovda, editor, Sunda~ Morning Crisis 
(Baltimore: Hel i con Press, 1963), pp.8-J9. 
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The Council's decision to allow some parts of the 
liturgy to be celebrated in the "mother tongue" is similar 
to the introduction of the vernacular made by Martin Luther. 
Luther introduced the vernacular into the liturgy as early 
as 1522.l8l On October 29, 1525, Mass was celebrated in 
German for the first time and the followi ng year Luther's 
Deutsche Messe was published. 182 
Even though liturgical scholars have said that Luther 
was not a very creative liturgical reformer and that he 
was reluctant to implement liturgical reforms including the 
vernacular, yet his reasons for introducing the vernacular 
into t he liturgy come out of a profound pastoral concern. 
For the sake of the people and the fellowship of the 
Christians gathered for worship, Luther also allowed the 
vernacular in the liturgy.183 
The Lutheran Confessions support Luther's introduction 
of the vernacular into the liturgy . The Aug sburg Confession 
mentions that Latin was also retained and not discarded 
comp letely. 
Almost all the customary ceremonies are als o 
retained except that German hymns are inter-
spersed here and there among the parts sung 
in Latin. These are added for the instruction 
181Brilioth, 
182Ib"d 
__ i_.' p. 
.9.E..· cit., p. 110 
120. 
l8JKoenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church, p. 139. 
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of the people, for ceremonies are needed 
especially in order that the unlearned may 
be taught. Paul prescribed that in church 
a language should be used which is understood 
by the people (1 Corinthians 14:2,9).184 
The vernacular is introduced for the instruction and compre-
hension of the people. The use of Latin was also encouraged 
so that ch i ldren could learn several languages. 
In the confrontation which took place at the Reformation 
between Luther and Rome, there was an argument about the use 
of Latin just as there was in the Roman Church prior to the 
Council and in the Council itself. Luther and the Reformers 
took the position that it was better that the people under-
stand what they are doing over against Rome's argument that 
the people who are ignorant of Latin still get benefit out 
of hearing the Mass spoken in Latin. 
In a l ong harangue about the use of Latin in 
the Mass, our clever opponents quibble about 
how a hearer who is ignorant of the faith of 
the church benefi t s from hearing a Mass that 
he does not understand. Apparently they im-
a gine that mere hearing is a beneficial act 
of worship even where there is no understanding. 
We do not want to belabor this point, but we 
leave it up to the judgment of the reader. We 
mention this only in passing in order to point 
out our cbBrches keep the Latin lessons and 
prayers. Hl~ 
18411The Augsburg Confession," The Book of Concord, 
edited by Theodore G. Tappert, translator and editor, Art. 
XXIV "The Mass~, (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Press, 19.59), p. .56. 
18.5 11 Apology of the Augsburg Confession," The Book of 
Concord, edited by Theodore G. Tappert (Philadelphia: 
Muhlenberg Press, 19.59), P• 247. 
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This impasse is now resolved in Vatican II 1 s decree on the 
vernacular in the mass. 
Regulation of Liturgical Reforms 
The fourth major principle which the Council stated 
deals with the regulation of the liturgical life of the 
Church. For example, the translation of the texts of the 
liturgy are to be approved by the "competent territorial 
authority." 
Translation from the Latin text into the 
mother tongue intended for use in the liturgy 
must be approved by the competent territor~al 
ecclesiastical authority mentioned above.l 6 
The particular competent ecclesiastical authority of the 
region that the above statement refers to is the ''Apos tolic 
Se_e. 11 However , it is not the Vatican who is the sole 
authority in this matter. The Constitution allows the 
Apostolic See to share this power with bishops of the terri-
tory or region involved who make the final approva1.187 
The bishop of the region is to consult with the bishops of 
neighboring regi ons, who use the same langua ge , in order 
that the text of the rite is similar. 
The Constitution established general norms for l itur-
gica l regorm and revision so that responsible persons would 
heed the principles established by Vatican II. The 
186consti t ution, ~· cit., P• 25. 
187Ibid. 
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regulation of liturgical reform will be exercised in the 
following ways: 
22:1 Regulation of the sacred liturgy depends 
solely on the authority of the Church, that is 
on the Apostolic See and as laws may determine, 
on the bishop. 
22:2 In virtue of power conceded by the law, the 
regulation of the liturgy within certain defined 
limits belongs also to various kinds of competent 
territorial bodies of bishops legitimately es-
tablished. 
22 :J Therefore no other person even if he be 
a priest, may add, remove, or change anything 
in the liturgy on his own authority.188 
The above regulations are designed to prevent innovation 
by a parish priest or layman. Since the Bishop and the 
Ap os tolic See are responsible for the life of the Churc h , 
liturgical reform is to happen under their direction. Any 
major changes in the liturgy must be approved by the 
Apostolic See. 
The bishops (territorial authorities) s hall approve or 
be consulted not only with the vernacular but they shall 
govern the revisions of the liturgical book, any varia tions 
and adaptation to different peoples. The bishops use of 
authority here shall be exercised to assure a basic unity 
of substance within the Roman rite. 189 The bishop has the 
power to specify adaptations in the administration of the 
sacraments, sacramentals, procession, language, music, and 
the arts. The bishop's decision must be in keeping with the 
l88Ibid., p. 17. lS9Ibid., p . 25. 
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laws stipulated by the Constitution.190 
The bishops have the authority to allow for special 
circumstances to affect the revision of the liturgy. When 
a special situation calls for adaptation of the liturgy, 
then the bishop must carefully consider what traditions a~d 
culture of the peoples in his area might be allowed in the 
liturgy.191 The Apostolic See reserves the right of final 
approva1.192 The Constitution also gives the bishop the 
authority to experiment with the liturgy when necessary 
especially when the traditi ons and culture require investi -
gation for the creation of a relevant liturgy to a given 
people.193 In more radical adaptations of the liturgy to 
a particular culture, the bis hop is urged to consult with 
experts in liturgical law to help formulate the regulations 
govern ing the celebration of the liturgy in that place. 
In order to help the bishop exercise his authority in 
the life of the Catholic Church, particularly in the litur-
gy, he is urged by the Council to establish a liturgical 
commission for the territory. This commission is to be 
composed of people who are experts in liturgical studies, 
music, art, and pastoral practice. The Com.mission of the 
diocese should be assisted by an Institute for Pastoral 
l 9 l Ibid • , p • 2 7 . 
l 92McManus, 11 Cons ti tution on the Liturgy C onm1entary, 11 
Worship, p. 366. 
l9Jibid., p. 27. 
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Liturgy. This institute should include laymen. The litur-
gical commission of the region regulates the liturgical 
life with the bishops and encourages liturgical studies and 
furthers experiments with the liturgy when adaptations to 
the region is necessary.194 
Each diocese may also have a commission for liturgy 
which is under direction of the bishop. Several dioceses 
may combine their energies if the situation demands.195 
It is the duty of these liturgical commissions of the 
territory, together with the bishop, to execute the princi-
ples and laws that Vatican II commissioned. Frederick 
McManus explains how the liturgical corr.missions are to 
use the general norms for liturgical reform and make specific 
applications of those rules for their region. 
The general and broad principles are then 
reduced to practical norm, which have disci-
plinary and legal force. For the most part, 
t he Council does not descend to particulars; 
rather it gives a general mandate to be put 
into execution by organs designated by the 
chief bishgp and by the respective bodies of 
bishops.19 
Except for the hierarchical nature of the regulation 
of the liturgy, the Constitution's laws regarding the 
regulation of the reforms, adaptations, and practices of 
the liturgy are similar to those principles of regulation 
by the evangelical reformation. 
194 . Ibid • , p • 2 9. 195Ibid. 
196McManus, "Constitution on the Liturgy Commentary ," 
Worship, p. 366. 
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We f urther believe, teach, and conf'ess that 
the community of God in every place and at 
every time has the right, authority and power 
to c hange , to reduce, or to increase cere-
monies according to its circumstance, as long 
is it does so without frivolity and offense 
but in an orderly and appropriate way, as 
at any time may seem to be profitable, bene-
ficial, and salutary for good order, Christian 
discipline, evangelical decorum, and the 
edification of the church.197 
The evangelical reform~rs were quite functional and practi -
cal in their regulation of liturgical reform. When the 
community saw fit , they were to make any changes in good 
order that would be profitable to the community and help-
ful for the whole church. The difference between Vatican 
I I and the Formula of Concord is who exercises the authority 
to authorize reform and give approval to revisions. Roman 
Catholics authorize only the Bishops, national liturgical 
commission and the Pope. The Lutheran Confessions authorize 
a vague group called the community. 
The Council's principle of regulation through the 
bishops and commissions assures that good order will be 
followed. Furthermore, Vatican II has assured that the 
liturgy can be reformed , revised, changed, and adapted so 
that the signs may change but the substance remains through 
this principle of regulation. 198 
l97 11Formula of Concord: Solid Declaration," Book of 
Concord, edited by Theodore G. Tappert, Art. X (Philadelphia : 
Muhlenberg Press, 1959), p. 512. 
198constitution, op. cit., p. 25. 
CHAPTER V 
A DYNAMIC AND ONGOING LITURGICAL RENEWAL 
Conclusions 
The nature of twentieth century culture has changed 
and will continue to change. The way man thinks and 
perceives reality today is vastly different from the early 
Christian man or the medieva l person. The manner in which 
man c ommunicates and discovers meaning is in gross contrast 
with that of the man of the sixteenth century . There are 
many needs for liturgical reforms pressing the Church today. 
In addition to those listed above, man needs to partici-
pa te in his worship in order to find meaning in this act. 
He needs to be a part of a community and experience fellow-
ship. The Christian person needs to find a liturgy which 
is simple and at the same time expressive of his culture 
and times. He needs to be able to relate his lif e to 
spiritual realities and have the opportunity to offer his 
common, ordinary life to God as part of his worship life, 
especially his public worship. 
Not only is there a need for a relevant, meaningful, 
and life-related liturgy, but there is an even greater 
urgency for a liturgy which will involve the whole person, 
tbe entire Christian man. Many analysts of the liturgical 
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reform problem agree that liturgical signs which communicate 
religious truth and grace to man in some cases are no longer 
clear or meaningful to contemporary man and therefore need 
to be replaced. 
Chapter I examined how the intense scholarship in the 
areas of liturgy, theology, and biblical studies has placed 
an a dditional pressure on the Church to reform its worship 
life. The emerging theology of the Church places an emp ha -
sis on the laity and calls the organized churches to 
reevaluate the layman's role in the liturgy. The complex 
social issues and world problems of our times have com-
pelled the Church to address herself to these problems in 
a healthy, corrective way . Liturgical s cholars concur 
that t he Church also needs to speak to these i s sues of the 
day , particularly those issues related to the liturgical 
life of the Churcho 
Given these needs for liturgical reform, the question 
was proposed "Can the Church renew her liturgy in such a 
way so as to meet the needs of the times, the p ressures 
of culture and society without losing the substance and 
truth which is inherent in the forms and rites?" It was 
noted t hat the Roman Catholic Church had assumed the task 
of liturgical reform at the Second Vatican Council. The 
bishops drafted principles for the reform of the Mass and 
other liturgical rites and practices. The original ques-
tion raised about reform of the liturgy was applied to 
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the Vatican II reform. "Did Vatican II g ive attention to 
the cultural events and changes of the times and meet the 
needs of the people with their principles of reform? 11 
Next, it was necessary to explore whether or not the Council 
was able to reform the Mass and yet maintain the substance 
of the liturgy. 
Another corollary question to the first was raised 
which s oug ht to discover any parallels in t he li t urgical 
reforma t ion of Martin Luther during the Reformation period . 
The points of convergence between Lutheran and Roman Catho-
lic liturgical reformations were noted and the question 
wa s ra ised about the extent of the rapprochement between 
the two churches. 
Bri efly stated, the answer to all the above questions 
is "yes." The answer to eac h question will be ans wered 
separately i n light of the central problem of this study, 
"Can t he form of the liturgy be changed without losing 
its subs tance or truth?" 
Vatican I I constructed the principles of liturgical 
re f orm which will enable the liturgy to be relevant to 
the peop le, meet their needs, and express their twentiet h 
century life and times. The principle of active partici-
pation of the faithful in chapter four is the overarching 
and guiding principle in all future liturgical reform. 
This principle will permit the people of God to be involved 
once again in the liturgy because it cal ls for the parts 
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of the liturgy which rightfully belong to the people to be 
restored to them. The responses, songs, and prayers which 
the liturgy assigns to the people will involve the people 
deeply in the act of praising God. The people will be 
associ a ted more closely with Christ who accomplishes their 
redemp tion and makes them holy. 
In order to insure that the people can participate in 
a knowi ng and fruitful way, the document on the sacred 
liturgy has called for the use of the vernacular so that 
the people can offer praise and hear the Word of God in 
the ir mother tongue. The people's language which is part 
of their culture and daily life will help the faithful make 
the connecti on between liturgy and life. In order to 
ad j ust the liturgy to the times, and accommodate the litur-
gy t o the culture of the day and the country , Vatican II 
stipulated that the liturgy should incorp orate cultural 
differences and uniquenesses into the liturgy. Various 
nationalities and countries do not need to have a uniform 
liturgy. Vatican II also made it possible to adjust the 
liturgy to the social conditions and revolutions of today 
by permitting "cultural expressions 11 in the liturgy . 
The Council ensured the communication of a reformed 
liturgy by ruling that all obscurities, repetitions, 
accumulations, and accretions be deleted from the liturgy 
so that the forms and rites are clear. The liturgy stripped 
of these obscurities will become a symbol that speaks 
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clearly its essential truth. This reform will aid an 
intelligent participation of the people. The cul tural 
debris of past centuries which no longer address modern 
man's life-style will be cleared away so that the message 
of the liturgy communicates clearly and with a "noble 
simplicity ." The principle of intelligibility provides 
for these reforms. 
Final ly, in order to enable modern man to regain a 
lost sense of community and fellowship, the Council calls 
for a reform which will be consistent with the nature of 
the Eucharist as a celebration of the Head and members of 
Christ's redemptive acts. The Constitution on the Sacred 
Liturgy places great emphasis on the liturgy as the act of 
all the body of Christ. A shift in emphasis from the 
priest ' s rol e to the role of the laity is a marked change 
for the Roman Catholic Church . However, as indicated in 
Chapter III, the role of the clergy in the eucharistic 
celebration was not neglected, but this role was discussed 
in the context of the total community of God at worship. 
Both laity and priest have their functions to perform as 
members of the same community. 
The needs of the people were the first and primary 
pastoral concern of the council. This pastoral concern 
alone did not assure that reforms could be made without 
losing the truths of the liturgy. However, the Constitution 
did resolve this very difficult issue of reform. The 
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Council was able to hold the need for reform and the need 
to preserve the substance of the liturgy in tension through 
the principle of the use of sound tradition. Herein lies 
the genius of the Constitution. The key concept which safe-
guards both reform and the preservation of cont ent is the 
delineation of the mutable and immutable elements of the 
liturgy. Fundamental elements of the liturgy do not change 
and a re not to be reformed. Everything else may be changed 
and adapted to the c ulture , times, and needs of the pe ople. 
The immutable elements are the substance and truth of the 
liturgy s uch as the Eucharist itself. The core truth of 
the Roman liturgy is the mystery of Christ's redemptive 
work gi ven to man . The changeable elements of the liturgy 
are t he words , practices, ceremonies, and f orms of the 
liturgy which convey its central truth. 
The use of sound tradition also calls for the elimi-
nation of unsound traditions which have eased their way into 
the liturgy over the centuries. These unsound practices 
which have little support in earlier tradition or are in-
congruent with the nature of the liturgy are to be expur-
gated. The liturgy is to be simplified so that its noble 
dignity and truth are evident to all the faithful. On the 
other pole of the tension, change of liturgica l f orms must 
grow out of existing rites organically. Innovation is 
carefully limited. Both poles of this principle of tra-
dition provide for liturgical reform which will preserve 
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the vital subs t a nce. The principle of sound t r adi tion high-
lights t he careful work of the liturg ical commission and 
the bi s hops . It is demonstrated when the liturgical re-
former bu i lt int o this princi ple the means for continuing 
liturgical renewal. First a warning i s issued aga i nst a ny 
kind of liturgical archae ologism which would elevate one 
p e r iod of li t urgical development over another. The Council 
view the liturgy, like the Church, as a constantly evolving 
a nd changing t hi ng . By forbidding the venerat i on of one 
peri od of li t urgical development, t he Constitution has taken 
mea s ur e s to prevent t he liturgy from becoming static. The 
p osi tive feat ure of t h i s concept is that the l i t ur gy will 
be allowed to be dynamic and evolutionary in kee p i ng with 
e very l iving pr ocess in t he world. Howeve r, in or der to 
p r event a r adi c a l loss of content and substance of the litur-
gy , a l l innova tions and f abrication for special occas i ons 
is p r ohibited unless it can be demonstrated that the wel-
f are of the Church will be aided. Any experimentation or 
ne w r i t e of t he liturgy must be approved by the Apostolic 
See. Change and experimentation of the liturgy are permitted 
also by special permission. Again, t hese princ i ples will 
as sure that the substance and truth of the liturgy will be 
preserved while reform is continued. 
Another principle which safeguards the substance of 
the liturgy is the rule which calls for the regulation of 
liturgical ref orm by the bishops. The pastor of the diocese 
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is to delegate his episcopal duty of liturgical reform by 
appointing a diocesan liturgical commission. The bishop 
will a~p r ove any reforms together with other bishops and 
the Apostolic See. It is obvious that the Council was 
desirous to preserve the content and truth of the liturgy 
by calling for a regulation of future changes. If any person 
or parish authorized changes in the Mass, innovation and loss 
of substance might occur. The Protestant should remember 
tha t the Constitution's emphasis on the hierarchical nature 
of t he Church is another reason for this liturgical regu-
lation. The authority for reform is invested in the teaching 
and p as toral of f ice of the bishop. 
Gene rally speaking , the entire tone of the Constituti on 
c ommunicates a view of the liturgy as the worship of God, 
the recep tion of Christ, the celebration and commemoration 
of Christ's work. This whole conception of the liturgy 
indicates that eucha ristic worship is for the committed, 
faithful Chri s tian. Those Protestants who have turned the 
Sunday morning Service into an evangelism and instructional 
exercise should listen to the voices of Vatican II. It is 
true that t he liturgical reforms of the Council call for 
instruction in the liturgy. But this instruction is not 
the same kind of transferring of facts and ideas which 
Protestants sometimes substitute for the liturgy itself. 
Vatican II urged the pastors and priests to help the people 
receive and respond to God by explaining and training them 
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in the meaning and actions of the liturgy. 
In speaking to the third question a comparison of the 
Constitution and the liturgical writings of Martin Luther 
in Chapters III and IV demonstrated several points where 
the Lutheran and Roman liturgical reformations c onverge . 
Those who stand in the Reformation heritage rejoice to 
witness the Council's emphasis on the place of the Sacred 
Scriptures within the eucharistic celebration. The Word 
of God was of primary concern for Luther and he too, like 
Vatican II soug ht every means to bring the Word of God to 
the people . Both Lutherans and Roman Catholics affirm 
that Christ presents himself through ~he Holy Scriptures. 
An emphasis on preac hing in the liturgical celebration of 
the Mass by the Council coincides with Luther's desire that 
the Word of God be proclaimed to the people in the liturgy. 
The ancient practic e of preaching joins hands with the resto-
ration of the sermon in the evangelical reformation. 
When the Cons titution insisted on maintaining "an inti-
mate connection between Word and rite," they restored an 
ancient relationship which Luther insisted on too when he 
called for the unity of Word and Sacrament. Vatican II 
has restored a vital balance between Word and Sacrament by 
giving the people the Christ who is present in the Word as 
he is in the Eucharist . Since the sixteenth century refor-
mation, Lutherans and other Protestants have tended to lose 
this balance between Word and Sacrament by emphasizing the 
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Word to the neglect of the Sacrament. Rome's action on 
Word and Sacrament in restoring Word should call Protestan ts 
to restore the balance again through the frequent celebration 
of the Eucharist with the Word. 
The Lutheran conception of the memorial aspect of Holy 
Communi on and the Roman Catholic idea of the re-presentation 
of the mys t eries of Christ in the Eucharist is si~ilar. 
Lut her woul d accept t h is r e-presentation concept as long 
as no mer it was attached to it. Lutherans who have lost 
the commemoration of t he Lord's redemptive acts through 
over -s imp l i fication of the Lord's Supper need to recover 
this meaning once more. Attention to the Constitut ion 
would aid such memorial celebration very much. 
There is a par alle l t hought between Lutheran and Roman 
Catholics on the idea of sacrifice particularly at the 
p oint of the f a i thful offering t hemselves in Christ's sacri-
fice. The Lutheran Conf essions approve a euchar istic 
sacr i fice i n this latt er sense. However, any note of 
off e r i ng Christ again in order to merit God's f orgiveness 
or reconciliation would be unacceptable to Luther. This 
note is absent from the Cons titution. The propitiatory 
aspect of sacrifice which Luthe r and The Conf essions 
reject still stands between Lutherans and Catholics. The 
Catholic eucharistic sacrifice is the sacrifice which is 
Christ's once-for-all sacrifice offered in the Mass by 
Christ through the priest to bring grace to the peop le. 
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Even t hough the people offer Christ, they do not do it to 
gain God's merit. Christ is the one who offered himself 
and gives himself to the people. This aspect of sacrifice 
in the Mass must be studied further by Lutherans and dis-
cussed with Roman Catholics in order to discover if there 
is still a difference in this view. A Lutheran grounded 
in the nature of grace in the Eucharist and the Real Presence 
of Cbrist in the Sacrament could admit the sacrifice which 
Christ of f e r ed once-for-all as God's operation of grace and 
reconciliation among men in the eucharistic celebration. 
In the light of current biblical and eucharistic 
t heology and removed from the heat of t he sixteenth century 
reforma tion, Lutheran theologians need reexamine the impli-
cati ons of the sacrifice of Christ in the Eucharist. 
Lutheran and biblical teachings on grace, the Real Presence 
of Christ and the memorial aspect of Holy Communion provide 
the basis for a renewed examination of Christ's sacrifice 
in the Mass. 
A problem still exists between Lutheran and Roman 
Catholics on the nature of the sacrifice of the Mass when 
it is viewed ex opera operato. New blblical and theolo-
gical investigations of "grace" call for a study of what 
this phrase means and what it meant at the Reformation. A 
study of this concept by Lutheran liturgical scholars will 
further understanding between Lutherans and Catholics. 
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Li turgy Tested by Time and Use 
Roman Catholics now worship with a reformed liturgy 
since the First Sunday in Advent, 1965. Only time will test 
the principles of reform as these principles were used to 
renew the Mass. The Council has left some questions of 
liturgical reform unanswered too. Although the Constitution 
requested that cultural expressions of various countries 
be incorporated into the Mass, it still remains to be seen 
if Roman liturgists will make an attempt to also incorporate 
various ot her cultural aspects which are different from 
t hos e of the country in question. This day of an ever-
shrinking and intercultural melting pot of our world demon-
strates the need for a multi-cultural liturgy. The Consti-
tuti on implies that the construction of a multi-cultural 
liturgy should be relevant and clear and also familiar to 
the peop le of a g iven country and language. 
Years of use will assess the Council's concern for 
the sanct i fication of man through his participation in the 
liturgy . The Constitution has asserted that in the liturgy 
man comes into contact with the paschal mystery of Christ 1 s 
death and resurrection. This paschal grace offered in 
various ways in Word and sacraments, brings about man 1 s 
sanctification.l Besides the fact that this is a foreign 
1Frederick R. McManus, "Coming Reforms in the Liturgy, 11 
The Catholic World, 196 (March 1963), 337. 
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way of speaking about the working of God's grace to the 
Protestant, it also remains to be seen whether the Council 
has neglected an emphasis on man's response to God's grace 
in the liturgy by talking of man as recipient of grace in 
the liturgy. Even though man's response to God's grace 
is inherent in the concept of sanctification, the ques-
tion could be raised as to whether the faithful are just 
beneficiaries of the liturgy or also participants and 
actors? 
This study did not include an evaluation of the re-
f ormed liturgy's suitability to the average parish. Several 
liturgical s c holars agree that the suitability of the "new" 
Mass to the parish should be investigated in several years. 
Roman Catholic James Crichton is troubled by the fact that 
the present Mass which was used as the model for reform is 
a Mass developed and used in monastery and cathedral. 
Crichton believes that another liturgy must be drafted 
which suits the smaller parish congregation. 2 
An evaluation of the application of the principles of 
ref orm mus t be made after the new liturgy is in effect 
several years in order to fully determine the relevancy 
of the present rite among the people. Vatican II desired 
to adjust the liturgy to the times and accommodate it to 
culture. The question could be tested as to whether it 
2James D. Crichton, "Constitution on the Sacred Litur-
gy," American Benedictine Review, XV (Marc h 1964), 50-51. 
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will work to accommodate the liturgy to culture or will it 
be necessary to create a liturgy out of the fabric of c ul-
ture which will also maintain the substance and truth of 
the ancient liturgy? Since the Constitution favors accorn.mo-
dation, the problem could be investigated as to whether 
relevance is gained by accommodation or by using the fabric 
of culture itself in creating new liturgical forms? 
The a bove question leads logically to the remaining 
needs and concerns of a truly contemporary liturgy . Chief 
among these concerns for contemporary eucharistic rites is 
the need to construct a liturgy which will make use of the 
newly f ormulated theological symbols of our day. A theology 
for the twentieth century is now virtually completed even 
though it will continually change. These new theological 
concepts must be incorporated into the liturgy without 
violation to the nature and substance of the present liturgy. 
First a principle needs to be drafted or discovered which 
will permit t his change. This challenge provides a fertile 
area for liturgical research. 
Although the Second Vatican Council has called for use 
of the vernacular, this principle was extended only to the 
use of a spoken mother tongue. Use of the vernacular 
suggests other implications such as the use of verbal and 
non-verbal symbols various societies use to communicate 
religious meaning. The implications of this principle of 
the vernacular could be analyzed to discover if the use of 
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such symbols would make liturgical worship more relevant 
and communicative. 
One of the knottiest problems which liturgical reformers 
still face is giving expression to the mariy sub-cultures of 
a country. The Council has not specifically addressed this 
issue. At present, it appears that the Constitution allows 
only a uniform national liturgy. On the other hand, Vatican 
II affirmed the principle of diversity of cultural rites. 
It would seem that if the liturgy is to be a part of the 
life of the people, then in order for the liturgy to be 
relevant, it will have to incorporate the symbols and 
unique expressions of some sub-cultures into the liturgy. 
For example, where a congregation is composed mostly of 
Negro Americans or industrial laborers, liturgical symbols 
of these sub-cultures should be expressed in liturgical 
celebrations. 
Finally, because Vatican II has adopted significant 
principles of liturgical reform for the revision of the 
historic Christian liturgy, any non-Roman Catholic Church 
which initiates liturgical reform needs to give consideration 
to the principles of reform created by Vatican II. These 
principles could be evaluated by the church's own particular 
tradition. Vatican II suggests to the Christian churches 
in the modern world that the pattern which Rome has esta-
blished in the liturgy is worthy of study, and,in some 
instances, imitation. The lead of Vatican II suggests to 
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those Christian communions which assume the task of creating 
a contemporary liturgy the need for constructing principles 
for that reform first. This is the only way in which a 
church's liturgical heritage and truth can be preserved and 
yet accomplish liturgical changes for the modern .day. In 
this manner God may be worshipped and man might be open to 
his . continuing activity. 
APPENDIX 
A resume of the resolutions of the liturgical congresses 
at Maria Laac h (1951), Ste. Odile (1952), and Lugano (1953), 
This resume is taken from the official repprt on the 
Third Liturgical Congress, held from September 15 to 18 
in 1953, that was prepared by Luigi Agustoni and Johannes 
Wa gner (published at Lugano by the Centro di Liturgia 
Pastorale ) which sums up the two preceding congresses, 
incorpora ting the main resolutions taken at these meetings. 
The fir s t seventeen of these proposals had alread 
been mentioned at the Maria Laach meeting two years pre-
viously . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Abolition of present duplication of readings. 
Omission of the Judica, etc. 
The second part of the Mass should be called: 
the Liturgy of the Word. It should be carried 
out in choro, not at the altar. 
4. Never more than one Collect (with rare ex-
ceptions). 
5. A three- or four-year cycle of Lessons and 
and Gospels for Sundays. 
6. Less frequent recitation of the Credo. 
7, The Prex fidelium (Bidding Prayers)--should be 
reintroduced as the conclusion of the Liturgy 
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of the Word. Omit the Dominus vobiscum at the 
beginning of the ~ffertory. 
8. The sacred vessels should not be on the altar 
before the Offertory. 
9 . More Prefaces, but only those which refer to the 
Memoria Passionis. 
10. The priest s hould wait for the end of t he Sanctus 
to continue the Mass. The different Amens during 
the Canon should be eliminated. 
11. No Conf iteor, etc., at Communion time. 
12 . No last Gospel. The Last Blessing ends the Mass. 
lJ. Rename the Secrets: "Oratio super oblata," and 
make it the audible conclusion of the Offertory. 
1~ . Sing the Great Doxology at the end of the Canon; 
el imina te its f ive signs of the cross and elevate 
the two Sacred Species during the Doxology. No 
genuflection before this elevation and perhaps 
no genuflection at all. 
15. After the Paternoster: regroup the prayers and 
ceremonies and find a way to have the congregation 
participate in the Pax. 
16 . Develop the interval between Communion and Post-
communion {prayers and singing, consult other 
liturgies). 
17. Regulate the use of Ite misse est and Benedicamus 
Domino (see the new regulation on Holy Thursday). 
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18. The revised Easter Vigil is the model of the 
principles which should govern future reform. 
19 . Sing or recite aloud the Per ipsum (Great Dox-
ology); no signs of the cross; elevate the two 
Species until the Amen of the people; no genu-
flection here, or only after the Amen repeating 
no. 14 . 
20. No Amen after the Paternoster; sing or recite 
aloud the Libera nos; no sign of the cross with 
the empty paten, no kiss (anticipating projects 
of Lugano]. 
21 . Place the first Domine Jesu Christe immediately 
after the Libera (or suppress it entirely); 
f ollow with Pax Domini sit semper vobiscum 
with no ceremony of the Host; no response of 
the people ; give Pax afterward (this is spelled 
out in detail on pp. 242-3 of the report). 
22. Breaking of the Host takes place after the Pax, 
with no accompanying ceremony, while the congre-
gation sings the Agnus Dei; at low Mass the 
priest says it after the Fractio. The two 
Communion prayers should then follow or be 
suppressed (see pp. 242-4 of the report). 
2J. The celebrant receives half of the Host, the other 
half is either given to those who serve at the 
altar or distributed with the ciborium. 
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24. No Conf iteor, etc., at Communion time; shortening 
of the "Corp us " p ra ye r during t he distri but ion 
(p . 239 of t he report elaborates the 1951 Maria 
Laa ch r esolution). 
25 . Have the Communi o sung solemnly during the dis-
t ribution, even in the vernacular. 
26 . At the end of the Mass: Ite mis s a est (only), 
Deo gratias , kiss of the latar (no Placeat), 
bl essing , a nd pe ople's Amen. No Last Gospel or 
Leonine prayers . 
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